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Abstract 

Vehicles are becoming increasingly more complex in terms of, for example, 
Electronic Stability Program (ESP), Antilock Braking System (ABS), Traction 
Control System (TCS), and Active Rollover Protection (ARP), i.e. several different 
control systems that have to interact to perform well when driving. Hence, efficient 
testing activities are vital to ensure that the components and systems in the vehicle are 
functioning as intended. Numerous automotive manufacturers (OEM) and suppliers 
(Tier 1) have firmly established their testing activities in northern Sweden, because 
they need guaranteed cold weather, new snow and big temperature variations during 
their time there. Another reason why automotive companies choose northern 
Sweden is due to the large number of clients situated in the area. This enables 
demonstrations with significant number of participants and development within 
customer projects. 

The testing industry is important for northern Sweden, where the largest proving 
ground group has a yearly turnover of 21 million. The testing activities at a proving 
ground initially seem to mainly incorporate technical aspects that focus mainly on the 
prototype vehicle and its components. However, services related to automotive 
testing are also important to ensure professional tests where the actors, here called 
service providers, are those who supply the proving ground and the subsequent 
services. Tracks to run the tests on are rather obvious, but there is also a need for 
administrative services, accommodation, logistics, access to local test drivers for 
endurance tests, mechanics, information and communication technologies, etc.  

The research presented in this thesis has studied which technologies that have 
potential to support service providers and their customers and what benefits 
technology supported winter testing will provide. A guiding vision trough the work 
has been to contribute to service innovation in winter testing activities. A premise has 
been that technology, in particular vehicle dynamics and distributed engineering will 
be useful to contribute to the vision. The research has an explorative approach, since 
previous research in this area is limited. The research, therefore, has embarked from a 
topic (i.e. vehicle dynamics) rather than a hypothesis. Still, the research project is 
based on previous research, specifically a technological framework for the 
transmission of real-time data from test vehicles to development facilities worldwide. 
Action Research (AR) Participatory Action Research (PAR) and Participatory and 
Appreciative AR (PAAR) has been used as a frame of reference, since it was 
considered important to involve both researcher and participants in the studies to 
evolve from the experience in the field and participate in service provision changes. 
This approach resulted in the use of extensive empirical data to find supportive 
technical concepts for the service providers.  

Service providers were seen to continuously develop services at the proving ground, 
while looking for ways to provide better services, e.g. safety on the test tracks and 
correct and relevant information about the weather conditions. However, it can be 
argued that there is a focus on the more visible facilities, e.g. related to ice and land 
tracks, as well as a view of services to make people from the automotive industry 
comfortable when away from home, e.g. tourism and adventures. These are 
important. Yet, the advancement of automotive systems and more complex vehicles 
has “gradually” made testing activities more dependent on technologies. In this 
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context, the technological services provided at the proving ground seem more 
invisible. This can relate to a perspective on technologies as the expertise area of 
OEM and Tier1. In turn, such a view makes it difficult to proactively take the next 
step in providing technological support. Yet, in the studies presented in this thesis it 
is found that the service providers already act as a competent and trusted partner in 
the testing activities. Further, the studies show that an upcoming challenge for OEM 
and Tier1 is the issue of developing well-defined methods to standardize tests. This is 
one opportunity for service providers to provide new or extended services. 
Therefore, in this thesis, Remote Test Management, steering robots and objective 
evaluation of vehicles are explained technically and outlined as being part of such 
service innovation. 

 
Keywords 

Winter testing, Test Management, Fleet Management, Distributed Engineering, 
Vehicle Dynamic Simulation, Collaborative Environment, Distributed Visualization, 
Decision Support, Service Innovation, Functional Product Innovation. 
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Sammanfattning 

Fordon blir allt mer komplexa med antisladdsystem (ESP), antispinnsystem (TCS), 
låsningsfria bromsar (ABS) och rundslagningsskydd (ARP) och alla dessa är olika 
kontrollsystem som behöver interagera med varandra för att prestera bra under 
körning. Därför är tester av dessa system och fordonet av största vikt för att säkerställa 
att komponenterna och systemen i fordonet fungerar felfritt. Många biltillverkare och 
underleverantörer har stora verksamheter i norra Sverige eftersom de behöver 
garanterat kallt väder, ny snö och temperaturvariationer under testaktiviteterna. En 
annan anledning varför de väljer norra Sverige är pga. det stora antalet kunder som 
testar i regionen. Detta möjliggör demonstrationer med ett antal deltagare och 
utveckling inom kundprojekt. 

Testindustrin är viktig för norra Sverige, där det största provanläggningsföretaget har 
en årlig omsättning på 210 miljoner kronor. Testaktiviteterna vid en provanläggning 
kan i en första anblick ses fokusera mestadels på prototypfordon och dess 
komponenter. Men tjänster relaterade till fordonstestning är också av största vikt för 
att säkerställa professionella tester. Vintertestentreprenörerna tillhandahåller 
provanläggningar och tillhörande tjänster, förutom provbanor så finns det ett behov 
av administration, boende, logistik, tillgång till lokala testförare, mekaniker, 
informations- och kommunikationsstöd mm.  

Forskningen som presenteras i denna avhandling handlar om vilka teknologier som 
kan bidra och stödja testaktiviteter och hur vintertestaktörerna kan dra nytta av 
teknologierna. Visionen under arbetet har varit att bidra till tjänsteinnovation för 
vintertestaktiviteter. Idén har varit att fordonsdynamik och distribuerat 
ingenjörsarbete kan bidra till denna vision. Forskningen har haft en explorativ ansatts 
eftersom tidigare forskning inom området är begränsat. Forskningen har därför utgått 
från ett ämne (fordonsdynamik) samt ett tidigare forskningsprojekt, nämligen ett 
tekniskt ramverk för överföring av realtidsmätdata från testfordon till 
utvecklingsplatser utspridda i världen. Aktionsforskning har använts som referensram i 
forskningen eftersom det ansågs vara viktigt att involvera både forskare och deltagare i 
studierna. Denna ansats resulterade i (användandet av) omfattande empirisk data för 
att hitta stödjande teknologikoncept för vintertestentreprenörer.  

Resultatet av studierna är att vintertestentreprenörer kontinuerligt utvecklar sina 
tjänster på provanläggningarna samtidigt som de söker nya sätt att erbjuda bättre 
tjänster till sina kunder, t.ex. säkerhet på provanläggningen och relevant 
väderinformation. Dock kan det ses som att fokus har varit på provanläggningarna, 
d.v.s. relaterat till is- och landbaserade provbanor, men även på turism- och 
äventyrstjänster för deras kunder. Dessa är viktiga men utvecklingen av fordonssystem 
och mer komplexa fordon har gradvis medfört att testaktiviteterna har blivit mer 
beroende av tekniska tjänster. I en första anblick syns inte de tekniska tjänsterna som 
levereras på provanläggningarna. Detta kan relatera till synen att användning av 
teknik och utveckling av den är expertområden hos biltillverkare och 
underleverantörer. En sådan syn gör det svårt att proaktivt ta nästa steg och erbjuda 
tekniska tjänster. I studierna synliggörs det att vintertestentreprenörerna redan agerar 
som en kompetent och trogen partner i testaktiviteterna. Studierna visar också att en 
framtida utmaning för biltillverkare och underleverantörer är utvecklingen av 
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väldefinierade testmetoder och standardiserade tester. Detta är en möjlighet för 
vintertestentreprenörer att erbjuda utökade eller nya tjänster och i denna avhandling 
presenteras Remote Test Management, styrrobotar och objektiv utvärdering av 
fordon som de teknologikoncept som kan stödja tjänsteinnovation. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter gives an introduction to the automotive industry and to the winter test 
industry in northern Sweden, and presents the purpose and the research questions. 
The delimitations of the thesis are also presented to frame the area that has been 
researched on and at the end a structured overview of the thesis is given.  

1.1 Background 
The design and development of cars today is a highly collaborative effort between 
several actors. For example, while the Volvo XC90 is manufactured in Sweden, it 
sources most of its parts and components from supply chain partners dispersed all over 
the world [1]. Another aspect has been the increase in automobile electronics 
including software [2]. In the past the first electronic devices implemented into cars 
fulfilled single dedicated tasks (e.g. electronic injection), whereas cars today are 
equipped with embedded systems linked in multiple networks that deal with more 
advanced tasks, e.g. automatic alert of an emergency service via the airbag control 
[2]. The multiple networks therefore allow the design of functions that combine 
several systems, e.g. vehicle dynamics and navigation information. This allows the 
cars to be designed differently than before, but it also means additional efforts to 
make it work well. The S-Class of Mercedes-Benz contains more than 50 controllers, 
more than 600,000 lines of code, 3 different bus systems with around 150 messages 
and 600 signals [2]. It is reported that 30 % of severe malfunctions in the car caused 
by faulty systems and software [3]. Hence, making all of these parts and systems fit 
together is complex. But it should also result in a safe, high quality, comfortable, and 
easy to use vehicle with low emissions and low impact on the environment. To 
achieve this, performing continuous validation, verification, and evaluation of the 
vehicle are necessary not only in simulation or laboratories but also at proving 
grounds and public roads that represent a real-life and harsh environment. It is 
difficult to test the vehicle and all its mechanical and electrical systems interaction in a 
simulation or laboratory environment, thus proving grounds and public roads in 
harsh environments is a necessity. 

Vehicles are increasingly becoming more complex in terms of, for example 
Electronic Stability Program (ESP), Antilock Braking System (ABS), Traction 
Control System (TCS), and Active Rollover Protection (ARP), i.e. several different 
control systems that have to interact to perform well when driving. Thus, efficient 
testing activities are vital to ensure that the components and systems in the vehicle are 
functioning as intended. Testing activities at the proving ground initially seem to 
mainly incorporate technical aspects that focus on the prototype vehicles and its 
components. However, the services related to automotive testing are also important 
to ensure professional tests where the actors, here called service providers, are those 
who supply the proving ground and subsequent services. Tracks to run the tests on 
are obvious, but there are also needs for administrative services, accommodations, 
logistics, access to local test drivers for endurance tests, mechanics, information and 
communication technologies, etc. At a proving ground, there are actors from vehicle 
manufacturing companies (OEM), component companies (Tier 1) and service 
providers present in automotive testing activities. Obviously, there are many ‘pieces’ 
that have to come together to perform a test. Here OEMs are the vehicle 
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manufacturers and Tier 1 suppliers are the main component suppliers to the 
automotive industry, i.e. suppliers of ABS, ESP, and TCS systems as well as four-
wheel drive systems among others.  

The joint efforts of the actors at the proving ground aim to make the actual tests as 
good as possible. In general, the testing activities are performed to evaluate one 
component at a time and this takes time. In automotive winter testing, weather 
conditions are also critical. For instance, the air temperature and the ice on the tracks 
have to be the same during the day to gain useful results of a repeated test. Further, 
how the driver drives during the first test has to be as similar as possible in a repeated 
test, except for when a range of different drivers are needed to validate systems on 
different driver input. The lack of standardized testing sequences is very much a 
concern in the automotive industry. 

 
Figure 1. Large proving ground with land and ice tracks, ©Bosch with permission. 

Overall, in the area of complex products, such as cars with multiple safety systems 
and components, the support of computer tools and software is important, and testing 
activities are no exception. Engineers from car manufacturing companies and 
component firms along with service providers’ test managers and engineers have 
expertise in using computer supported tools and software, i.e. sensors, equipment to 
log data and software to help visualize data. Still, the actors have to cope with the 
interpretation of measurements/results and updates of embedded software, since 
reporting and fixing problems and software are part of the work. At the winter test 
site, all actors with an engineering background have skills in using technology 
support, though this support is firmly assigned to role specific expertise so that each 
test is well planned and coordinated and, in the perfect test, the technical equipment 
interacts as intended. 

In a best-case scenario, technologies have the potential to transcend knowledge 
specific areas and empower people to gain expertise in new fields. Product-Service 
Systems (PSS) is a movement in manufacturing industry, partly based on an idea to 
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change how engineering tools and software are applied in early development [4]. PSS 
incorporates a shift in business logics for how manufacturing firms develop, sell and 
maintain their products, i.e. as services instead of products. On the contrary, this 
thesis begins from the premise that supportive technologies can become a basis for 
service innovation in automotive winter testing, yet a PSS vision frames the thesis. 

Automotive winter testing started in the 1960s in northern Sweden as the first ABS 
systems were developed. Instead of testing at the narrow Alps dense with traffic, 
some groups moved to northern Sweden, where locals gladly helped to clear the 
snow on frozen lakes. This became a recurring activity to perform tests in Sweden 
and soon followed more developments of ABS systems and thus more companies and 
dedicated test facilities for building test tracks. The test tracks on lakes were 
becoming even bigger and different types emerged at the rate of new developments 
of vehicle systems. Hence, this was how service providers offered their first services, 
such as plowing test tracks on lakes and offering housing to engineers from OEM and 
their suppliers (Tier 1)[5]. The lakes eventually became insufficient, due to a need for 
testing systems on split-μ with heated asphalt on one side and ice on the other. Land-
based tracks were also built to prolong the winter test season when the ice froze late 
and when it lost its strength during the spring. As more people came to northern 
Sweden to test their vehicles and systems, there was a need to build up large offices 
and garages, and the hotel and tourism business bloomed. The emergence of ESP 
systems created a need for test tracks for handling, which were plowed on lakes and 
built on land. The proving grounds have since been developed along with the 
process of providing the best possible tracks for customers and the building of cold-
chambers (i.e. large freezers) and more specialized tracks. Some service providers 
signed multi-year contracts with large automotive companies and thus created a 
foundation for even closer services to their customers like providing test drivers. A 
few engineers from the automotive companies decided to move to the region and 
start working for the service providers, which opened up for more technology related 
services. Competence of testing the vehicle systems along with development skills 
was now present at some of the service providers.  

In recent years, the winter testing business in northern Sweden has grown 
approximately 15% annually [5], with the largest company employing 200 people 
annually and a yearly turnover of 21 million [6]. Several service providers are in the 
regions of Jokkmokk, Arjeplog, Arvidsjaur, Älvsbyn, Kiruna and Sorsele, each with 
different business strategies. Some focus on one customer, whereas others might have 
a more open test track with a number of different customers. The technical 
knowledge of service providers also varies with some offering large test tracks, 
facilities, test-drivers and engineers, and others providing test tracks and facilities with 
a few test-drivers. Some service providers mainly take care of their customers’ 
facilities and tracks, and some offer something in-between. 

Finally, the research in the area of automotive winter testing has received limited 
attention from academia. One paper found presents the creation of a digital-vehicle 
proving ground in China[7], where another presents altitude and winter tests for 
engine development in Chile [8]. There are also studies conducted for friction 
estimation, e.g. test method for measuring tire-cornering force in winter conditions 
[9] or project to investigate the possibilities to estimate the tire to road friction [10] 
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among others. To my knowledge, studies regarding the development of test facilities 
or services connected to the proving grounds, especially winter test proving grounds 
are very rare. Further, the service providers have an interest in prolonging the testing 
activities to also encompass summer tests. Service providers know that their facilities 
and services play an important role in the automotive industry, but find it challenging 
to identify the next step and thus realize the evolution of new services. Still, they 
have identified some need areas, in particular to continue to develop test methods, 
increase the quality of work (ISO 9001 certification), more specialized persons, more 
people with engineering competences, projects conducted closer with their 
customers and supporting technologies for test activities and track preparation. This 
indicates a need for a collective and aimed research in automotive winter testing. 

1.2 Purpose 
This work has been guided by the vision to contribute to service innovation in 
winter testing activities. To contribute to this vision, the purpose for the research has 
been to elaborate on how technologies can support testing activities. In particular 
vehicle dynamics and distributed engineering have been in focus. Where distributed 
engineering in this case means that people can take part in the test from a remote and 
distributed location.  

1.3 Research questions 
The following three questions emerged during the research: 

• Which technologies have the potential to contribute to winter testing activities?  
• How can technology support testing activities?  
• How can the actors benefit from technology supported winter testing?  

An underpinning idea as mentioned in the purpose above is to focus on technologies 
concerning vehicle dynamics and distributed engineering. 

1.4 Delimitations 
The studies presented in this thesis concern the automotive testing industry in general 
and winter testing in particular. The studies are delimited to winter testing in Sweden 
and apply a perspective of the service providers. However, the automotive industry 
will also benefit from the studies due to their usage of the testing services.  

Another delimitation concerns the technologies that I have studied. My focus has 
been on testing support, not on the actual car systems as such but to understand how, 
e.g., ABS, ESP and other systems are verified and validated, not on how they can be 
improved.  

Lastly, even though my vision is to progress service innovation, I have not considered 
the research subject from a theoretical standpoint of service development. Instead, my 
approach has been to highlight the potential for service innovation from a 
technological point of view. 

1.5 Reader’s guide 
Chapter two will briefly introduce Action Research (AR), Participatory AR and 
Participatory and Appreciative AR. Further, the chapter will present how the 
research was performed and how data were collected and used.  
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Chapter three gives an introduction to related theoretical areas of this research that 
will give a better understanding of the research but also a general understanding of 
the respective areas. 

Chapter four presents the results and is divided into four sections, starting with an 
overview of the automotive winter test industry and their general needs and 
challenges. Following section presents the technical concept Distributed Real-Time 
Vehicle Validation that later was reframed to Remote Test Management through the 
research process. The third section presents one technology area that has the potential 
to contribute to standardized tests and new services for service providers. The last 
section presents a technology for objective evaluation of vehicles. The empirical data 
and descriptions presented in this chapter is an important part of the research due to 
its limitedness in the literature, and presented in each section is the corresponding 
empirical data. 

Chapter five give a summary of appended papers and chapter six presents the 
condensed results of this work. Finally future work, table of figures and references are 
outlined in the last part of the thesis before the appended papers. 
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2 RESEARCH APPROACH 
This chapter will briefly introduce the research approaches Action Research (AR), 
Participatory AR and Participatory and Appreciative Action and Reflection 
(PAAR). Further, the chapter will present how the research was performed and how 
data was collected and used.  

Since the research in the area of automotive winter testing has received limited 
attention from academia it is important to explore the challenges and opportunities. 
The purpose for the research has been to elaborate on how technologies can support 
testing activities, thus it is important to learn from actors involved in the actual 
testing activities and collectively find supportive technologies. Therefore, Action 
Research, Participatory Action Research and Participatory and Appreciative Action 
and Reflection were used as a frame of reference during the research. Below follows 
introductions to these research approaches.    

2.1 Action Research 
Action research is an iterative process involving researchers and practitioners acting 
together on a particular cycle of activities, including problem diagnosis, action 
intervention, and reflective learning [11]. Action research can be seen as an iterating 
spiral of a routine, look-think-act. These are explained in [12] p.18 as: 

Look  
• Gather relevant information  
• Build a picture: Describe the situation 

Think  
• Explore and analyze: What is happening here? 
• Interpret and explain: How/Why are things as they are? 

Act  
• Plan 
• Implement 
• Evaluate 

Action Research is used in real situations when real problems need to be solved, [13]. 
It is often chosen when flexibility is needed and when people are involved in the 
research and when change has to take place holistically and quickly. Often, those 
using AR would like to study their practice or organizations.  

AR is a holistic approach to problem solving that allows different research methods 
to be used during the studies [13]. Examples of methods to generate qualitative data 
are [13]: 

• Keeping a research journal 
• Document collection and analysis  
• Participant observation recordings 
• Questionnaires surveys 
• Structured and unstructured interviews 
• Case studies 

Finally AR tends to be described in [14] as: 
• Cyclic  similar steps tend to recur, in a similar sequence. 
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• Participative  the clients and informants are involved as partners, or at least active 
participants, in the research process. 

• Qualitative  it deals more often with language than with numbers. 
• Reflective  critical reflection upon the process and outcomes are important parts of each 

cycle. 

2.2 Participatory Action Research 
AR focuses more on the subjective ‘I’ and that the owner of the focus is ‘me’. 
However, in PAR the focus lies on the ‘we’ and the owner is also ‘we’. Note that 
the ‘I’ does not become invisible. It is re-positioned within the ‘we’ [15] i.e. the 
subjects studied that use PAR are part of the research and co-researchers and the 
researcher’s needs to be in the world of the people studied. 

Kemmis and Wilkinson [16], p. 22, emphasize that each of the steps in the spiral of 
self-reflection (see section before) is best undertaken collaboratively by co-
participants in the action research process.  

Hence, from [16], p. 23, AR has six key features, at least as important as the self-
reflective spiral: 

• Social process  …the process of individuation and socialization continue to shape 
individuals and social relationships in all settings in which we find ourselves. 

• Participatory  …it engages people in examining their knowledge (understanding, 
skills and values) and interpretative categories (the ways they interpret themselves and 
their action in the social and material world).  

• Practical and Collaborative  It engages people in examining the acts that link 
them with others in social interaction. 

• Emancipatory  …it aims to help people recover and unshackle themselves from the 
constraints of irrational, unproductive, unjust and unsatisfying social structures that limit 
their self-development and self-determination. 

• Critical  …here, people deliberately set out to contest and to reconstitute ways of 
interpreting and describing their world. 

• Recursive (reflective, dialectical)  It is the way of investigating reality in order to 
change it or changing the reality to investigate it; it is the spiral of cycles and learning by 
doing. 

2.3 Participatory and Appreciative Action and Reflection 
One could argue that PAAR has come to be called 3rd generation of AR [15]. One 
difference of PAAR compared to PAR is that it focuses on the appreciative part 
(appreciative intelligence), where the strengths of what is studied instead of 
weaknesses are highlighted. PAAR demands a certain level of appreciative 
intelligence, i.e. needed to reframe a given situation [15]. Another part of PAAR that 
sets it apart from PAR and AR is the emotional part, therefore the participants and 
the researcher should keep a reflective journal throughout the process. It is important 
to point out that by using PAAR reaching a specific goal is not certain. The PAAR 
process can take unexpected turns and you might find yourself ending up somewhere 
you did not anticipate. 

Therefore, from [15] it can be seen that some characteristics of PAAR is: 
Appreciative, Empowering, Ethical, and Participatory. Also presented in [15] the 
four-step process of PAAR can be described as follows; 
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• Developing an appreciative gaze  This means actively and consciously starting the 
understanding and improvement process by looking at what is positive and supportive of 
human flourishing and well being in current thinking and practice. It is an appreciation 
of our own and others’ gifts and talents. 

• Reframing lived experience This is essentially about trying to look at ‘problems’ 
(or challenges) creatively and with a critical spirit to seek out alternative and innovative 
approaches for future working. It involves being open to the unexpected connection. 

• Building practical wisdom  This is about improving working practices through local 
and regional ownership of issues and an understanding of how gender relations and other 
markers of difference affect identity and behaviors. We need to organize carefully for this 
as building practical wisdom that is meaningful and useful takes time. The practical 
wisdom we have in mind is not simply the outcome of reproductive thinking, i.e. simply 
refining what is already known. It seeks to generate the new, insights and improved 
actions. In this sense we might call it productive thinking. 

• Ethical action and moral courage  To use what has been co-produced to 
demonstrate achievement and positively move practices and policy forward. PAAR is 
not only a particular way of thinking about action; it is also a particular kind of action.  

2.3.1 Appreciative intelligence  

Thatchenkery, et al. [17] state that appreciative intelligence is another type of 
intelligence within the multiple intelligence fields and that there are three parts in 
appreciative intelligence:  

• Ability to reframe  
• Appreciate the positive  
• See how the future unfolds from the positive present  

Further, Thatchenkery et al. [17], explains the following about appreciative 
intelligence; 

“Many people have the ability to reframe and the capacity to appreciate the positive. Yet, if 
they don’t see the concrete ways that the possibilities of the present moment could be challenged, 
they have not developed appreciative intelligence.” 

Consider the case of an interview or a workshop, an interesting topic is discussed or 
communicated about and if the moment is not quickly seized, challenged and 
reframed by a positive question you have not developed appreciative intelligence. For 
example, in a workshop when something seams difficult to reframe through “What 
would happen if we did not have this problem, how could we build on the idea in that case?”. 

2.3.2 Power of the positive question and reframing 

To reframe, you need to listen to people, and when something interesting happens, 
capture it and continue to ask a positive question in a frame-shifting manner like: 

• What would happen if…? 
• What if we…? 
• Imagine if we…? 
• Etc. 

When applying PAAR the researcher have to understand that we grow in the 
direction that we ask the questions, i.e. if you ask a positive question you will 
probably get a positive response. In [15], reframing is described as, “This key process 
involves having the skills to see, to make sense of and to interpret things in different ways. Not 
just one way, usually our own way.”  
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This means as a researcher, you have to see one thing from many perspectives and be 
critical to what you see.  

2.3.3 Reflective journal 

To not lose focus of where the group (researcher and co-researchers) performing 
PAAR is going, they somehow need to keep records of their progress and thoughts. 
One way to do this is with a reflective journal [15]. 

This is where the researcher has to be careful and consider the ethics; that not all 
people are comfortable writing a reflective journal and it can bring up some 
physiological straining memories. In the reflective journal emotions and thoughts that 
surfaced during the day should be written. This is good when it comes to analyzing 
the data; the participants have an additional level of information to work from. 

2.4 Research context 
The research is funded by the Centre for Automotive Systems Technology and 
Testing – CASTT and project I2 – Intelligent Inland road. CASTT aims to mainly 
support automotive winter testing in Northern Sweden, i.e. support the local 
automotive test entrepreneurs and through them their customers: the car 
manufacturers and their suppliers. I2 aims to create an environment to test new 
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) for intelligent vehicles and 
roads. CASTT and I2 consist of 13 different research projects and collaboration 
between them is encouraged.  

My research project in CASTT focuses on supporting service providers in northern 
Sweden and through them the automotive industry. My research project in I2 studies 
how the use of ICT can support the service providers in their business. 

This research has an explorative approach, due to the limitedness of the research in 
the area of winter testing. Hence, the research began from a topic (i.e. vehicle 
dynamics) rather than a hypothesis. Still, the research project is based on previous 
research, specifically a technological framework for the transmission of real-time data 
from test vehicles to development facilities worldwide [18]. The research used AR, 
PAR and PAAR as a frame of reference, since it was considered important to involve 
both the researcher and participants in the studies and evolve from the experience in 
the field and participate in service provision changes. See 2.4.1 for a view of the 
research track framed in the different research approaches presented in the beginning 
of this chapter.  

Figure 2 shows an overview of the research conducted from start to finish, including 
papers written and studies conducted. The figure is intended to convey the path of 
the research. In the beginning, my studies were based on the work of Törlind [18] 
and Johanson et. al. [19] with the view of vehicle dynamics. The initial idea for the 
research was to enhance distributed vehicle validation through the use of dynamic 
simulation software. Therefore, a workshop was conducted with a local company 
that was designed to build a framework for a demonstrator using the perspectives of 
past research and the skills of the participants, i.e. it was more of a producing 
workshop than a creative workshop, i.e. the focus was to achieve a demonstrator 
instead of generating multiple ideas. This workshop resulted in a first visualization 
application for vehicle dynamics and the prototype framework presented in paper A. 
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Figure 2. Research track showing the path from start to end. 

 

The visualization software was further developed and is described in paper B, 
illustrating how it could be used in future vehicle-testing settings. To understand 
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more about the needs and challenges for both service providers and automotive 
industries, a web-based survey about vehicle winter testing was conducted. Parts of 
the surveys results were then used in paper C. Collaborative efforts with another 
research project resulted in paper D, which presents an example of how the 
framework could be used within an automotive company collaborating between 
different departments developing a typical automotive application (traction control). 

After my Licentiate thesis were written and presented, work started on how to gain 
more insight to the automotive test industry, using the developed demonstrator as a 
platform for discussions and the survey results as a reference. Two meetings with two 
automotive tier 1 suppliers in Michigan, United States, were arranged to understand 
more about the industry’s needs and how they viewed the initial work. Together 
with other meetings, this resulted in a re-focusing of the research project to find new 
areas of interests in the future. Re-focusing was about reflecting on earlier work and 
the input from industry to find a suitable base for further studies with a stronger focus 
on the developments of service provision. Some of the areas found were 
discontinued due to difficulties in arranging or funding, furthermore one of which 
was not in line with the research purpose and thus was cancelled. Some topics were 
interesting, but did not proceed until later when they were brought back into the 
process. The ideas of 

• using the car as a sensor, i.e. extracting information about the vehicle response and 
environment using the vehicle as a sensor,  

• studying the test process of automotive winter testing, to know how to support it  
• animating or visualizing vehicle behavior and data 

were seen as good candidates to introduce into a more extensive qualitative study 
with interviews of service providers, tier 1 suppliers and OEM. Also, a workshop 
focusing on the future of vehicle testing was conducted. Other areas emerged during 
the qualitative studies, specifically steering robots and path following. To know more 
about these areas a survey with a set of open questions on how the use of steering 
robots and path following were used during winter testing was designed. With the 
help of service providers the survey was distributed to people of interest at different 
companies, both tier 1 and OEM. This work resulted in paper E. Collaborative 
efforts with another research project resulted in a related paper. Studies of using 
steering robots in winter testing began, but finding industry collaboration to test the 
robots in winter conditions was difficult. However, one OEM invited to a meeting 
in September 2009 to discuss the area for future possibilities and challenges. 

During the qualitative studies, workshop, interviews and informal meetings, a remote 
technology in the form of fleet management system was appealing for some service 
providers, and visualization of vehicle behavior seemed to also be an interesting 
technology. Together with another workshop, this resulted in paper F, a 
collaborative approach to present Remote Test Management, i.e. a collection of 
multiple research projects where I saw a way of connecting all of these together. 
Together with further qualitative studies and one area from re-focusing as a 
reference, namely test-driver training, resulted in paper F that led to paper G. During 
the research process, a new area emerged when studying an existing measurement 
system for possible usage in winter testing, which resulted in paper H. The pre-study 
presented in paper H was initiated by one of the participants in the research, a service 
provider, who wanted to know more about this technology and if it could be useful.  
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As complement to Figure 2, the studies used during the research are presented below 
in Table 1 together with the approach and data collection method. The 
corresponding papers are also presented. Further, the focus of each study is also 
presented. The different methods are further explained in 2.5. 

Table 1. Overview of studies and used methods connected to papers. 

Study Approach Method Paper Focus 

1 Workshop A Building a demonstrator for 
use in discussions 

2 Informal meetings B Building a demonstrator for 
use in discussions 

3 Survey C Understanding  
4 Informal meetings E, G Understanding, feedback, 

re-focus, reflect 
5 Semi-structured 

interviews 
E, G Understanding, feedback, 

find new areas 
6 Workshop E, G Future of vehicle testing, 

understanding, feedback 
7 Survey E Understanding  
8 Semi-structured 

interviews 
E, F, G Understanding, feedback, 

knowledge transfer 
9 Workshop F, G New services around the 

intelligent inland road 
10 

AR 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

PAAR 
Pre-study, survey, 
informal meetings 

H Understanding, feedback, 
knowledge transfer 

2.4.1 Research track framed in the different research approaches 

From the research track presented in Figure 2 and the description above about AR, 
PAR and PAAR, the research has been participatory in nature. If studying the 
research track we can recognize the following steps in Figure 2 framed in the AR 
spiral look-think-act. 

• Act:  
o Starting to build a prototype framework, Paper A and B. 

• Look: 
o Informal meetings, survey. 

• Think: 
o Write paper C, D and licentiate thesis. 

• Act: 
o Re-focus, finding other approaches, new areas. 

• Look: 
o Interviews and survey, discussing concepts and new areas.  

• Think: 
o Paper E showing opportunities in automotive winter testing. 
o Paper F explaining Remote Test Management 
o Paper G prospective service innovation 

• Act: 
o Pre-study (Paper H), next step, future activity. 
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The PAAR approach has influenced this research, since it was thought to have many 
parts that could be useful in the studies, these are highlighted below. Even though 
the research project has not explicitly kept reflective journals from the participants, as 
is pointed out in the PAAR approach, much of PAAR is useful in the exploratory 
research project. For example, the appreciative intelligence, reframing and power of 
the positive question are vital and have been used when conducting interviews and, 
in particular, when running workshops, even though developing an appreciative 
intelligence and using the power of the positive question takes time before mastering 
it fully. A reflective journal is something I do as a researcher during the research 
process by taking notes after meetings, and especially when new ideas emerge, e.g. 
before the re-focus seen in Figure 2. Letting the participants, or here service 
providers, keep a reflective journal would have provided an additional source of 
information, though in this case frequent meetings and telephone calls served as an 
opportunity to collect reflection from the participants.  

Developing an appreciative gaze by involving people from the test industry to the 
research process and giving them a sense that they are contributing to a positive 
present and future has been helpful in this project. By inviting participants from the 
studied field and letting them own the problem, they can move forward and generate 
the new insights and improved actions. A clear example of a participant’s 
contribution to the research process is the pre-study, paper H, which was initiated by 
one of the participants (service provider) who saw an interesting measurement 
system. From this I started a pre-study with the service provider and the provider of 
the measurement system to learn more about the possibilities for the test industry to 
use this system and if it could be further developed to suit their needs. The use of a 
participative approach with an appreciative workshop format has shown to be a 
powerful approach to the research project. In the appreciative workshop format, used 
during this research, the three first steps in the PAAR process, Developing an 
appreciative gaze, Reframing lived experience, and Building practical wisdom is very powerful 
since it helps to move the work forward during the workshop. These three steps can 
be exemplified correspondingly in the following example of a workshop: 

1. Letting the participants of the workshop go through a who am I exercise where 
everyone can quickly become familiar with the participants and what interests 
and talents they possess. This is a positive exercise aimed at creating well-
being for the exercises ahead. 

2. Next step is to look at problems or challenges creatively, but with a critical 
spirit to find innovative approaches to a workshop theme like “Future vehicle 
testing”. Here, the power of the positive question and reframing is used by 
posing questions, like explained before, about something that you do not 
agree with or want to do differently. 

3. Last step is to let the participants own parts of the issues by finalizing the 
workshop with a set of actions for the participants. This to seek new insights 
from the participants, since building practical wisdom takes time.  

This is just an example of three steps in the PAAR process used in a workshop 
format. Two workshops were performed in this manner during the research project. 
The hardest part was to gather people from different organizations and companies for 
1-2 days to do these kinds of workshops. However, conducting these workshops 
moves the research forward faster.  
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2.4.2 Evolution of the research  

The PAAR process can take unexpected turns and you might find yourself ending up 
somewhere you did not anticipate, 2.3. Therefore, the research question will evolve 
along with the research when new results and insights are found based on the 
iterative and exploratory process. 

This research started with an initial research question formed at the start of the 
research project. 

“How can the validation work be less time consuming, more effective and cheaper with the use 
of Simulation Driven Design and Distributed Collaborative Work?” 

This question was altered into the question below after the work with the framework 
presented in papers A and B, hence, the focus on real-time simulation and 
visualization. 

“How can real-time vehicle dynamic simulation and use of real-time visualization support 
vehicle testing and how will this affect vehicle testing?” 

Due to the exploratory approach, the research question needed revision, especially 
after the qualitative studies of the test industry where it was regarded as difficult to 
move forward. I chose to focus more on supporting the service providers and 
continue with the same purpose. Hence, the following research question was formed: 

“How can vehicle dynamics and supporting technology help winter test entrepreneurs and their 
customers in a distributed environment?” 

To make the research question clearer especially around the supporting technology part 
the research question was revised to what is seen in chapter one. More emphasis is 
put on supporting the testing activities and how the actors can benefit from the 
technologies. 
What can be seen in all of these research questions is that the focus lies on the testing 
and especially the focus is on supporting the service providers by using vehicle 
dynamics and distributed engineering. Hence, the purpose of the research has stayed 
the same and the research questions have guided the research as new results and 
insights were found. 

2.5 Data collection 
In general, empirical data for this thesis was generated during informal and formal 
meetings with people from companies in the automotive winter testing industry, i.e. 
OEM, Tier 1 suppliers and service providers. The form of data generated was mainly 
qualitative, e.g. an interpretation of something in the context where it occurs [20]. 
Workshops, semi-structured interviews, surveys, informal meetings and exhibits of a 
typical day were used to gather the data. By using different sources of data the 
phenomenon can be viewed from multiple perspectives [21].  

2.5.1 Workshops 

A workshop is a meeting where people from different disciplines, e.g. academia, 
service provider and automotive industry (OEM, Tier 1), gather to present, discuss 
and actively work on a problem. The workshop format enables dialogues based on 
the participants’ experiences and views. A workshop was conducted in August 2008 
over two days from lunch to lunch with participation from service provider, local 
Small and Medium Enterprises – SME, a local consultant, and 10 researchers from 
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different projects within CASTT. The workshop’s focus was the “future of vehicle 
testing”. This workshop resulted in seven concepts: 

1. Data acquisition/Selling data 
2. Advanced Vehicle 
3. CASTT Needfinding 
4. PhD/Test engineer 
5. AutoLab 
6. CASTT lessons 
7. Winter testing conference 

Data were collected from notes and pictures and documented in an internal report. 
Researchers advanced some concepts and others were centre related. Concept 1, 3, 5 
and qualitative data from discussions were used in this research. 

 
Figure 3. Workshop August 2008, group work and concepts. 

Another three-hour workshop was in April 2009 with 14 participants from research 
projects in I2 – intelligent inland road and CASTT – Centre for Systems Technology 
and Testing, as well as a local company, Rajd SysTech, and a consultant. The focus 
of this workshop was “new services around the intelligent inland road”. This workshop 
resulted in 10 concepts: 

1. AutoLab 
2. Collaboration 
3. Thin client 
4. I2 server 
5. Test methods 
6. Data to log and visualize 
7. Intelligent inland road 
8. Climate hall 
9. Finance 
10. Education 

Concepts 1, 3, 4, 6, and 7 were used in this research together with qualitative data 
from the discussions. 

2.5.2 Semi-structured interviews 

Six semi-structured interviews were conducted with different service providers. One 
automotive Tier 1 supplier, one OEM, and one consultant were interviewed to 
follow up the first survey and the workshop performed in August. Semi-structured 
interviews aim to have a conversation with a purpose where the interviewee is free to 
formulate and frame the answer to the question [20]. The researcher is free to keep 
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the interviewee within the theme of the study or its questions and can follow up 
with questions on answers of interest. Data collection from these interviews was done 
by audio taping the interviews. The interviews were transcribed to support the 
analysis. 

2.5.3 Surveys 

One web-based survey was conducted and two more were handed out to collect 
both general and more specific information from service providers, OEMs and Tier 1 
suppliers. The first survey, from late 2006 and early 2007, was divided into three 
parts: general questions, OEMs/Tier 1 suppliers and service providers. The aim of 
this survey was to get an overview of the needs and challenges of OEMs, Tier 1 
suppliers and service providers. Further, the results were designed to act as input in 
subsequent interviews, with open questions and fields to input text, as well as 
multiple answer questions with five-graded scale and yes/no questions. The survey 
consisted of 5 general questions, 22 questions for OEM and Tier 1, and 11 questions 
for service providers. The survey was sent out to nine service providers who 
distributed it to their customers, and one OEM and one Tier 1 received an invitation 
to the survey directly from me. Four OEMs, three Tier 1 suppliers and three service 
providers answered with the following titles: 
OEM: 

• Test engineer 
• Supervisor, method development 
• Team leader 
• Test engineer 

Tier 1: 
• Technical specialist Vehicle Dynamics 
• Control Software Manager 
• Manager 

Service providers: 
• Proving ground managers 

The second survey was performed in early 2009 as a result of the interviews and 
consisted of questions focusing on the usage of steering robots with path following in 
winter testing. Data from the surveys were collected in an internal report. This 
survey consisting of 13 questions with text fields and yes/no questions, was sent to 
one OEM and to four service providers to distribute to their customers. Three 
responded to this survey with the titles Supervisor ESP & Handling (Vehicle 
Dynamics), Development Engineer and Industry PhD student (Vehicle Dynamics). 

The third survey was performed during the pre-study in September 2009 and can be 
seen in the last appendix in paper H. The survey consisted of 13 questions with text 
fields and questions with seven-scale grading. The survey was handed out to service 
providers and engineers who received a demonstration and presentation of the 
measurement equipment called AVL-DRIVE. Eight people answered to this survey - 
two test engineers, four proving ground managers, one manager at a Swedish 
research institute, and one University lector. 
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2.5.4 Informal meetings 

Informal meetings involve an industry representative or service provider who talks 
informally with the researcher and discusses problems or future interests. Meetings 
were performed with two Tier 1 suppliers, two OEM, four service providers, and 
one supplier of fleet management systems. Part of the discussion topic during the 
meetings was to follow up specific questions from the survey 2007, get feedback on 
the demonstrator from Papers A-C and discuss the future of automotive winter 
testing. Survey 2009 was followed up with one OEM to go deeper into the 
respondent’s view of steering robots and discuss the early-developed demonstrator, 
the future of automotive winter testing and the AVL-DRIVE system. Notes from 
these meetings were transcribed and pictures of white board writing were taken. The 
difference between workshops and informal meetings is that the participants in 
workshops actively work with a problem or theme, whereas the focus on informal 
meetings was mainly on informing each other and discussing. Naturally, more 
meetings took place, though not contributing to the research project. 

2.5.5 Exhibits of a typical day 

Yet another type of data was collected when three actors (test engineer, test manager, 
and proving ground manager) from one service provider were asked to describe their 
typical day. This resulted in the three exhibits used in this thesis and in paper G. This 
type of data is interesting, since it describes from their viewpoint how a typical day 
looks and what difficulties or concerns they might have. It complements the other 
types of data rather well. 
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3 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
This chapter will introduce the related theoretical areas of this research that will give 
the reader an understanding of the research and a general understanding of the 
respective areas. 

3.1 Product-Service Systems 
Product-Service Systems (PSS) is a concept that has received attention in the research 
field of product development the recent decade and it still does. Interpreting the term 
literally, PSS is an integration of engineered things (products) and services. In general, 
PSS is about developing functionality and providing this as a service, i.e. the business 
models and the development processes have to change to fit such a situation. 
Although the term PSS as such is not established in industry [22] or the business 
world [23], there are some aspects that characterize its movement in both strands. 
Examples of common interests are the provision of added value to customers and 
collaboration between companies in development phases. Such characteristics goes 
under different brands in industry, but are gathered here under the umbrella term 
PSS. The concept of PSS conveys a contradicting approach to the contemporary way 
of (1) developing a product, (2) handing over ownership to the customer, i.e. selling 
the thing, and (3) providing maintenance and spare parts on an aftermarket. For a 
PSS solution, the business partners, e.g. suppliers and sub contractors, move their 
positions in the value chain closer to the developing company to provide for the 
design of the contracted functionality or service. Hence, this can be seen as the 
formation of an extended enterprise where the actors work jointly to develop the 
PSS. Perspectives of PSS typically entail [22]: 

• product-oriented services - sale of the product with additional services (for example 
insurances and prolonged guarantees provided by car brand)  

• use-oriented services - product central, but owned by service providers and made available 
in different forms (for example car leasing or rental)  

• or, result-oriented services - the partners agrees on a desired outcome but do not specify 
the involved product (for example car pooling) 

 
Figure 4. Main- and subcategories of product-service [24]. 
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Accordingly, from an automotive PSS perspective, the use of cars and satisfying the 
users' needs have been in focus. A change in how we use cars for transportation is 
important when considering the ecological aspects [25][26]. With the PSS concept, 
manufacturers reconsider their products in new ways, and service providers can 
reconsider their products. Thus, the concept of PSS enables products that lead to 
service innovation, and open up for new development processes. 

How services are developed in the context of PSS seems to be affected. Commonly, 
in product development, services are seen as aftermarket activities. This indicates that 
physical artifacts are central and that services are seen as complementary to the core 
solution [27]. From a service perspective, the opposite can be argued, i.e. that a 
service is first developed and existing products are incorporated to support the 
service. Services can be described as activities or processes where the provider and the 
customer contribute to the outcome, i.e. to some extent, services are produced and 
consumed simultaneously [28]. Therefore, the terms production and delivery do not 
fit well in a service context [28]. In general, services are produced and used as needed 
and at a time and place of the customers’ choosing [29]. A tradition within service 
research is consumer focus [30], whereas the terms consumer and consumption are 
not used by manufacturing firms in a business-to-business environment. Also, the 
description of customers as an abstract group called “the market” has received some 
criticism. The critic argues that in development, this view makes customers the 
recipients at the end of an activity chain to transform raw materials into products 
where added value is gradually evolving [27]. Regardless of applying a service or a 
product perspective, the integration of both services and products in early 
development processes is at the heart of PSS. However, based on the idea that 
services are co-produced in relationships, networks and through interaction [31], the 
core idea of closer collaboration between manufacturers, suppliers and customers 
makes it interesting to explore service innovation. 

3.2 Systems Engineering Process 
One development process often mentioned in the literature concerning vehicle 
development in general is the V-model [3] for systems engineering process, first 
developed in the 1980s in Germany and the USA. It has since been refined and used 
in many areas. Guisto et. al. [32] add a new simulation layer to the branch of the 
traditional V-model, thus reducing the duration and cost of design iterations at all 
levels. In a more recent paper, Isermann [33] presents a detailed model that conveys 
the modern design and integration of mechatronic systems. Figure 5 shows an 
overview of the V-process for the development of electronic systems and software, 
with system development at the top, software development on the bottom, system 
design to the left and system integration to the right.  

Shäuffele et al. [3], p. 29, explain the difficulties of the development process, 

“Often at the start of development, user requirements are not fully understood and are updated 
as development work progresses. For this reason, specifications initially tend to reflect merely a 
rough idea of the system; the definition of details occurs gradually. During system integration, 
component-related delays result in delays of the integration process and of all subsequent steps. 
Whenever software development tasks are handled by different companies, the execution of 
integration and test steps for a given component frequently is limited by the unavailability of 
related components or by outdated versions of related components. For these reasons, the reality 
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of development is characterized by incremental and iterative procedures, forcing developers to 
repeat some steps or even all steps of the entire V-model many times.” 

The repeated steps quoted above can be seen in the V-model [34], for each level 
verification and validation of the requirements has to be performed and these are 
displayed as horizontal connections between right and left blocks in the V-model. 
These repeating steps can be very costly considering that a vehicle system test fault 
can result in re-specification. 

 

 
Figure 5. V-model for the development of electronic systems and software.[3] 

This thesis concerns mainly the latter part of the V-model, namely vehicle system 
integration test, calibration and acceptance test, in Figure 5. However, paper D 
presents an approach to support the automotive industry in the bottom part of the V-
model, concerning software analysis and test. The V-model can also be used in a 
more holistic manner to show the collaboration and integration between supplier and 
manufacturer, see Figure 6. Where the development of different subsystems in the 
vehicle is concurrent and the hand-off between vehicle-subsystem and manufacturer-
supplier are also shown in Figure 6. Each single “V” in Figure 6 can be seen as 
Figure 5. 
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Figure 6. Distribution of responsibilities between manufacturer and supplier.[3] 

3.2.1 Validation and verification 

Validating and verifying the system is necessary when developing electronic and 
mechatronic systems with software. Overton et. al. [35] explain that the process of 
validation and verification provides difficult answers to simple questions, such as: 

• Does the system do all the things it is supposed to do? 
• Does it do anything it is not supposed to do and if so, does it matter? 
• How confident are we that the system will not fail too often? 
• If the system fails, can we be sure that it will fail safely? 

For these questions the process of finding the answers is difficult, hence rigorous 
validation and verification is needed.  
Overton et. al. [35] put forward three important questions to consider for the 
validation and verification: 

• What can we do to show that the software specification is adequate? 
• What can we do to show that the software meets its specification? 
• What can we do to quantify the frequency with which residual software faults will cause 

system failures? 

Overton et. al. [35] conclude that there are practical limits to the powerful 
techniques for software verification and validation and that it is essential to follow a 
rigorous specification and development process.  

The constant introduction of new software and systems in vehicles calls for the 
continued development of processes and techniques for validation and verification. 

3.3 Vehicle Dynamics 
Vehicle Dynamics is a large area that spans everything from vehicle simulation 
software, models for ESP and ABS, tire models and suspensions kinematic 
compliance to ride, handling and performance analysis etc. Considering the 
automotive winter tests, vehicle dynamic models is used in the software of active 
safety systems (ESP, ABS, etc.) in the vehicles and vehicle dynamics in general 
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concerns most of the testing performed during winter tests. The purpose of this 
section is to present the areas of vehicle dynamics that relate to this thesis. 

A quick overview of the field vehicle dynamics in Figure 7 from [36] shows how 
different areas connect together and influence each other. The figure is intended to 
provide a quick, though not complete overview [36]. Where: 

• Isolation – is about separating the driver from disturbances. 
o Both internally from engine and drivetrain and externally from 

aerodynamics and road surface. 
• Control – is largely the behavior of the vehicle in response to driver demands. 

o Where the driver constantly varies speed and path of the vehicle. 
• Aerodynamics – have some interesting crossover. We need to control the 

disturbances of, e.g. the wind gusts, for the stability of the vehicle. Here, 
fidelity means rejection of disturbances and stability the absence of 
disturbances amplification.  

• Agility – is the ease, speed and accuracy with which the driver can alter path 
curvature. 

 

 
Figure 7. Rough overview of the field vehicle dynamics.[36] 

Hence, the difficulties of vehicle dynamics are not the complexity of the individual 
effects but rather the complexity of their interactions, as explained by Blundell et. al. 
[36]. In the end, it is about the objective and subjective evaluations and assessments 
of the whole vehicle and its systems interaction. These assessments are difficult to do, 
especially concerning the subjective assessment; therefore, advanced tools are 
developed to handle this, as explained in paper H. 
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3.3.1 Vehicle dynamic simulation software 

In recent decades, automotive manufacturers have used multi-body simulation (MBS) 
tools in virtual product development, not only to understand how the product will 
perform, but also how different phenomena can arise. The usage of MBS with other 
software components gives an effective tool for solving complex and multi-
disciplinary problems, as described above. MBS is used to simulate rigid bodies, 
movement, forces, etc., when connected to different joints or force elements like 
springs and dampers. Numerous Multi-body System analyses (MBS) software are used 
for vehicle dynamic analyses, Hardware-In-the-Loop (HIL), Software-In-the-Loop 
(SIL), and Model-In-the-Loop (MIL). The examples below explain when the 
different methods are used: 

• HIL – when a physical prototype like ABS needs to be tested and evaluated in 
laboratory settings. The signals from the physical prototype are passed on to a 
vehicle dynamics model in simulation software, thereby simulating the 
responses from a full vehicle on the single brake system. 

• SIL – when the software, C-code, for the prototype like ABS needs to be 
tested for bugs in the code. An example is the usage of Matlab/Simulink 
connected to CarSim. 

• MIL – when the plant model or control algorithm for the prototype need to 
be tested for accuracy and acceptability. An example is the use of 
Matlab/Simulink with Stateflow plant model connected to CarSim. 

Some specialized software for the simulation of vehicle dynamics are listed below: 
• VI-CarRealTime, from VI-Grade1 
• CarSim™, from Mechanical Simulation Corporation2 
• CarMaker®, from IPG Automotive3 
• DYNAware, from Tesis Group4 
• ASM, from dSPACE5 
• VDMS with MATLAB®/Simulink®, from Milliken Research Associates and 

Mathworks6 

All of the software listed above is applicable when performing co-simulations and 
when vehicle dynamics are needed in the simulation loop. Many of these software’s 
have emerged due to their fast simulation times compared to, e.g. ADAMS/Car7. 
Instead of building the suspension out of multiple bodies and bushing elements, etc., 
these software make use of suspension and compliance test data to know how the 
wheels move compared to the chassis, thus eliminating the need to calculate each of 
the linkages movements.  

                                         

1 http://www.vi-grade.com 
2 http://www.carsim.com 
3 http://www.ipg.de/carmaker.html 
4 http://www.tesis.de/en/index.php?page=1004 
5 http://www.dspace.com/ww/en/pub/home/products/sw/automotive_simulation_models.cfm?nv=n2 
6 http://www.millikenresearch.com/programs.html 
7 http://www.mscsoftware.com 

http://www.vi-grade.com
http://www.carsim.com
http://www.ipg.de/carmaker.html
http://www.tesis.de/en/index.php?page=1004
http://www.dspace.com/ww/en/pub/home/products/sw/automotive_simulation_models.cfm?nv=n2
http://www.millikenresearch.com/programs.html
http://www.mscsoftware.com
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3.3.2 Single-track model and other vehicle models 

Different types of vehicle models are referred to in the thesis when discussing 
different technologies and their use. Hence, the following section will provide a 
better understanding of what these vehicle models are. 

In vehicle control applications like ABS, ESP and lane keeping [37], different vehicle 
models are used to provide the controller with information about the vehicle state or 
deviation from the path. One of the simplest vehicle models is the single-track 
model, Equation 1 - Equation 3 and Figure 8, first developed by Segel [38] in the 
1950s, and has since then been extensively used in ESP systems to estimate slip; for 
two examples see [39] [40].  

˙ v g =
1

m
[Fxf cos( ) + Fyf sin( ) + Fxr cos( ) + Fyr sin( )]

˙ ̇  =
1
Izz

[a(Fyf cos( ) + Fxf sin( )) bFyr]
 

Equation 1. Single-track model. 

Fxi = Cxi xi

Fyi = Cyi yi

 

Equation 2. Linear tire-force model, i=f,r. 

f

1
vx

(vy + a ˙  )

r

1

vx
(vy b ˙  )

i

ri i vx
max(ri i,vx )

 

Equation 3. Front and rear lateral tire slip angle, and longitudinal slip ratio, i=f,r, =wheel 
rotational speed. 

The simpler linear tire-force model in Equation 2 has been extensively used in 
different applications, though developments in tire-force models throughout the years 
have resulted in more models. Li et. al. [41] present a collection of models, both 
longitudinal and lateral.  

To estimate the vehicle behavior more accurately, one can use the double-track or 
four-wheel vehicle model, Equation 4 and Figure 9; for two examples see [39] [42]. 

˙ v g =
1

m

Fxlf cos( l ) + Fxrf cos( r ) + Fxlr cos( ) + Fxrr cos( ) + Fylf sin( l )

+Fyrf sin( r ) + (Fylr + Fyrr )sin( )

 

 
 

 

 
 

˙ ̇  =
1

m

a Fxlf sin( l ) + Fxrf sin( r ) + Fylf cos( l ) + Fyrf cos( r )( ) b(Fylr + Fyrr )

+
t

2
Fxrf cos( r ) Fxlf cos( l ) + Fylf sin( l ) Fyrf sin( r) Fxlr + Fxrr( )

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 

Equation 4. Double-track vehicle model. 

The model seen in Equation 1 can be simplified if knowing what type of vehicle you 
use the model on and also what you want to estimate. For a front wheel driven 
vehicle the rear longitudinal forces can be neglected by the assumption that these 
forces are smaller then the longitudinal forces in the front [39]. In Equation 4 the 
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rear longitudinal forces can be neglected in the same way as mentioned before and 
also if the vehicle has a stiff rear axle the longitudinal rear forces can be neglected for 
the yaw contribution.  

In recent years, the developments of new active safety systems, i.e. systems that help 
mitigate an accident before impact, has meant a more advanced vehicle model to 
include the vehicle roll motion around the longitudinal axis. These systems are 
Active Roll Protection (ARP). For the interested reader, more information about 
vehicle dynamic models for these systems and their limitations can be seen in [43]. 

 
Figure 8. Single-track vehicle model. [39] 

F=tire/road force, =tire slip angle, =body slip angle, =steer angle, =yaw angle, 
a=distance from front axle to centre of gravity, b=distance from rear axle to centre of 
gravity, t=track width. 

 
Figure 9. Double-track vehicle model. [39] 
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4 EXPLORING TECHNOLOGIES FOR SERVICE 
PROVISION IN AUTOMOTIVE WINTER TESTING 
This chapter presents the results and is divided into four sections, starting with an 
overview of the automotive winter test industry and their general needs and 
challenges. Following section presents the technical concept Distributed Real-Time 
Vehicle Validation that later was reframed to Remote Test Management through 
the research process. The third section presents one technology area that has the 
potential to contribute to standardized tests and new services for service providers. 
The last section presents a technology for objective evaluation of vehicles, how it can 
support new services and a research and development area is presented. The 
empirical data and descriptions presented in this chapter are a very important part of 
the research due to its limitedness in the literature, and presented in each section is 
the corresponding empirical data.  

4.1 Automotive winter test industry – general description 
At a proving ground, a prerequisite for winter testing is access to cold. Cold weather 
is a natural asset in northern Sweden. Temperatures in the range of -40 degrees 
Celsius are common in some areas during the winter season [44]. The testing can be 
performed in realistic settings, though cold chambers are also provided. Furthermore, 
sparsely populated areas (0.89 persons per square kilometer) [45], numerous 
kilometers of nearly deserted public roads of different kinds, and ice tracks on natural 
lakes (Figure 10) are vital reasons why the proving ground in northern Sweden is 
found useful.  

 
Figure 10. Ice tracks on a lake outside Arjeplog, ©Bosch with permission. 
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The testing industry is important for northern Sweden, where the largest proving 
ground group has a yearly turnover of 21 million [6]. The establishment of proving 
grounds also means employment for additional people who are not involved in the 
actual testing activities, e.g. hotels, travel agencies and tourism companies. Further, 
during the Swedish Automotive Testing Seminar 2009, the following figures were 
given from Argentis8 for the winter test season of 2007/2008 in Arjeplog 
municipality: 

• 58,800 man-day’s of testing was performed 
• 2100 vehicles were tested 
• 2800 engineers at the same day lived in Arjeplog 

This data shows the importance of the test activities for the regions and that the 
winter-test industry is a large industry for the northern part of Sweden.  

Numerous OEMs have firmly established their testing activities in Sweden, because 
they need "guaranteed cold weather, new snow and big temperature variations" during their 
time there. Another reason why automotive companies choose northern Sweden is 
due to the large number of clients and other automotive companies situated in the 
area. The language skills of individuals in the region are also a strong reason why 
automotive companies choose this region. The four months winter testing season is 
considered difficult by service providers, especially in maintaining work for their 
employees. Therefore, service providers have an interest in prolonging the testing 
activities to also encompass summer tests. Service providers know that their facilities 
and services play an important role in the automotive industry, as one explained: 
"You do not send 100 cars from Korea to northern Sweden just for fun.". Service providers 
find it challenging to identify the next step and thus realize the evolution of new 
services. Still, they have identified some need areas, in particular to continue to 
develop test methods, increase the quality of work (ISO 9001 certification), more 
specialized persons, more people with engineering competences, projects conducted 
closer with their customers and supporting technologies for test activities and track 
preparation.  

Tests of various kinds are performed at the proving grounds. As examples, the 
following are commonly done:  

• Climate control – the vehicle is cooled down in a cold chamber to a minimum 
of -40 degrees Celsius and then data is logged from a cold start until the 
temperature is stable. An example of measures is the time for the climate 
control to reach the adjusted temperature, and one assessment example is the 
test driver’s perception of the airflow and if it feels like a draught.  

• Vehicle handling – the most comprehensive tests for evaluating the vehicle 
with different maneuvers. ESP, ABS and TCS are typical systems that concern 
vehicle handling. In these tests, special tracks are important to replicate a 
variety of real situations and to “push the limit” in the tests. ESP safety tests 
include, e.g. ice tracks – lane change, fishhook turns, sine with dwell etc. and 
also land based tracks – split-μ, checker board, etc. 

                                         

8 http://www.argentis.se/ 

http://www.argentis.se/
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• Emission testing – running the vehicle from a cold start to measure how the 
emissions are reduced when the engine increases in temperature. These tests 
also have to be done according to regulations. 

• Durability testing – long-distance driving for the purpose of collecting 
mileage on the car to, for example, study what happens to components in 
terms of changes in behavior and properties. These tests are also conducted 
during summer time usually on 70% gravel roads. 

• Noise Vibration and Harshness (NVH) – these tests are performed on urban 
tracks to simulate in-city driving and on tracks and roads with different 
roughness. Driving in an urban environment means that the car has to be 
comfortable and not make strange noises when managing sharp corners, garage 
entrances and exits, etc.  

• Tire test – tire manufacturers evaluate different types of winter tires, along 
with car magazines and other organizations that run tire tests to provide for 
comparative studies to the public. 

• Presentations - the service providers often present new systems like ABS, ESP, 
TCS systems at the proving grounds. These demonstrations are performed 
between different companies, i.e. Tier 1 suppliers presenting their systems to 
the OEM’s, but mainly between managers or decision makers within the 
company. 

 
Figure 11. Land based tracks, split-μ , hills, urban tracks, and packed snow, ©Bosch with 

permission.  

The service provider contributes to repeatability in the tests by providing similar and 
consistent ice track conditions. Ice and snow are complex and vary due to, for 
example changes in temperature, humidity, precipitation and sunlight. There are a lot 
of vehicles that need to be tested during the winter season so providing large areas to 
drive on are therefore necessary.  
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4.1.1 Empirical data – general needs and challenges 

During the studies, some general needs and challenges were recognized as vital to this 
thesis. These are organized as views from service providers, OEM and Tier 1. Many 
of the following statements and the rest in the thesis have been translated directly 
from Swedish to English from the qualitative data. 

 

A larger service provider stated the following when asked about their needs: 

(1) “We mainly need three things. We need to increase the quality work, our 
ambition is ISO 9001 and we will reach it. We need more specialized persons. 
We need more engineers.”  
– Service provider 1, proving ground manager 

(2) “We need to continuously develop test methods for automotive winter test.” 
– Service provider 1, proving ground manager 

Another service provider stated the following when asked what could help them in 
their business: 

(3) “We need projects that help us become more involved in the tests, which can 
create a need for more educated personnel.” 
– Service provider 2, proving ground manager 

This view was also shared by the before mentioned service provider: 

(4) “It is important for us to be in a high-end project where we do not perhaps see 
the results directly but in the future, maybe 10 years from now.” 
– Service provider 1, proving ground manager 

Thus, the need for increased competences among certain service providers is 
recognized, e.g. their solution is to perhaps engage specialized individuals, especially 
with engineering competences. In turn, it can be argued that services based on 
engineering competences put forward the issue of trust. Winter testing activities are 
knowledge intensive and expertise dependent and by participating in high-end 
projects the knowledge can be further extended and used in the future. Service 
provider teams are assembled on the basis of particular and specific competences, and 
the team members build trust over time. During the August 2008 workshop, the 
service providers again stressed engineering competences as a way to extend their 
services.  Here, one of the service providers highlighted this as a challenging step and 
said that it is about having strong relationships and contact with people higher up in 
the value chain. This can be interpreted as the need of some service providers to 
develop good business relationships with people within the OEMs or Tier 1 suppliers 
that possess the power to make decisions and changes in the test processes.  

It is also recognized that service providers would like to supply more test drivers to 
their customers: 

(5) “One group at us now is 15 people, where 5 are engineers and the rest are 
mechanics who drive the cars. Those in this group who are not engineers we should 
be able to provide for them as a service.” 
– Service provider 3, proving ground manager 

For service providers, one key to successful engineering services seems to have a 
group of engineers and test drivers who the customers can trust. Another is to 
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identify when, where and who will design the test processes, and to be proactive 
with suggestions for process improvement. 

A need is to retain their employees with work during the summer. Same service 
provider as in statement 5 often approached their customers about summer testing. 
They offer even to run the tests at prime costs (no profit) during the first years just to 
get started. 

(6) “The biggest challenge for us is to keep our employees busy during the summer 
time.” 
– Service provider 3, proving ground manager  

(7) “We could definitely run summer tests at prime cost in the beginning just to 
retain the employees with work during the summer.” 
– Service provider 3, proving ground manager 

This service provider tries very hard to find their customers’ interest, but once again 
it is about strong relationships and contacts with people higher up in the value chain. 
Because more service providers have expressed similar needs as statements 6 and 7, it 
is important for a system, method or framework to be developed to support the 
service of running summer tests.  

The concept of shorter projects and tighter budgets is often written about in 
automotive industry articles, considered true for projects in winter testing where 
projects are becoming shorter. This places a demand on test technologies and 
equipment as expressed by a test manager at a service provider. 

(8) “The projects are getting shorter, so we need technology and equipment that are 
fast and easy to mount and start to use.” 
– Service provider 1, test manager  

When asking another service provider about their needs, the following were stated: 

(9) “We have a lot of administrative work to keep control of who is driving, etc. 
You change drivers on the cars, which are driven in 24 hours; we run 2 shifts, and 
in total one week or a couple of days. We need the spread of the drivers on each 
car. The test driver fills in a report and one or two will fill in a final report.” 
– Service provider 4, proving ground manager 

The administrative work of running tests is seen as a burden and there is a need for 
support in this process. Some sort of automated report generation or support in the 
documentation of errors and test management is needed. 

 

Two managers at two different automotive manufacturers share the same view as 
statement 8 of time pressure in the tests. 

(10) “With testing, bottlenecks are the number of prototype cars available due to 
development costs, and the state-of-the-art measurement methods needed to find 
problems with the product.” 
– OEM 1, manager 

(11) “Shorter project times result in winter tests not making it to the finish line” 
– OEM 2, manager 

Since it is recognized that projects are becoming shorter and available prototypes are 
not enough, the OEMs have a need to make the tests more efficient. One mentioned 
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the need for state-of-the-art measurement methods to find problems with their 
products.  

Figure 12 shows the number of weeks the respondents to the first survey have for 
testing in northern Sweden. The two automotive manufacturers and one Tier 1 
supplier maximize their time in Sweden for the whole winter test period of 18 
weeks, with some companies here for 5-12 weeks.  

 
Figure 12. Number of weeks for testing in northern Sweden. 

It is observed that OEMs perceive time as a constraint. Therefore, service providers 
have issues for how they can contribute to effectiveness and efficiency in the testing 
activities. An OEM manager statement 10, supports statement 8 from a test manager 
at a service provider. Thus, there seems to be a lack in easy and smoothly mounted 
test equipment for the automotive test, as well as a need of standardized off the shelf 
measurement methods.  

In conclusion, the service providers are continuously developing services at the 
proving grounds, though it can be argued that there is a focus on the more visible 
facilities, e.g. related to the ice and land tracks. In this context, the technological 
services provided at the proving ground seem more invisible, perhaps related to a 
perspective on technologies as the expertise of OEM and Tier1. However, the work 
in this thesis shows that the service providers act as competent and trusted partners in 
the testing activities.  

4.2 Remote test management 
The technical concept Distributed Real-Time Vehicle Validation, which was later 
reframed to Remote Test Management through the research process, is presented 
first. Empirical data used as the basis of the reframing is next, and finally, the 
Remote Test Management concept is presented and discussed based on the empirical 
data. 

4.2.1 Initial framework 

A demonstrator of a software framework for distributed real-time vehicle validation is 
presented in this section with the developed visualization application. The idea is 
advanced through the use of distributed technology so that automotive test engineers 
can participate in vehicle testing without being physically present at the test track. 
The technology should allow people to be involved in the tests as if they were 
present. To achieve this, measurement data must be transmitted in real-time to a 
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remote site, where it can be visualized and analyzed. Moreover, interpersonal 
communication and data exchange between local and remote engineers must be 
flexible and effortless. The remote expert can follow the ongoing test through a 
virtual reality 3D visualization of the vehicle with audio, and video from the vehicle. 
If the expert can speak to the test driver through an audio link, the expert can 
influence the ongoing test to better suit the expert needs or acquire subjective 
information about the vehicle or system behavior. The remote expert can also 
download new software directly to the vehicle through the wireless communication 
link. This work process will reduce the overall test time and provide time for even 
more tests to be performed. Engineers from the home office no longer have to travel 
to the test session and instead can follow the test session from their office and let 
service providers perform the tests for them. The OEM and Tier 1 suppliers will save 
much time and money, while service providers can develop their business further. 
Figure 13 illustrate this vision of where data are sent from the vehicle to a server that 
logs the data and sends it to people absent from the test track. The data can be 
presented in different ways, such as web-based presentation and 3D model 
presentation, while communicating over videoconference. It is also possible to 
perform further simulations on the logged data from the test vehicle.  

 
Figure 13. First vision of the Distributed Real-Time Vehicle Validation framework. 

To convey this vision to the actors in the automotive test industry, from OEM, Tier 
1 and service providers, a framework that could be used as a demonstrator for further 
discussions was built.  

The demonstration framework was built using Matlab, VI-CarRealTime, and Java3D 
visualization program developed for this specific need. The VI-CarRealTime vehicle 
dynamics software was later changed to CarSim, seen in Figure 14. This figure also 
shows the different blocks used for setting up the demonstrator (Inputs, CarSim S-
Function, Pre-processing for visualization, and UDP9 block for sending data to 
Java3D application).  

                                         

9 User Datagram Protocol 
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Figure 14. Matlab/Simulink model of the DRTVV demonstrator. 

Figure 15 shows an overview of communication streams between the different 
software used in the demonstrator. Input sends steering angle, wheel speeds, etc. to 
Matlab/Simulink and is processed for use in CarSim. The dynamic responses are 
simulated in CarSim and passed back to Matlab/Simulink for further pre-processing 
for the transmission to the Java3D based AgentFX10 powered visualization application 
using UDP. The visualization application uses Webstart11, allowing users to 
download the application to their computer and see the test, demonstration or 
simulation. A more detailed presentation of the visualization application is presented 
below. 

 
Figure 15. Overview of the DRTVV framework with communications. 

                                         

10 Java3D graphics engine developed by Agency9, www.agency9.se.  
11 http://java.sun.com/javase/6/docs/technotes/guides/javaws/index.html 

http://www.agency9.se
http://java.sun.com/javase/6/docs/technotes/guides/javaws/index.html
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With advanced 3D engines, such as AgentFX, Java is a good choice when creating 
web-based distributed environments. Due to the platform independence of Java an 
application can be executed on any computer regardless of operating system and 
CPU. With Webstart, a complete Java application can be hosted on a secure web 
server. To access the application the user logs-on to a secure web server via a regular 
web browser, and then clicks on a link to start the application, which is automatically 
downloaded and cached on the client. The process of web distributing removes the 
need to install a certain application on every client, and enables external users to be 
invited ad-hoc.  

The prototype of the visualization application called Vehicle Validation Visualization 
(V ) consists of a vehicle handling overview that is visualized in a rich 3D 
environment. The V3 application communicates over a custom UDP protocol, where 
the data are transmitted to the test client. The client-streaming network is 
implemented on the Apache MINA network environment12. MINA extends Java’s 
own network Application Programming Interface (API) and acts as a Rapid 
Application Development (RAD) tool for server/client development. 

According to [46], people perceive information primarily through vision. Therefore, 
visualization aids allow engineers to see the behavior of the vehicle, while seeing 
regular data presented in graphs or tables. This way, more information from the test 
will be perceived. Hence, the real-time 3D rendering of test data and spatial display 
of data are useful for the vehicle industry. Because engineers and decision makers are 
geographically dispersed during winter testing, a distributed environment enabling 
collaborative work in a virtual environment is needed. To increase the availability 
and decrease the Total Cost of Ownership, the system should preferably be web-
based and available on a multitude of hardware, such as regular desktop PCs and 
Linux/Unix workstations. Thus, the V3 application was based on Java, which later 
proved to be a good choice when starting work to integrate it into a fleet 
management Graphical User Interface (GUI) that is also developed in Java. Further, 
the V  application can be used during Hardware-In-the-Loop (HIL), Software-in-
The-Loop (SIL), or Model-in-The-Loop (MIL) simulations, where systems engineers 
want to see the behavior of the car running on the new hardware and software. With 
the V  application, the embedded systems engineer can be located elsewhere to see 
the results from the HIL simulation, and only need to log-in via the web to see the 
simulation in real-time, such as the example in paper D. Other interesting techniques 
that can be useful in the V3 application are those that yield information of different 
systems, i.e. Diagnostic Trouble Codes (DTC). The detected errors can be placed in 
the vicinity of the system and give an easy overview of which system reveals an error 
code, compared to what was the state of the vehicle during that instance. The 
application must also be prepared for future test scenarios or customer specific 
scenarios, i.e. open for the customer to add their own layout of test scenarios. 

 

 

                                         

12 http://directory.apache.org/subprojects/mina/index.html 

http://directory.apache.org/subprojects/mina/index.html
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Figure 16 shows a possible vehicle specific layout for the vehicle handling view. One 
view area can present the vehicle handling as a moving 3D model with spatial 
information.  

 
Figure 16. Example of how a vehicle handling overview can look like. 

To easily view the load distribution, longitudinal and lateral wheel forces, slip angles, 
and accelerations, the circle diagrams in the upper right part of Figure 16 are useful. 
The circles will expand as the normal force on the tires increase, the lines represent 
the slip angles for body and tires and the green and red plotted lines represent the tire 
forces and chassis accelerations respectively. Room to present interesting sensor data 
in real-time graphs or see a smaller map of the vehicle location is also possible. On 
this map, data of the environment can be displayed, e.g. temperature, road friction, 
and road unevenness as well as possible dangers like reindeers or accidents. This view 
is mainly intended for a manager or engineer who can log into and follow the 
vehicle, while communicating with the driver and giving valuable information to the 
driver or vice versa. The view is also intended for a test engineer’s laptop in the 
vehicle to replay a recent test and compare different test-runs with each other. In the 
vehicle handling overview, the user can see the force distribution on each tire, 
displayed with red arrows. When a certain amount of slippage has been reached, the 
vehicle’s tires will turn red to indicate this threshold, see Figure 17. A blue arrow will 
indicate where the vehicle is heading and become elongated as the vehicle increases 
speed.  
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Figure 17. First application showing wheel slip indication, forces and speed vectors. 

Examples of possible plug-ins to the visualization application that the user can add are 
temperature, sound and vibration overviews. In the plug-in, the user can control a 
clipping plane through the 3D model to see the distribution of temperature, sound or 
vibration. The user places control points in the model, located in the same positions 
as in the actual vehicle. Data is sent from the actual vehicle to the visualization 
application and the value of the specified point in the 3D model is interpolated 
between each other to form a color scheme in the clipping plane. This will help the 
user view the distribution of temperature, sound or vibration in the clipping plane of 
the whole vehicle. Törlind [18] and Johanson et. al. [19] explain this in previous 
work that led to this research project, see Figure 18. This idea was built upon in my 
research project from which the developed V3 application emerged, as seen before.  

 
Figure 18. Temperature measurement visualization from past project. 
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4.2.2 Empirical data – remote technologies  

Collecting empirical data that is used to gain a better understanding of the 
automotive testing industry and gain information and feedback from participants on 
past research and new concepts is a large part of this research. This section will 
present the empirical data concerning remote technologies like DRTVV and fleet 
management.  

Presenting past demonstrator work of remote technologies [18], [19], and papers A 
and B to the service providers and automotive industries resulted in both positive and 
negative remarks. The negative feedback was concerning the security of transmitting 
data wireless between and from the vehicles [6]. The positive feedback from the 
system test [19] came from engineers who participated in the test. The engineers felt 
a big improvement when running comparative tests and that the data from all cars in 
the test group could be monitored from all vehicles as experts asked questions and 
gave feedback to the test group from a distance. Of note during the research project, 
the view of service providers and the automotive industry concerning distributed or 
remote technologies changed from slight skepticism in 2005 to more positive in 
2008. From this, one observation could be that the increased usage of web and 
remote technologies in general has made it easier to envision a future usage of these 
technologies. 

When talking with Tier 1 suppliers about the possibilities for engineers and managers 
to participate in and follow the tests from a distance, the following views were 
expressed.  

(12) “The distributed technology gives us an opportunity to still keep the experts 
involved in the test, but not on site, which is an advantage for future quality and 
follow-up.” 
– Tier 1 supplier 1, manager 

The manager saw the possibility for experts to follow the test, educate new personnel 
and manage the test from a distance. He further explained that they had a problem in 
keeping the experts in vehicle testing due to their unwillingness to travel to test sites 
when starting their families. Thus, this should be recognized as an opportunity for 
service providers to offer this expertise instead, with the knowledge of testing staying 
and developing each year to the benefit of both service providers and their 
customers. An engineer from the same Tier 1 supplier did not perceive the real-time 
data connection as important as the possibility to replay the last run from the logged 
data in the vehicle. This view was shared by another Tier 1 supplier engineer who 
wanted an application with which they could study the last couple of runs while 
viewing the behavior of the vehicle. The statements below recognize the importance 
of replaying the last test run from logged data to see the behavior of the vehicle 
compared to other test runs.   

(13) “Real-time data is not as important as the possibility to replay the last run 
from the logged data in the car.” 
– Tier 1 supplier 1, engineer 

(14) “We would like to see the last run we did from the car and compare multiple 
runs with each other.” 
– Tier 1 supplier 2, engineer 
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A third Tier 1 supplier with a relatively small group did not see any added value in 
using these remote technologies, because they were so few at the company, but did 
indicate that it might be interesting if the work and the group were larger. 

(15) “It does not make sense for a company (department) of around 25 people. If 
the work increases, then maybe it’s needed. However, at the moment, we are 
deciding more or less what we have to do and discussing the results here. We 
occasionally have telephone conference calls, but this is more for the major things.” 
– Tier 1 supplier 3, manager 

An automotive manufacturer expressed interest in having the possibility to order a 
test from a distance and access the data from a database. 

(16) “It would be great if one could order a test from a remote site and the data 
acquired could be remotely accessible through a database.” 
– OEM 3, R&D 

From statements 12-16, distributed work and help in visualizing data and the 
behavior of the vehicle seem to give added value to the automotive industry – 
customers of the service providers. An SME that delivers remote and distributed 
solutions to the automotive industry also supports this view, but stressed that the 
development of distributed testing is too slow, i.e. much more research and 
development in this area are needed to reach a distributed and remote test process. 

The following are service provider statements about the use of remote technologies, 
such as fleet management systems and distributed work.  

(17) “The proving ground management system is something very interesting. This 
gives a platform that the we can use to offer more to our customers.” 
– Service provider 1, proving ground manager 

(18) “The test facility manager could make use of a system to keep track of the cars 
and get information of the environment.” 
– Service provider 1, proving ground manager 

(19) “It is good to know when we are driving on test tracks and public roads what 
the conditions are before we go out and drive.” 
– Service provider 1, test manager 

(20) “If I do changes in the software it is important I let people know as soon as 
possible to not affect their work.” 
– Service provider 1, test manager 

(21) “We use Nelson for our test-drivers as a safety policy.” 
– Service provider 3, proving ground manager 

(22) “We are now expanding the wireless communication, the goal is to cover the 
whole area if we get help from our customer.”  
– Service provider 3, proving ground manager 

Of note from the statements in this section, is that there is a general need for the 
development of the winter test process, to manage the test vehicles and the different 
test cases. As already mentioned in general needs, the statements 12, 13, 14, 16, 18, 
19 and 20 convey the need for an efficient test process. Also, some service providers 
already use some kind of remote technology, like the fleet management product 
Nelson, and are expanding their wireless communication on the site. The fleet 
management technology is also recognized as a platform from which service 
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providers can offer more to their customers. This view is also shared by a consultant 
in the winter testing industry, stating: 

(23) “Service providers would go far if they show that they can use measurement 
systems. I think that it is important that they start to work with measurement data 
themselves.”  
– Consultant 1 

Further, a step in the direction of fleet management could be to add the points 
expressed in statements (12, 13, 14 and 16) from the Tier 1 suppliers and OEM, i.e. 
being able to view the behavior and data from past runs or the current test run in 
real-time as well as adding communication possibilities and a database solution to 
order tests and acquire data from the tests. Statements (17 - 21) from service 
providers also show that fleet management and a development for gathering 
environment data and being able to notify others of updated software is seen as 
interesting.  

Several actors are involved in the testing activities: (a) engineers and managers from 
Tier 1 and OEM and (b) engineers, test managers and proving ground managers at 
service providers. The proving ground manager is responsible for the activities at the 
test site, and to market the testing services. Exhibit 1 describes a typical day at the 
proving ground for the proving ground manager, which mainly consists of planning 
and meetings. Again, the quality work at the test facility is recognized as an important 
factor. Further, it is important for the manager to have an overview of the status at 
the proving ground, i.e. test tracks and special activities.  

 
At the proving ground, a test manager is head of the application team and responsible 
for the coordination and performance of the tests. Exhibit 3 describes a typical day at 
one proving ground for a test manager. The test manager coordinates the tests and 
assigns tests to the test engineers. The test engineer at the service provider runs tests 
and is part of the application team, i.e. those responsible for the test of systems and 

A typical day: 
Am:  
07:30 - Drive to the proving ground. Check the status of the tracks with my track manager.  

07:40 - Drive around the area for a visual check up.  
08:00 - @ office. Talk with the staff, check up today’s work. 
08:30 - Check my e-mails, answering e-mails, etc.  

08:40 - Debriefing with the leading team, any special activities? Plans for today? 
09:00 - Prepare the agenda for next leading team meeting. Phone calls with customers to coordinate and check up 
some issues in a direction document.  

10:00 - The important coffee break, chatting with staff 
10:30 - Weekly meeting with a Tier1 workshop manager 
11:30 - Telephone conferencing with the manager of the test site, today’s topic: security policies and routines. 

12:00 - Lunch 
Pm:  
01:00 - @ the office. Discussions with the track manager, topic: a request for a new ice track. 

01:30 - Emails, check documents that have to be approved in the document system.  
02:30 - Discussions regarding our Quality Management System, and planning of activities left to do before an Tier1 
internal audit. 6 months to deadline.  

03:00 - Coffee break.  
03:30 - Prepare for a board meeting, talk to the CEO for the proving ground.  
03:45 - Answer a market research for the new cars that we have bought.  

04:00 - Continue to prepare material for the board meeting. 
05:00 - Make phone calls, check emails, and clean the desk. 
06:00 - Drive home, make more phone calls on the mobile.  

 Exhibit 1. Typical day, proving ground manager. 
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embedded software. A typical day for a test engineer at one service provider and a 
presentation day are described in Exhibit 2. 

 
 

 
 

 

A typical day 
Am:  
08:00 - @work. Going through emails. 

08:45 - going through the plans the tests for the day 
with involved people 
09:00 - @ the office. Meeting about technological 

updates, teleconferencing. 
09:45 - Take my laptop and documents, goes out to 
the car to start up test systems. 

10:00 - Coffee break with colleagues.  
10:15 - @ the tracks. Testing manoeuvres. 
12:30 - Lunch. 

Pm: 
01:30 - @ the tracks. Continuing the tests.  
03:00 - Coffee break with colleagues.  

03:30 - @ the tracks. Continuing the tests.  
05:00 - @ garage. Park the car and close down the 
system. Bring laptop and documentation to the office. 

05:15 - @ office. Discuss the test with German 
colleagues. Some strange occurrences in the 
measurements. 

05:45 - Upload/Email test results to the office in 
Germany. 
06:00 - In my car on my way home. 

A typical day: 

Am:  
07:10 - On the way to work. Talk with an OEM customer on the cell phone, decide on a meeting today 8:30. Check if all 

tracks are open today, it is - 15 degrees Celsius, should be ok.  

07:30 - @ work. Have two computers, one for Tier1 issues and one for the work as a service provider. Check emails, 
decide to answer around lunchtime.  

07:40 - @ the garage. Prepare prototype 1 vehicle that will be used in the collaborative work with OEM engineer. 

Download new software in the ESP calculator, prepare the computer to make measurements, check that the 
vehicle has enough petrol and that the equipment is ok. Drive outside. Test the ABS and ASR function. No 
malfunction.  

08:10 - @ the office. A test driver and a colleague are waiting for me. My colleague and I give instructions to the test 
driver; which vehicle to use, which tests to do today and tomorrow. The tests are braking distance tests on 
different tracks. The test driver has done this before – no big deal.  

08:35 - @ the garage. My colleague shows the test driver the prototype 2 vehicle that will be used in the tests. Runs to 
the reception to meet the OEM customer. He is not there.  

08:40 - @ the reception. Waiting. Maybe reindeers on the road, problem with his car…The customer calls, cannot 

make it. An internal “emergency” meeting instead, he will call back to inform me when he can come. Talk a few 
minutes with an engineer I worked with last season. Exchanged information about our respective projects. 

08:55 - @ the office. Information from my colleague that all is ok regarding the test driver and the prototype 2. Take my 

application books and go out to my prototype 1 car, which has been running outside on the parking lot for 
almost an hour. Check measurements. 

09:00 - @ the ice tracks. Assignment: improve the behaviour of the engine feeling while starting on the different 

surfaces (polished ice, snow, μ-split, etc.). Behaviour improved, but not satisfied - could be better. Need to 

understand the software more in-depth to find a better solution.  
12:15 - Lunch. A nice opportunity to talk with my colleagues, but too short…  
12:30 - @ the office. Call the OEM customer, who did not call back. He will have lunch and we can meet in the 

afternoon. He says he will call back about the time.  
12:35 - Analyse the measurements from the tests this morning. The results are unsatisfying, check with the software to 

find answers for improvements.  

Pm:  
03:00 - @ the tracks. Meet with the OEM customer. We drive on the tracks and work on the issues that we found 

yesterday. 

05:00 - A short break: salmon sandwich and water.  
05:10 - @ the tracks. Continue the test and the efforts to solve the problems.  
07:00 - @ office. Could not find a satisfying solution. Explains the problem, how we tried to solve it and send 

measurements to a Tier1 which is an expert on this part of the software. Waiting for his reply tomorrow. 
07:30 - The test driver informs me that his tests with prototype 2 went well, hands over the measurements. I transfer 

them to a Tier 1 server where their engineers can analyse them.   

07:45 - No time to answer emails. The important ones are on the tomorrows to-do list.  
08:00 - @ home. Dinner. Preparing software that my OEM customer will try tomorrow, to solve the problem with the 

behavior of the engine feeling.  
10:30 - Weather prognosis on TV 

A presentation day 
Am:  
09:30 - @ the prototype car. Conduct final function 

tests of the car and systems. 
10:00 - Deliver the car to the garage to prepare it for 
presentation: washing, numbering, com-radio etc.  

10:30 - @ the office. Customers arrive. Formal 
presentation, the facilities, the cars and the systems. 
11:00 - Bus transfer to the tracks.   

11:10 - @ the tracks. Drive prototype cars to present 
the systems.  
12:30 - Lunch with the customers 

Pm: 
01:30 - @ the tracks. Drive cars presenting systems.  
03:00 - Short coffee break with colleagues and 
customers.  

03:15 - @ the tracks. Continue the presentation.  
04:30 - Presentation finished. Drive the prototype cars 
to the garage for check up. Questions from customers, 

discussions and opinions about the systems.  
06:00 - Customers leave.  
06:15 - @ the office. Debriefing with colleagues. 

 Check emails.  
07:00 - In my car on my way home.  

Exhibit 2. Typical day and presentation day for a test engineer at one service provider. 

Exhibit 3. Typical day, test manager at one service provider. 
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Interpreting some of the activities that occur in Exhibits 2 and 3 highlights the fact 
that the time available for performing the tests is limited. Therefore, the respondents’ 
statements that test equipment must be quick and easy to install in the vehicle make 
sense. If the test lasts for one day, and in particular if the equipment has to be moved 
between prototype cars during that day, the situation is much worse concerning 
available time; hence, the greater emphasis on “quick and easy to install”.  

When discussing the presentation event with a test engineer (see Exhibit 2), it was 
concluded that a supporting technology to visualize the effectiveness of the new 
systems could be helpful, both before and during the test when managers and 
decision-makers follow along in the cars. 

Also, the activities in Exhibit 3 raised some interesting issues:  
• The test manager likes to improve the behavior of the engine while starting 

on different surfaces using the traction control system (ASR/TCS). He is not 
happy with the behavior of the car, but cannot do more until he understands 
the embedded software of the TCS. A technology that would help in 
pinpointing the disturbing response of the TCS system in the vehicle would 
be helpful.   

• To understand the embedded software of the TCS, the test manager needs the 
help of an expert, which he has to wait until the following day for the expert 
to reply. One solution to prevent a time delay is access to the expert when the 
tests are performed. The disturbing response in the TCS would have been 
communicated and the expert could have helped the test manager to 
understand the embedded software and why it behaves in a certain way.  Not 
only could they have solved this problem quicker, but also the problem with 
the car behavior. The ability to replay the test drive could have supported a 
more in-depth joint analysis. 

• Weather information is important to plan the test and be prepared for changes 
in the tests the following day. Therefore, access to good weather forecasts is 
important. 

4.2.3 Refined framework 

Remote Test Management (RTM) is a continuation of the Distributed Real-Time 
Vehicle Validation concept that started to take shape after the qualitative studies.  

RTM as a framework is a research demonstrator in development to trigger the 
emergence of supportive remote methods in the testing industry. Note that remote 
technologies were met with skepticism in 2005 (when this research project started), 
but the automotive industry in general has since then gained more confidence 
towards such an approach. From related and recent research, the interest in sending 
data to and from the vehicles is of interest for the automotive industry, especially 
when updating Electronic Control Unit (ECU) with upgraded software or remotely 
diagnose the systems [47]. Also, Byttner [48] presents a Data Based Diagnostics 
approach for fleet management diagnostics using wireless communication to study 
the vehicles. 

The Remote Test Management approach build on an existing platform for fleet 
management from Rajd SysTech called Nelson, since the system is designed for 
integration with other systems and the use of open standard for communication. 
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Hence, Nelson is a good candidate to start from. Furthermore, the user interface is 
built in Java, which makes it easy to extend with additional modules like the V3 
application presented before. By using this approach a demonstrator can quickly be 
designed and used for case studies of the RTM framework in testing activities. 

Nelson makes use of GPRS, UMTS, CDMA, and Wireless LAN network to transfer 
GPS and measurement data to an application server, with a data transfer rate of 10Hz 
that does not include Wireless LAN. Nelson is a high-resolution sub meter 
differential GPS system that utilizes real-time corrections from the reference station 
and both GPS and GLONASS satellites.  Data from the server can help monitor the 
vehicles and is used to create intelligent functions to aid the user. Used as a hardware 
unit in the vehicle to acquire GPS data, the system is also the gateway for 
communication inside and outside the vehicle, i.e. it has a number of different 
interfaces for communication: Bluetooth, ZigBee, WLAN, WiMAX, RS232, LAN, 
and functions for Voice over IP (VoIP). The system also supports mesh networks, i.e. 
vehicles can communicate with each other and when one of them has a connection 
to the Internet it will send the queued data from other vehicles to the server. 

The Mulle13 embedded system [49] employed in the RTM framework is a Wireless-
enabled sensor node that utilizes standard protocols and profiles, such as Personal 
Area Network (PAN), and the TCP/IP protocol suite for communication. This 
enables interoperability with standard consumer devices such as smart phones, 
laptops, and Personal Digital Assistant (PDA). It can also communicate via ZigBee, 
IEEE 802.15.4. To enable quick and easy installation of the sensors inside a test 
vehicle, it is important for the deployment of sensors and data logging equipment to 
be fast and without time-consuming configuration. Because the main goal of the 
sensor network in RTM is to reduce the overall installation time required to fully 
equip a test car, the sensor network supports zero-configuration networking. The 
Mulle architecture supports the multicast DNS and Service Discovery (mDNSSD) 
protocol, enabling it to advertise its own services as well as discover other devices and 
their services. This feature allows the deployment of sensors and servers in an 
installation without any manual configuration. It also enables faulty sensors to be 
replaced during a live test session.  The Mulle’s low power consumption is sufficient 
to allow test sessions of several days without the need to recharge batteries. 

                                         

13 Eistec AB – Embedded Internet Systems, www.eistec.se 

http://www.eistec.se
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Figure 19. Graphic layout of the sensor framework and the different wireless Mulle units. 

Figure 19 shows an example of different Mulle units connected together in the 
vehicle. Each Mulle has a sensor corresponding to numbers in Figure 19: 

• 1=Temperature sensors, measuring inside temperature 
• 2=Microclimate sensor, measuring outside temperature and humidity 
• 3=Acceleration sensors, measuring road input 
• 4=Exhaust sensor, measuring exhaust values from a portable measuring 

equipment 
• 5=Central unit managing all Mulle communication and connected to an 6 

Degrees Of Freedom (DOF) Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) sensor 
• 6=CAN-bus interface gathering relevant Controller-area network (CAN) data 

such as wheel speed and steering angle 

RTM is organized in three levels.  
1. Measure and estimate vehicle environment parameters 

a. Temp, humidity, road disturbance. 
2. Estimate vehicle parameters and extend with sensors and measurements 

equipment 
a. Friction, Wheel forces, slip angles, exhaust, inside temp, sound.  

3. Communicate and view data both in vehicle and from remote location 
a. Visualization, Video, audio, real-time search of measurement data. 

Level 1 permits the acquisition of environmental data from the test tracks and public 
roads. This level should not have expensive sensors or equipment and should be easy 
to mount in the vehicles because the RTM system will be mounted on a number of 
test vehicles to constantly acquire data from the environment over the whole test 
region. The data can then be used to give better weather predictions and inform 
about changing track conditions. There are also ready-to-use functions from the fleet 
management system, which use geo-fencing to keep track of how many cars are in an 
area, when a gate on a test track should open, etc. An example of level 1 sensors is 
seen in Figure 19 for outside temperature and humidity (2), acceleration sensors (3), 
and central unit (5). In level 1 the central unit communicates via ZigBee with the 
on-board communication gateway and the Mulle sensors, see Figure 20. Otherwise, 
it functions as in Figure 21, where the central unit communicates with the laptop 
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using Bluetooth and the laptop then communicates with the on-board 
communication gateway using WLAN. The communication gateway sends the 
relevant data to a server for logging and presentation of environment data and vehicle 
specific data in the GUI. The ZigBee network can handle up to 200kbit/sec and can 
be extended by adding one or more central units if more data needs to be 
transmitted. 

The figure below shows the level 1 layout of the framework. 

 
Figure 20. Level 1 framework, quick and simple mounting in vehicle and sending data to a 

server. 

Level 2 is considered as an add-on to level 1, with possibilities to acquire data from 
the vehicle CAN-bus and to add specialized sensors and systems for a particular test, 
such as a 6DOF IMU and CAN interface to estimate and acquire vehicle parameters 
or to measure the exhaust and analyze noise. From this level, examples of additional 
sensors are inside temperature sensors (1), exhaust measurement (4), and CAN-bus 
interface (6) seen in Figure 19. 

Level 3 holds all communication, i.e. the special software for the clients to visualize 
vehicle and measurement data in 3D and 2D, as well as audio and video 
communication both to and from the vehicle sent to a location where management 
or experts are located. When a fleet of vehicles sends a lot of information, it is of 
interest to search for the significant data in real-time and in the streamed data from 
the fleet, this is also included in this level. 

The different parts from the levels can be combined depending on the test to be 
conducted. Figure 21 shows such an extension of the level 1 framework, where the 
PDA can be used to send messages to the driver, communicate via Voice over IP 
(VoIP) or as an interface to the measurement equipment for starting and stopping 
measurements, etc. The webcam can be used to study driver behavior, view the road 
outside the vehicle or study the snow buildup on windshields. Data are stored locally 
in the vehicle’s laptop and interesting data are transferred to a remote server for the 
test manager and other invited expertise to view. 
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Figure 21. Extended framework with, PDA for driver communication, webcam for video analysis 
and communication, and laptop for analysis and logging of data. 

This framework builds on multiple research projects at Luleå University of 
Technology. How vehicle dynamics can be used in RTM are presented below, with 
additional areas corresponding to other research projects presented in 4.2.3.2. 

 

Numerous areas in RTM for using vehicle dynamics are of interest.  
• Visualizing the vehicle movements and its parameters 
• Estimating wheel forces, slip angles and also tire/road friction 
• Correct GPS data 

The Uncented Kalman Filter (UKF) can be used for dual interests, specifically GPS 
correction and state estimation. Compared to the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) [39] 
the UKF has gained interest in recent years because it provides more accurate and 
stable estimates and does not increase the computational effort [50].  

The GPS system has an accuracy of sub meter, but it has been requested that the 
system handle GPS blockages and receive better accuracy. Thus, one use of the UKF 
is to correct the GPS data through a simple kinematic model [51]. This is suitable for 
level one in the RTM framework, since no CAN-bus data exists. However, with 
access to the vehicle CAN-bus, the single-track model, 3.3.2, can be used as the 
process model for correcting GPS data using the steering angle, wheel speeds and 
yaw from IMU as input (this approach together with other strategies of correcting 
GPS data is presented in [52]). Another approach is to use wheel speed and IMU 
data to combine Dead Reckoning and GPS data [53]. Which strategy to use in the 
RTM framework is subject for further study. 

The second usage of the UKF involves vehicle data like wheel speeds, steering angle, 
and the 6DOF IMU data to estimate tire forces, slip angles, and friction between the 
tires and ground of the vehicle. This is of interest to view the behavior of the vehicle 
and system in the GUI, presented in Figure 16, and to compare the estimated values 
(slip, tire/road forces, used friction) from the vehicle with the data estimated with the 
use of 6DOF IMU. Extensive research has been done in the area of vehicle state 
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estimation. Some interesting research as reference to the continuation of this work 
follows:  

• Li et. al. [41] presents a comprehensive reference study on many of the 
strategies used to estimate longitudinal and lateral tire/road friction and slip.  

• Dakhlallah et. al. [42] present an EKF estimation of tire/road forces and slip 
used to evaluate the friction coefficient. In this paper, the Dugoff tire/force 
model is used with a double-track vehicle model, which [39] states is better at 
estimating these parameters than a single-track model, especially when both 
steer angle and load transfer are high. However, the same paper also shows 
that the observer can be enhanced with a better lateral-acceleration model, 
especially when the lateral acceleration measurements are corrected with roll, 
leading to a significant improvement. Hence, utilizing GPS data with the 
6DOF IMU will most likely provide for a better estimate of these parameters 
and can thus be used as a reference. The tire/road friction of interest is the 
maximum friction, with some approaches to conduct this shown below.  

o Tanelli et. al. [54] present a real-time estimation of the wheel slip 
value, corresponding to the peak of the tire-road friction curve for 
longitudinal motion. An effective algorithm to estimate vehicle speed is 
also developed.  

o Andersson et. al. [10] present three different technologies for friction 
estimation, force sensor based using cornering excitation, model based 
using accelerator excitation and preview based using optical sensor. 
The model based approach for longitudinal driving achieves reliable 
estimation results utilizing 20-50% of the available friction depending 
on surface type. The preview-based method presented is able to 
discriminate between different road surfaces that are dry, covered with 
ice or with snow. This method is reported to have low confidence 
level but could be used in combination with other estimation methods. 

o Ray et. al. [55] present the use of the Extended Kalman-Bucy Filter to 
identify road friction using an 8 DOF vehicle model. The presented 
approach shows great results for higher accelerations over 0.51g, 
though it is unable to provide a good estimate under 0.31g during 
braking. According to Ray, the model could with minor modification 
be used to determine when the vehicle is on a split-mu surface, 
considered of interest in the RTM framework. 

o Lechner et. al. [56] present a model matching method where the 
vehicle dynamics model CALLAS14 is used and continuously compares 
the real car response from the sensors with the model response. The 
error between the real slip, estimated from the car, and the model slip 
processed by a fuzzy logic system is used to estimate the friction. The 
authors report that minimal levels of acceleration  (2m/s2) and speed 
(15km/h) are needed for the estimation, regarded better than Ray [55]. 
Of note with their approach is that it can estimate used friction and 
road friction for all wheels in x and y directions. 

                                         

14 http://www.callasprosper.com/ 

http://www.callasprosper.com/
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Further investigations are needed to choose the right approach for the RTM 
framework based on the references above. Also, friction will vary with many 
parameters, such as: 

• Weather – humidity, precipitation, temperature and sun can make the surface 
of the ice or packed snow quite different, so understanding their effects on the 
surface and friction are vital. The temperature sensor, described in paper F and 
below, in the RTM framework can greatly help in estimating road friction. 

• Road – the road is important in the estimation of slip and friction since the 
longitudinal and lateral angles of the road influence the slip estimation, and the 
acceleration sensor measuring vertical road input on the wheel hub can be of 
further use when estimating road friction.  

 

Brief introductions to other technological areas included in the RTM framework but 
not directly related to this thesis are presented below. Further information is given in 
paper F. 

Real-time analysis of measurement data 

When testing vehicles, large amounts of measurement data are generated by the 
ECUs in the vehicles and by external sensors such as the Mulle previously described. 
Analysis of this data is a key element in automotive testing. Traditionally, 
measurement data is recorded in data loggers and analyzed off-line after the 
completion of a series of tests. With the advent of wireless data communication 
networks and high performance data processing tools, analysis in real-time is now 
possible as the data is being produced. This involves transmitting the data over a 
wireless network to a processing site where incoming data streams are preprocessed, 
analyzed and stored. Filtering operations can be performed in the data collection 
units to reduce the rate of data being transmitted. Moreover, the filter can be 
adaptive, i.e. changed over time depending on the outcome of the analysis. 

Video and audio communication 

When test vehicles become remotely accessible through wireless data communication 
networks, this not only allows the communication of measurement data from the 
vehicle, but also communication with the test drivers in the vehicles. For instance, a 
VoIP tool can be used to communicate verbally with the driver of a car, to assess his 
or her subjective response to a test procedure. Moreover, digital video cameras can 
be mounted in the vehicle to convey live video feeds while conducting tests. 

Portable microclimate sensor 

The microclimate sensor is built on the Mulle platform and designed for low power 
consumption, and could also be used inside the vehicle to gather information about 
the performance of the vehicle’s climate control. It is usual to mount a number of 
temperature sensors on the floor, and in the sealing of the vehicle and on the ankles 
of the driver. Because the Mulle sensors are wireless, mounting becomes very easy 
with no cords to interfere. 

Sound and vibration for measurements of road roughness and noise 

Forces and moments caused by the tire/road interaction are propagated from the tire 
into the hub, over to the suspension, through the chassis and into the interior volume 
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where it will radiate sound to the human ear. These transfer steps can be 
defined/measured and modeled as transfer functions. This method is in principle 
simple, but very complex in reality [57]. Therefore, the method is based on 
acceleration measurements as close to the source as possible, i.e. the car suspension. 
Transfer function in 6 DOF are also measured in laboratory settings to obtain 
information about the total system response as well as the precision and suitable 
transducer mountings. Transfer functions under well-controlled field conditions are 
also measured with well-defined road roughness and climate parameters. These 
parameters will be used to build up a transfer function matrix, whereas field data can 
be compared with the calibrated database. The goal is to develop a methodology 
with two levels of precision. The lower level of precision is achieved by just 
comparing measured data with the transfer function matrix. While the higher 
precision method is to start the measurements by performing a short calibration run 
on known short roughness calibration tracks and then compare measured data with 
the calibrations and the data matrix. 

Portable exhaust measurement 

Improved methods for field-testing of exhaust gas measurements at approximately 5 
Hz in cold start conditions were tested in another research project at Luleå University 
of Technology. The method used is Fourier Transformation Infrared Technology 
(FTIR), a multigas measurement and analysis method. The new multigas FTIR 
system is a real-time transient measurement system qualified to measure fast response 
tests. The instrument is also less sensitive environmentally to usage in mobile 
conditions and cold climates. The advantages of the mobile test stand are the 
possibilities to test real road driving cycles, also called real world driving condition, 
e.g. New European Driving Cycle and Artemis Driving Cycles [58]. Although the 
FTIR system can be housed in the trunk of a vehicle, it is more suited for advanced 
testing and evaluations. To capture some important exhausts but in a fleet of 
simultaneously running vehicles’ tests, a lighter and cheaper version would be 
interesting. A mobile 5-gas exhaust measurement system that is more suitable for 
analyzing a fleet of vehicles is the system OPUS 40-D. 

4.2.4 Exploring the RTM framework for service provision 

This section will discuss in more detail how RTM can support service provision in 
testing activities. 

From the qualitative studies the first approach in the research project DRTVV was 
reframed into the new perspective of Remote Test Management, where RTM can 
be used to create possibilities for a future platform from which winter test 
entrepreneurs could offer extended services. Based on the previous description, 
following features of the proposed RTM framework could be subject to new services 
in the future: 

• gather information about the test track and the public roads, such as 
friction, roughness, noise characteristics, temperature and humidity. 

• compare values with mean values for a specific vehicle class, calculated from 
the test vehicles running this system or by service providers own tests of 
vehicles, i.e. running benchmark tests.  

• view vehicle behavior and data in real-time, remote, distributed and in 3D. 
Also to replay a certain run from logged data. 

• manage test vehicles and data from a remote and local location. 
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• communicate to, from, or between the vehicles with audio, video, and text. 
• notify the driver of how he or she should drive for education or quality 

control of the test conducted. 

The framework can also be extended for more advanced studies of vehicle states, 
sound, exhaust, temperature and wireless sensor networks. 

The quick and easy installation that the Mulle sensors offer can be an important part 
of innovative services. A benefit of the Mulle sensors is that they not only reduce 
installation time and do not require extensive configuration. The wireless properties 
of Mulle (quick and easy to mount, no interfering cords) will play an important role 
in getting the customers of service providers to agree on having an additional system 
onboard the prototype car, and for providing improved services.  

RTM can increase safety when driving on test tracks and public roads due to the 
included GPS technology of the fleet management platform, which provides for 
“clever” usage of information about the environment that the vehicles are driving in. 
Not only when driving on tracks can RTM alert the driver of, e.g. other prototype 
cars on the tracks, but RTM can also forewarn for raindeer, etc., when driving on 
public roads. From the perspective of the test manager, both RTM and its fleet 
management platform offers coordination of the testing activities and the prototype 
cars on the tracks.  

Further, RTM mounted cars that are driving on test tracks and public roads can 
possibly offer better weather forecasting. Temperature and humidity are thereby 
constantly logged, providing for more exact knowledge about specific microclimates 
and where they are located, e.g. thermal inversion spots. In addition, the state 
estimation algorithms of RTM can estimate the friction on the driving surface (roads 
or tracks). The test manager can use this information to monitor the test tracks 
properties and know when the tracks have to be prepared again and thus gain 
statistical data that can be used for planning the following season. Information from 
the state estimation can be used when planning test cases requiring a certain 
percentage of low/high-μ, split-μ, or μ-spots, e.g. stress tests of ESP, ABS, and TCS 
systems. Further, information of the roads’ roughness can also be used as explained 
above. Such information about the roads can be stored for each year and thus build 
up a knowledge base for the service providers, not only about the winter climate, but 
also for summer.  

From statements 13 and 14, different test engineers expressed the ability to replay a 
recent test run and compare it with other logged test runs as a valuable function for 
them during testing of active safety systems. Hence, this functionality has been 
retained in the RTM framework from the DRTVV concept. Also, the 3D 
visualization in the RTM framework permits the possibility to set up a clipping plane 
trough the 3D model, thus allowing the user to view the inside of the car and the 
presented data, e.g. temperature or sound data viewed on the clipping plane with 
colors representing high or low values. The same holds for adding more sensors to 
the RTM framework, from which the data also can be visualized in the 3D model to 
get a better overview of the vehicle or system state. The ability to save all sorts of 
time- and geo-stamped data will significantly enhance data analysis and error tracing. 
Moreover, RTM can help in system demonstrations performed by the service 
providers, presenting systems’ performance before, during and after test-drives, thus 
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making it easier to understand the systems’ performance. Further, engaging experts 
from all over the world in the running tests can be done. Hence, by having an expert 
on stand-by, as exemplified in Exhibit 3, the test manager and the expert could have 
communicated about the disturbing response in the TCS and helped in 
understanding the embedded software and why it behaved in a certain way.  Not 
only could they have solved that problem quicker, but also, they could have jointly 
solved the problem with the car behavior. The ability to replay the test drive could 
have supported a deeper joint analysis. Further, the possibility to present and visualize 
data from multiple test sessions in the same application will simplify the work process 
concerning distributed vehicle validation.  

The RTM framework can easily be extended. For instance, the addition of a portable 
exhaust measurement system allows for even more detailed analyses, or adding a 
CAN-bus analyzer permits the acquisition of wheel speeds and steering angles. 
Further, the RTM system enables service providers to run benchmark tests with 
other brands for their customers, which might prove to be a stepping stone to 
extended services by showing their customers what service providers and the RTM 
system can do. 

Regarding the performance and quality of tests, RTM can act as a basis for a 
framework that supports the education of test drivers and test engineers, thus 
permitting test drivers to be trained according to a certain driver profile by following 
a logged master maneuver or route. OEM and Tier1 can set up a certain “driver 
profile” in advance and the service providers can support them with trained drivers 
following these routes.  

The framework of RTM with the CAN-bus connection can also provide a service to 
educate public people in, e.g. eco-driving, not only with the use of a GPS route, but 
also the use of master maneuvers for vehicle responses, e.g. longitudinal and lateral 
accelerations, throttle response and gear selection. Further, the service providers can 
analyze the drivers’ actions, thus provide valuable feedback on how to act in a certain 
maneuver, e.g. ABS split-μ braking or ESP interventions. 

4.3 Steering robots and path following 
This section presents a technological area that has the potential to contribute to 
standardized tests and new services for service providers. Empirical data concerning 
steering robots and path following is first presented, followed by a description of the 
technology and finally discussions based on the empirical data, where a new 
development area is proposed. 

4.3.1 Empirical data – steering robots and path following 

During interviews in 2008, questions were asked about the use of steering robots 
during winter testing. From interviews with the service providers, the use of steering 
robots during winter testing seemed infrequent and an opportunity for extended 
services in this area might be possible.  

One interviewee from an OEM said that they only used steering robots during 
summer testing, and that some winter tests had been done, but nothing had been 
published of these tests. To find more information about the usage of steering robots 
during winter testing, a short survey was put together, referred to as Survey 2 in this 
thesis. With the help of service providers, the survey was distributed to their 
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customers, OEMs, to answer. Two respondents did not use steering robots during 
winter testing, but one used steering robots for open-loop stability tests, with and 
without ESC. The path following capability was only used during investigations for 
this automotive manufacturer. If steering robots are used during winter testing and if 
they experienced any problems, one respondent said: 

(24) “Mostly open loop usage: small problems; path following usage: only for 
investigations” 
– OEM 4, supervisor 

The same person from statement 24 also answered the question regarding what areas 
or problems about steering robots would be of interest to study. 

(25) “Robustness on winter conditions, probably more related to surface robustness” 
– OEM 4, supervisor 

Another respondent was interested in studying some kind of characterization test of a 
steering robot.  

When discussing the use of steering robots with a service provider, both the 
repeatability and range are important during the testing of active safety systems.  

(26) “We need both repeatability and range when we test” 
– Service provider 1, engineer 

Here, range is referred to a test with a number of different driver profiles. 
Repeatability can be associated to both the surface and steering response. Today, 
there are different strategies to attain repeatability when performing tests on lakes. 
The engineer at the service provider explains a process to start testing on a packed 
snow surface and then move when the surface changes.  

(27) “As soon as you have driven three times on packed snow you have to move to 
get the repeatability.” 
– Service provider 1, engineer 

A test engineer from an OEM explains another approach by setting up the track with 
cones and conducting a series of runs until the surface is uniform from which the real 
test starts. The test continues as long as the surface is consistent and then they move 
to another area and repeat the process.  

(28) “We start our test after several runs on the same track to get uniformity. After 
the test, we do the next test on a new area.” 
– OEM 5, engineer 

From statement 25, there seems to be an interest in conducting a study in the use of 
steering robots with path following on different winter road surfaces and to run some 
characterization tests. The fact that you can only drive three times over packed snow 
to achieve repeatable conditions, or as described in statement 28, seems tedious and 
cumbersome.  

One respondent knew of a truck and hauler company that ran some winter testing 
with steering robots. After the survey of steering robots, informal meeting at the 
truck and hauler OEM mentioned above showed that the use of steering robots with 
path following during winter testing was in fact used to not have to set up cones on 
the ice tracks and thus save time and money. Connecting the steering robot to a path 
following algorithm that use GPS data allows for this OEM to move the track slightly 
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to the side for each rerun, improving the repeatability of the tests. When discussing 
the use of the steering robot with path following and the possibility of using the path 
following algorithm to represent different driver profiles, the response was positive 
and the OEM believed that such an approach could give value. 

When discussing the steering robot and path following with one service provider: 

(29) “With the steering robot we feel that we could do a number of tests. It is 
important for to run a number of demonstrations to continue the dialogue with the 
customer.” 
– Service provider 5, proving ground manager 

Note that tire tests were the type of tests in focus for steering robots. This will 
complement the longitudinal brake tests performed when testing tires with the lateral 
test of using steering robots. As well, there is a general need to run demonstrations 
for service providers’ customers to continue the dialogue with the customer.  

4.3.2 Introducing steering robots 

As earlier, another technical interest emerged as an interesting area for the service 
providers.   

A steering robot is a unit mounted directly onto the steering wheel [59] or used to 
exchange the original steering wheel [60] and [61]. The steering robot from [60] is 
one of the most frequently used robots with 150 sold units. As seen in Figure 22, the 
steering robot has to be tightly secured with rods and suction cups on the windshield. 
Steering robots are commonly used during open-loop testing of vehicles, such as 
fishhook, sine sweep, ISO double lane change or FMVSS 126 [62] maneuvers.  

Path following is a technology used with a steering robot and Inertial Navigation 
System (INS) to steer the vehicle in a desired path based on data from the INS, this is 
referred to as closed-loop testing. An example of a strategy for path following in this 
application area is a preview-based system, where a goal point in front of the vehicle 
is used to guide the steering robot and the vehicle on the desired path [63]. Steering 
robots are developed so that the driver can sit in the vehicle and steer it manually 
when the robot is inactive. The driver usually has a safety grip or a kill switch to 
activate or deactivate the robot.   

 
Figure 22. Steering robot assembly in vehicle, Anthony Best Dynamics [60]. 
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In [64], the steering robots were used during winter testing of a truck. Here, the 
steering robot was used when evaluating and designing a modified Sine with Dwell 
or FMVSS 126 [62] for truck and hauler vehicle. 

According to an OEM, their Anthony Best Dynamics steering robot could be fitted 
in similar vehicles in 30 minutes because they have bundled it together in a package. 

4.3.3 Exploring steering robots and path following for service provision 

The use of steering robots with path following seemed like an interesting technology. 
Through continued studies the use of steering robots with path following is 
recognized as a solution to the tedious work of moving the test track built of cones 
onto another part of the test track, see statements 27 and 28. The cone built test track 
can then be virtual and moved slightly to the side for each rerun, eliminating the 
need to drive numerous times on the same spot to get repeatable conditions. Instead, 
the tires run on a new surface each time giving a repeatable surface for each run. This 
view was shared in an interview with one OEM, which used the new version of 
Anthony Best Dynamics steering robot with path following to move the track 
slightly to the side for each run and obtain a uniform surface. 

Running a range test with a steering robot should allow for a more “repeatable” 
range test, i.e. have the exact same set of driver profiles from day one to day twenty 
of testing. Each driver profile is different from the other, i.e. the controller of the 
path following steering robot will be set up differently for each driver profile to 
represent different drivers. The influence of different surfaces during winter testing 
has to be studied further, especially when using path following where the vehicle 
should follow a certain path. The changing surface friction makes it difficult to 
estimate the vehicle’s response to a certain steering input and thus difficult for the 
controller to steer the car along the right path with high repeatability. The steering 
controller will simply steer more when the path is missed and a different approach to 
the steering controller design is therefore needed to capture a more human like 
behavior. Further, discussions with one test engineer raised the problem of trusting 
the steering robot. “If driving faster than 100kph you do not want the system to do 
something strange, such as suddenly begin to steer.” This emphasizes the need to test the 
steering robots with path following. 

There is an opportunity for service providers to make use of the steering robots in 
tire tests by complementing the longitudinal tests with lateral tests using the steering 
robot. Here, the efforts of acquiring a steering robot for tire tests should correspond 
to the work of the Swedish road administrations in classifying winter tires, since both 
of these groups will benefit from a steering robot for the tire tests.  

Overall, steering robots with path following open up for standardized tests processes, 
a key for the service providers to take over more of the testing from their customers.  
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4.4 Objective evaluation of vehicles  
This section presents a technology for the objective evaluation of vehicles. During the 
research process the measurement system AVL-DRIVE emerged as an interesting 
technology, where one service provider requested a study of the system. Thus, a pre-
study was initiated followed by the emergence of numerous interesting usage and 
development areas. Empirical data from the pre-study is first presented, followed by 
an introduction of the technology and ending with a discussion based on the findings 
during the study. 

4.4.1 Empirical data – AVL-DRIVE pre-study 

A pre-study project was conducted July 27, 2009 until October 15, 2009 to study 
how the AVL-DRIVE measurement system could be used and further developed for 
the automotive test industry in Sweden.  

To understand what the service providers, their engineers and other people skilled in 
using measurement systems thought of the AVL-DRIVE system, a survey was 
designed to obtain information about whether the people thought the system could 
be used as is and how it could be extended for use in automotive winter testing. The 
design of the survey can be seen in the last appendix of paper H. The survey was 
handed out to those who received a presentation of the system. A presentation of the 
results from the survey and what was discussed and observed outside the survey 
follows below.  

When asked about what is most helpful with using AVL-DRIVE for endurance 
testing, the respondents said: 

(30) “Possibility to find a specific problem through easy sorting in the software. 
Also, the possibility to connect DRIVE to GPS and show data in Google Earth, 
for example.” 
– Service provider, Test engineer1 

(31) “That the system is Objective.” 
– Service provider, Proving ground manager2  

(32) “That our drivers have "evidence" for what they feel and note down by hand 
today.”  
– Service provider, Proving ground manager3 

(33) “Subjective assessment of a system - a template that can be run on different 
models and compare tests results.”  
– Service provider, Test engineer2 

(34) “A way to confirm what test drivers feel.”  
– Service provider, Proving ground manager4 

(35) “Possibility to log large amounts of data and automatically weigh the data to 
a performance measure.” 
– Research institute, Section manager  

(36) “Everybody has an opinion of what is good. It is good to be able to 
benchmark this to reality (sensor data) and over a large range of people. It is very 
useful in a simulation. Make an adjustment and see if it increases "driveability" 
without getting into a car. We do not understand what the compromises for a 
specific performance (which we are focusing on) but the system can look at it all.” 
– University, Lector 
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A system to be used as a template to compare different models and provide evidence 
of what the driver feels during the tests is wanted. Being able to log data with GPS 
information is also seen as helpful. 

Furthermore, the respondents were asked about how they thought the AVL-DRIVE 
system in its current state could enhance testing and services during winter and 
summer testing: 

(37) “During the winter the system is not useful, since it cannot "handle" 
ESP/ABS/TCS. When almost all testing done up here during the summer times 
is durability testing mostly driven on gravel roads, there is a need to develop the 
compensation of uneven roads even further. Now, the system only uses one 
accelerometer sensor on one wheel to detect irregularities, but I believe it takes more 
to be able to fully compensate. Other functions seem to work well.” 
– Service provider, Test engineer1  

(38) “In this version most probably not.”  
– Service provider, Proving ground manager1 

(39) “Larger opportunities to do a test case, not just supply test drivers.” 
– Service provider, Proving ground manager2 

(40) “Ensure the confidence between our drivers and our customers.” 
– Service provider, Proving ground manager3 

(41) “In its current form, nothing that our customer have use for in the tests 
conducted in Sweden.” 
– Service provider, Test engineer2 

(42) “Helps to quantify long test results that should be communicated to OEM.” 
– Service provider, Proving ground manager4 

(43) “I did not feel that it did what I would want, but everything is there to do it. 
I would invest in it.” 
– University, Lector 

Since the system in its current state cannot handle low friction and lateral dynamics, 
some respondents felt that it would not be of much use. Service providers saw an 
opportunity where this system could be used to perform more test cases to their 
customers and quantify test results from longer tests that could be communicated to 
their customers. Also, the respondents feel that further development of the system is 
needed to do what they want during testing, where an example of development was 
given using two accelerometers at each wishbone to filter the road disturbance even 
better.  

For the endurance tests and use of AVL-DRIVE, it is important to know how much 
the test protocols could be changed. Thus, the following question was asked: “Is it 
possible to incorporate a number of specified test sequences during endurance tests, or is the test-
protocol to strict? Is it possible with short evaluations every 5000Km?” The respondents 
answered: 

(44) “If the manufacturers were prepared to pay for it, this would be fine. But then 
you have to prove that it is "profitable".”   
– Service provider, Test engineer1 
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(45) “There could exist a possibility.” 
– Service provider, Proving ground manager1  

(46) “Probably yes” 
– Service provider, Proving ground manager3  

(47) “For our customer the ESP-tests are the biggest part. Here, different test 
protocols similar to lane-change (Single, double), over-, understeering would be 
interesting” 
– Service provider, Test engineer2 

(48) “It can answer a lot of questions. From initial wear to mixed tire 
performance.” 
– University, Lector 

There exists a possibility to change the test protocol for endurance tests, but it has to 
be proven profitable for the customers. The ESP tests are considered vital, to evaluate 
and to use the system on similar tests as are performed today is considered interesting.  

To know more about what specific tests the respondents believed a future developed 
AVL-DRIVE for handling system could be useful for, the following question was 
asked: “In what specific tests do you think a DRIVE handling system could be useful and 
why?” 

(49) “To more easily and quickly find errors or weak areas in ABS/TCS/ESP 
would shorten the development time. Especially on the development of new systems 
(platform development) where it is important with the functionality in its whole 
instead of exact calibration for a certain type of car model.” 
– Service provider, Test engineer1 

(50) “Development of systems related to ABS and ESP.” 
– Service provider, Proving ground manager1 

(51) “ESP/ABS tests and test of complete car.” 
– Service provider, Proving ground manager2 

(52) “Is there any limit? Everything we do for our customer is good to document.” 
– Service provider, Proving ground manager3 

(53) “Subjective assessment of ABS, TCS, and ESP, e.g. Stability under split-μ 
braking. TCS - how soft/hard it behaves during accelerations, ESP - assessment of 
intervention - hardness, comfort.”  
– Service provider, Test engineer2 

(54) “Long test and identification of problems and errors.” 
– Service provider, Proving ground manager4 

(55) “The system could be adapted to the safety tests, e.g. According to ISO-
standards.” 
– Research institute, Section manager   

(56) “High to split-μ, stability in curves while accelerating or braking.” 
– University, Lector 

Almost all the respondents felt that a future developed system could be very helpful 
regarding tests of ESP/ABS/TCS systems and that the system should be adapted to 
ISO standardized tests. Evaluating the ABS/ESP systems and vehicle stability during 
split-μ braking is seen as important as well as evaluating the TCS behavior during 
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accelerations. This is regarded as useful when developing new systems where 
development times can be shortened.  

None of the respondents had any system that could objectively assess the vehicle and 
systems when it came to handling tests. They only had data logging equipment. 
However, one respondent (proving ground manager) did not know if their customers 
brought the equipment with them. 

When asked, “What expectations do you / your customers have on a… (What should they 
include and how should they function?)”, three examples were given: 

• Data logging system: 
(57) “It should be fast and be able to log large amounts of data” 
– Service provider, Test engineer1 
(58) “Logging at errors, logging under short time 60 sec, extended logging (limitation 
due to a lot of data)”  
– Service provider, Test engineer2 
(59) “Easy to use. Easy and quick to connect and start measurement.”  
– Research institute, Section manager 
(60) “Accurate, easy to use. Analyze the data to point out problems in a sea of 
signals.”  
– University, Lector 

• Objective driveability analyzer: 
(61) “Have no use for it in the tests that are conducted here” 
– Service provider, Test engineer1 
(62) “Simple to use” 
– Service provider, Proving ground manager3 
(63) “Interesting theme, but presently nothing that the customers need.”  
– Service provider, Test engineer2 
(64) “Possibility to self define limits for red, yellow, and green” 
– Research institute, Section manager 
(65) “It provide a feedback if the changes made to the software improved driveability”  
– University, Lector 

• Objective evaluation tool for the performance of safety systems: 
(66) “Quick and especially easy to use. That it will give a good view of the system 
status compared with the goals. It should be quick to analyze data.” 
– Service provider, Test engineer1 
(67) “Interesting theme, but presently nothing that the customers need.” 
– Service provider, Test engineer2 
(68) “The tool should present results on two levels: 1. detailed collected data, 2. safety 
indicators that describe the performance in summarized form.”  
– Research institute, Section manager 
(69) “When discussing with customers, you have something to work with rather than 
feelings and perceptions.” 
– University, Lector 

It was noted that a logging system should log large amounts of data and log the data 
during short periods around an error from the systems. A general view is that the 
systems in the test vehicles must be easy to use and work with, where an error in the 
logged data can easily be traced. The driveability analyzer (seen as the current AVL-
DRIVE system) was deemed as not useful for the tests conducted during winter 
testing, though some requirements of defining the limits for the drivability scale were 
given and that the system should notify if a changed system automatically gave better 
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or worse results. Regarding an evaluation tool for safety systems, it was recognized 
that the system should give a quick overview of the vehicle systems’ goals in a 
summarized form. Quick and easy is again highlighted as an important feature, as 
seen in the other empirical data gathered and presented in this thesis.  

Some final comments from the survey about the AVL-DRIVE system: 

(70) “Very interesting, the question is how we can sell it to our customers and if 
the price can be discussed in some way?” 
– Service provider, Proving ground manager3 

(71) “If implementation of ESP, ABS and TCS works, then AVL-DRIVE 
could be an interesting system, naturally also a cost issue.” 
– Service provider, Test engineer2 

(72) “It should be exciting to see a developed version that could log the driver 
behavior.” 
– Research institute, Section manager 

Although test engineer2 has stated that a developed system that can evaluate active 
safety systems is not interesting for their customers (see statement 67), it is still an 
interesting system if it can handle active safety systems as seen in statement 71. In 
discussions during the demonstrations of the system, some ideas and thoughts arose 
that were not written down in the surveys. One idea, provided by test engineer2, 
was to use the AVL-DRIVE system to compare certain driving maneuvers with a 
vehicle directly from the cold chambers and with the vehicle warmed up, and thus 
study the effects on driveability for cold car and systems. Also, these tests do not 
require any ESP, ABS, or TCS activity; hence, the AVL-DRIVE system as is could 
be used for this purpose. The overall view from the service providers was positive, 
especially concerning the handling part and development of the AVL-DRIVE system 
for ESP, ABS, and TCS, as this is the major part of the work in northern Sweden. 

Furthermore, the service providers carry out durability tests for OEMs and would 
appreciate not only a tool for evaluation but also for documentation of changing 
behavior and strange occurrences of vehicle and systems over a longer period. To 
conclude this section on empirical data from the AVL-DRIVE pre-study, the 
following reflection is made by a project manager for AVL-DRIVE from AVL: 

(73) The pre-study was the first step into winter testing. Up to now AVL-
DRIVE was basically used under warm / normal conditions. The study gave a 
good overview of what the companies up in northern Sweden need and how the 
actual AVL-DRIVE could be used. So, with just some minor changes it could be 
a documentation tool for durability tests, and an evaluation tool for “cold weather” 
application and calibration of the powertrain. The next step – evaluation of 
Handling and Safety Systems – is a very challenging one! Although the 
methodology for evaluation will stay the same the necessary information will greatly 
increase. New sensors will be needed (e.g. gyro or GPS-systems for vehicle 
movements), as well as the creation of internal information, such as friction 
estimation, tire models, etc. The AVL-DRIVE would be a good tool for the 
service providers to use during summer (benchmarks) and winter testing (cold test 
and development of powertrain). A future developed application for ABS, ESP and 
TCS would be a huge benefit for the service providers and thus the automotive 
industry. 
– AVL, Project manager 
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4.4.2 Introducing the system 

AVL-DRIVE research started in 1997 and has since then been further enhanced in 
multiple research projects. List et. al. [65] first presented the AVL-DRIVE system 
and its ability to objectively and in real-time evaluate relevant drivability criteria for 
use in a vehicle and on a high dynamic test bed. In 2000, Schoeggl et. al. [66] 
presented the AVL-DRIVE system with a new subjective – objective approach, 
where drivability is described through 275 single criteria, including vehicle dynamics, 
noise and vibration. Schoeggl et. al. [67] presented a way of utilizing the AVL-
DRIVE system to detect driver style, which can be used to let the driver create his or 
her own unique vehicle character. In 2005, Schoeggl et. al. [68] presented a 
simulation methodology by interlinking the AVL-tools CRUISE, VSM15, and 
DRIVE, which allowed for the powertrain and vehicle parameters to be semi-
automatically pre-optimized before hardware is involved. In 2009, Zehetner et. al. 
[69] present an approach for a combined optimization of performance, emissions, 
fuel consumption and driveability using VSM and AVL-DRIVE. No similar system 
has been found during the studies and the AVL-DRIVE system is alone on the 
market according to AVL.  

To define the evaluation method and formulas, the company AVL List has used 
procedures to objectively assess the subjective perception of the driver. Experiences 
acquired from internal and external vehicle benchmarks and driveability development 
projects were incorporated into the AVL-DRIVE system, i.e. vehicle data from 
sensors were logged at the same time as subjective ratings from a range of drivers 
were collected. So, for each single operation mode all subjective assessments and 
corresponding vehicle and engine data were recorded. This data was used together 
with a generic algorithm to train the neural net for the best correlation between 
subjective assessment and objective evaluation, [66].  

AVL-DRIVE uses different sensors and CAN bus information to capture the most 
significant data and vehicle parameters, such as longitudinal acceleration, engine 
speed, vehicle speed, pedal position, etc. These input quantities are collected by the 
DMU2 (DRIVE Main Unit 2, located in the car boot) and passed on to a PC 
(Notebook, located at the passenger seat) for further analysis. 

Sensors, 1, 4, 5, and 6 in Figure 23 exist mainly to capture the influence on the 
driver. Sensors 2 and 8 together with the CAN bus connection capture the vehicle 
response from the drivers input. Sensor 3 is used to compensate the rough road 
influences within a defined range. Out of this range the ratings are suppressed during 
this fault [67]. 

The AVL-DRIVE system is available for various vehicle classes (Small, Medium, 
Large, Compact, Luxury, Sportive, SUV, Pick-up Truck, Light / Heavy duty truck) 
and the following transmission variants: 

• MT (manual transmission) 
• AMT (automated manual transmission) 
• AT (automatic transmission) 
• DCT (double clutch transmission) 
• CVT (continuously variable transmission) 

                                         

15 Vehicle Simulation Model 
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• Hybrids 
• Electric Vehicles 

 
Figure 23. The components of AVL-DRIVE system [70]. 

More than 500 individual criteria (e.g. Kick, Surge, Engine speed fluctuation, 
Response delay, etc.) are defined for several driving modes (e.g. Drive away, 
Acceleration, Gearshift, etc.). The relevant parameters for the defined criteria of all 
detected driving modes are measured, calculated, weighted and displayed online 
while driving. The AVL-DRIVE system delivers objective ratings for driveability 
quality and vehicle character and - combined with an automatic classification of 
similar driving modes - enables a very quick vehicle analysis. The driveability itself is 
assessed at criteria level by means of a Drive Rating (DR) from 1 to 10 according to 
Figure 24, [70]. 

 
Figure 24. Table for drivability rating [70]. 
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For an example of how a main operation modes-to-criteria tree looks like, see Figure 
25. 

 
Figure 25. Tree of main operation modes, sub operation modes and criteria’s [70]. 

 

 
Figure 26. Example of parameter calculation for single event [70]. 

Figure 26 shows how different parameters are calculated for a single event of a 
gearshift, such as the acceleration gradient for disengagement of the gear, traction 
interrupt time, zero acceleration time, acceleration gradient on engagement of the 
gear and engagement shock. 
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The company AVL has been working on an extended AVL-DRIVE system for 
lateral dynamics evaluation. The extended main operation mode “handling” has 8 
sub-operation modes and 50 criteria that are evaluated for lateral dynamics. These 
include stationary and transient events of, e.g., turn in, cornering, s-bend driving, 
turn out, etc.  

The set-up of the tests conducted and more information about the pre-study is found 
in paper H.  

4.4.3 Exploring objective evaluation of vehicle for service provision 

During the research process, the technical solution AVL-DRIVE emerged as an 
interesting technology, where one of the service providers requested a study of the 
system. Thus, the pre-study presented in paper H was initiated from where a number 
of interesting areas of usage and development emerged. 

From the empirical data presented in the last section the following can be 
summarized about the possible usage cases for an unchanged AVL-DRIVE system: 

1. Study the change in vehicle driveability after endurance tests or after longer 
periods of testing during the summer, possibly done through a set of specified 
driving cycles from the Vehicle benchmark guidance from AVL, called 
Fahrmanöver-Katalog (FMK). 

2. Running cold powertrain tests and use the system to tune the behavior of the 
powertrain in a cold environment.  

3. Benchmark tests of vehicles during the summer. 

Case 1 (point 1 above) is applicable for the summer, since test areas with enough 
high friction and that are relatively smooth during winter will be hard to find. 
Further tests still have to be performed with this specific test to fully understand its 
potential. The adapted FMK used during the pre-study takes 3.5 hours for an 
experienced test driver. By running an adapted FMK before testing begins to get a 
starting reference of drivability for the test vehicle and then a second adapted FMK at 
the end of the test-run will allow an analysis of the changes to the vehicle due to, e.g. 
degradation or system malfunction. The drivability data from the two adapted FMK 
tests can be compared and in the AVL-DRIVE software, Report Generator, where it 
is easy to see the difference in main operation modes, sub-operation modes and 
individual criteria. To better understand which criteria changed the most, it is 
possible to step down to the sub-operation modes within the Report Generator or in 
the AVL-DRIVE software used in the car, and to the different criteria that show the 
largest discrepancy. It can be argued that 3.5 hours before and after an endurance test 
project might be too much time. However, if the test project is run for one full week 
or more, these 7 hours might be a good investment for the service provider and their 
customer. This is because the test drivers will have “evidence” of what they have felt 
in their reports, and it is easy to add this data to their reports with the automatic 
report generator. However, a development of AVL-DRIVE – as outlined in 
statement 37 – for the endurance tests during the summer on 70% gravel roads 
should be considered.  

In Figure 27 from the report generator, the system is capable of detecting changes in 
the vehicle, where the Audi Drive Select system was set in comfort mode for one 
FMK and in dynamic mode for the second FMK. The figure shows the drivability 
ratings for comfort without kick-down (blue), comfort with kick-down (green), 
dynamic without kick-down (pink), and dynamic with kick-down (red). Also shown 
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is that the system detects a large difference between comfort with kick-down (rated 
lower) and dynamic with kick down (rated higher) which was expected.  

 
Figure 27. Comparison of sub-mode full load acceleration for Comfort and Dynamic mode set 

in Audi Q5. 

Case 2 (point 2 above) can also be used during the summer, since all of the service 
providers have cold chambers at their facilities and can thus provide these tests as an 
additional service. Further, different demonstrations during winter of the system, as at 
present, for cold weather applications should be performed with a real test vehicle 
from a service provider’s customer. This should demonstrate to the customer the 
benefit of using such a system and give a better base for a return on investment 
calculation. However, this demands that the service providers start discussions with 
their customers and preferably AVL to arrange such a demonstration. The first test, 
seen in Figure 28 and in paper H, shows that with carefully chosen maneuvers, using 
the system for this purpose during winter is possible. In the figure, it is easy to see the 
difference of the criteria concerning the sub-operation mode “Upshift during part 
load acceleration”, where traction reduction gives the largest discrepancy. Traction 
reduction is measured during upshift from minimum longitudinal acceleration to the 
point where a steady acceleration arises. Also, shock, kick, jerks, speed decrease and 
shift duration are better in the cold compared to the warm car. However, no 
additional analysis was performed on the difference between the warm and cold car 
due to time limitation, but additional data is in paper H.  

Case 3 (point 3 above) can be directly applicable during the summer, because the 
system is designed for benchmark tests between vehicles. 
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Figure 28. Comparison warm vs. cold car of upshift during part load acceleration. 

The further developed prototype “AVL-DRIVE for Handling” system that was 
briefly tested at the end of the pre-study will give more pertinent information to the 
driveability evaluation of the vehicle, since more criteria will be assessed and capture 
a wider range of possible problem areas, e.g. lateral dynamics related. To fully utilize 
the AVL-DRIVE for Handling, the system has to be developed further to also 
evaluate the intervention of the ESP, ABS, and TCS systems in vehicles, because 
almost 95% of the tests performed in the area concern the development of ESP, ABS, 
and TCS systems (as one respondent stated in the empirical data). This is of great 
interest to service providers and automotive testing in general, as many of them 
indicated in the survey results presented before. Also, from Exhibit 3 in 4.2.2 the test 
manager likes to improve the behavior of the engine while starting on different 
surfaces using the traction control system (ASR/TCS). He is not happy with the 
behavior of the car, but cannot do more until he understands the embedded software 
of the TCS. In this situation a system that could evaluate the TCS and vehicle during 
these tests should be beneficial in order to understand what in the driveline resulted 
in bad behavior of the TCS. For this purpose a developed version of the AVL-
DRIVE system could have provided for a better analysis of the TCS.  

Some papers that present different criteria to objectively evaluate vehicle handling are 
of interest to the continuation of the pre-study and development of the system for 
ESP, ABS, and TCS. Mavros [71] presents a methodology for objective assessment of 
the response of a vehicle subjected to transient-handling maneuvers and defining of a 
non-dimensional measure called normalized yaw impulse. In this paper, Mavros uses 
a linear single-track model to understand the basic principles of the method, and 
highlights that work has been started to study non-linear models. Mavros’ continued 
work is presented in [72], where the linear single-track model mentioned earlier, a 
non-linear single-track model and a double-track 10 DOF model are used to further 
examine the transient handling response. Laine et. al. [64] present modified criteria of 
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the FMVSS 126 (sine with dwell) maneuver for ESP tests of heavy vehicle 
combinations. These studies can be used as a basis for further research to find suitable 
criteria for the evaluation of ESP, ABS, and TCS systems. Further, King et. al. [73] 
present a study of the subjective assessment of vehicle handling and propose a way of 
linking subjective-objective assessments using a neural network. This paper shows 
some interesting results on the subjective assessment of handling and how one could 
design a questionnaire to capture the subjective ratings. This is also a good base to 
start from when continuing with the development for an objective evaluation of 
ESP, ABS, and TCS systems. 

 

The technology of the AVL-DRIVE and in particular the fuzzy-logic part are very 
well suited for capturing certain driving events in real-time, such as sine with dwell, 
steep-steer maneuvers or split-μ braking. These technologies, together with other 
algorithms to analyze data, can be used to objectively evaluate ESP, ABS, and TCS 
interventions. Further, as indicated earlier, additional sensors and algorithms to 
evaluate the state of the vehicle in more detail will be needed.  

For the evaluation of ESP, ABS, and TCS intervention with AVL-DRIVE 
technology, defining test maneuvers and the criteria that are used during ESP, ABS, 
and TCS development will be needed. The next step is to conduct reference studies, 
surveys and interviews with the automotive industry during the winter test season of 
2009/2010. These results should be correlated with the criteria that already have 
been developed for the AVL-DRIVE for handling prototype. Further, it would be 
wise to start with ABS, since this is the most established/oldest system, and then 
move on to TCS, also an established system. These would be easiest to implement 
due to the many models found in the literature and simulation software and AVL’s 
experience in engine and powertrain for TCS. ESP will demand a greater effort due 
to the need to estimate the state of the vehicle, including used and maximum 
friction, which will also require more information of the vehicle tested. However, 
this system is one of the most important to evaluate because it will be mandatory in 
all cars and trucks, [74]. 

The objective evaluation of ESP, ABS, and TCS systems using AVL-DRIVE for 
Handling would be a good tool for test engineers to develop these active safety 
systems more efficiently. As they pointed out in the survey results, “A way to confirm 
what test drivers feel” and “That our drivers have "evidence" for what they feel and note down 
by hand today”, would clearly be of help when service providers assume more of the 
testing from their customers. 

The last step is to start building up a knowledge base on the subjective assessment of 
handling and ESP, ABS, TCS interventions using the standard maneuvers, such as 
sine with dwell, split-μ braking, and 10%-20% split-μ hill tests etc. Utilizing skilled 
test drivers from the northern Sweden is a perfect start for the development of the 
knowledge base and a future system that the service providers can use for their 
extended and new services.  
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5 SUMMARY OF APPENDED PAPERS 
This chapter gives a short summary of each paper included in the thesis, and the 
relation to the thesis and division of work between the authors of the papers is also 
presented. Lastly, a short description of how the papers connect to each other is 
given. 

5.1 Paper A 
Mikael Nybacka, Tobias Larsson, Mathias Johanson, and Peter Törlind, Distributed 
Real-time Vehicle Validation, Proceedings of ASME 2006 International Design 
Engineering Technical Conferences & Computers and Information in Engineering 
Conference, September 10 – 13, 2006, Philadelphia, USA. 

Summary 
This paper presents a framework concept for distributed testing and verification of 
vehicles in real-time, with the aim to improve testing and verification efficiency. 
Through a combination of software tools for distributed collaborative engineering, 
real-time simulation, and visualization, the concept shows the possibilities for vehicle 
manufacturers and their subcontractors to work more concurrently and efficiently 
with testing and validation. An early implementation of a system prototype is 
described and future development plans for the system are presented. The main 
software components used to build up the system were VI-CarRealTime, 
Matlab/Simulink and a Java-based real-time visualization module originally 
developed for the gaming industry. 

Relation to thesis 
This paper was the start of the research project and gives a good view of our initial 
research vision. The framework developed was used in interviews and meetings to 
receive feedback from industry. A first version of the visualization application is also 
presented briefly in this paper. 

Division of work between authors 
The work is based on a workshop with Mathias Johanson, Peter Törlind, Agency9 
AB and I, where my contribution is the framework for Distributed Real-time 
Vehicle Validation, i.e. connecting the vehicle dynamics software with data and 
visualization application. Johanson and Törlind helped during the workshop and 
Larsson contributed in discussions. The past work of Tobias Larsson, Peter Törlind 
and Mathias Johanson forms the basis for Paper A. 

5.2 Paper B 
Mikael Nybacka, Tomas Karlsson and Tobias Larsson, Vehicle Validation Visualization, 
Proceedings of Virtual Concept, November 26 – December 1, 2006, Playa Del 
Carmen, Mexico. 

Summary 
The increasing complexity of embedded systems in the automotive industry calls for 
more efficient testing and verification processes early in the development phase. This 
paper presents a visualization application for distributed real-time vehicle validation. 
Real-time data from vehicles are transmitted via wireless network from the test track 
to a simulation framework. The processed data from the simulation are distributed to 
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multiple web-based visualization clients. The Java-based client presents data in a rich 
3D environment, enabling non-experts to understand the dynamic behavior of 
complex vehicle systems. This application will contribute to an enhanced validation 
data presentation and the ability to collaborate in a distributed real-time virtual 
environment. 

Relation to thesis 
Paper B continues the work conducted in Paper A and the workshop by continuing 
the development of the visualization application to support distributed real-time 
vehicle validation. 

Division of work between authors 
Tomas Karlsson and I were responsible for most of the work and Tobias Larsson 
contributed in the discussions. Tomas did the programming of the application and I 
designed the application for use in distributed real-time vehicle validation. 

5.3 Paper C 
Mikael Nybacka, Tobias Larsson and Åsa Ericson, Collaboration in automotive winter 
testing - Real-time simulations boosting innovation opportunities, Proceedings of 2nd IFIP 
Working Conference on Computer Aided Innovation, October 10, 2007, Brighton, 
USA. 

Summary 
In this paper, an as-is scenario is described and a to-be scenario of automotive winter 
testing is presented and discussed for the application of distributed real-time vehicle 
validation as a facilitator for innovative methods. By supporting the to-be test 
procedure with real-time simulations and 3D visualization in particular, the way of 
conducting the tests radically changes. The approach supports decision-making to 
become a more concurrent activity, as well as facilitating and enabling distributed 
collaborative work. Furthermore, the approach raises opportunities to extract rich 
information of vehicle and its systems, which provides a good basis for well-informed 
decisions. The connection between the vehicle running the test and the development 
office will be a good base for new, future innovations concerning vehicle validation 
and development. 

Relation to thesis 
In paper C, the previous work of papers A and B is put into a frame of Functional 
Product Innovation, where an as-is and a to-be scenario for automotive winter 
testing are outlined. This paper also presents results from survey 1. 

Division of work between authors 
This paper is a joint effort by Åsa Ericson and I, with Tobias Larsson contributing 
beyond his responsibilities as supervisor. I created the survey and collected all of the 
empirical data used in the paper. Åsa and Tobias helped in framing the distributed 
real-time vehicle validation to a Functional Product Innovation perspective. 
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5.4 Paper D 
Johan Eriksson, Mikael Nybacka, Per Lindgren and Tobias Larsson, Using Multi-body 
Simulation to design reliable embedded software – Evaluation and discussion of work method, 
Proceedings of SAE World Congress, April 14-17, 2008, Detroit, Michigan, USA. 

Summary 
This paper undertakes an approach towards embedded software design based on 
executable models expressed in the high-level modelling paradigm of Timber. The 
paper extend previous work on Timber with a multiparadigm design environment, 
aiming to bridge the gap between engineering disciplines through the co-simulation 
of vehicle dynamics, embedded electronics, and embedded executable models. Its 
feasibility is demonstrated on a case study of a typical automotive application (traction 
control), and its potential advantages are discussed, as highlighted below: 

• shorter time to market through concurrent, cooperative distributed 
engineering,  

• reduced cost through adequate system design and dimensioning,  
• improved efficiency of the design process through migration and reuse of 

executable software components,  
• reduced need for hardware testing, through specification verification on the 

executable model early in the design process,  
• improved quality by enabling formal methods for verification. 

Relation to thesis 
In this paper, we aimed to bridge the gap between engineering disciplines through 
the co-simulation of vehicle dynamics, embedded electronics and embedded 
executable models, and using the visualization application presented in paper B as a 
tool to bridge this gap. 

Division of work between authors 
Johan Eriksson and Per Lindgren performed most of the work concerning Timber 
and traction control example, where I was responsible for the co-simulation and the 
use of the visualization application. Tobias Larsson contributed beyond his 
responsibilities as a supervisor.  

5.5 Paper E 
Mikael Nybacka, Opportunities in automotive winter testing, Proceedings of ASME 
international design engineering technical conferences & computers in engineering 
conference: International Conference on Advanced Vehicle and Tire Technologies 
(AVTT), August 30 - September 2, 2009, San Diego, California, USA. 

Summary 
This paper aims to explore the challenges and opportunities in automotive winter 
testing in Sweden, in particular the use of fleet management framework and steering 
robots, which have shown to be an interesting area for future automotive winter 
testing. Data was collected from a number of interviews, workshops and surveys. 
OEMs, Tier 1 suppliers and service providers contributed to the data collection. In 
general, service providers want to approach their customers in the value chain to 
provide new or extended services. From the empirical data, the automotive industry 
is constantly pressed by shorter projects, fewer prototypes and the lack of state-of-
the-art test methods. Service providers find the use of remote technologies, such as 
fleet management, an important part of their service, especially connected to the 
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safety of test-drivers and overall test track safety. Service providers also consider 
further research in the area of fleet management and remote technologies as a base for 
future services. The automotive industry states that the possibility to replay the last 
run from logged data in the vehicle enhances the services. The use of steering robots 
during winter testing can provide an opportunity to run repeatable and standardized 
testing. 

Relation to thesis 
Paper E presents the opportunities in automotive winter testing based on numerous 
interviews, workshops and informal meetings from June 2006 until January 2009. 
Much of the empirical data gathered in this paper is used in this thesis. 

Division of work between authors 
I conducted all of this work. 

5.6 Paper F 
Mikael Nybacka, Jens Eliasson, Mathias Johanson, Anders Ågren, Bror Tingvall, 
Esbjörn Pettersson, Per Lindgren and Simon Aittamaa, Remote Test Management in 
Automotive Winter Testing, Submitted to journal, 2009. 

Summary 
This paper proposes a Remote Test Management (RTM) framework and elaborates 
on each of the parts included in the framework. The idea behind the RTM approach 
is to use the existent platform for Fleet Management from Rajd SysTech as a base for 
the RTM framework. The aim is to create possibilities for a future platform from 
where service providers could offer new or extended services. The framework uses 
the embedded wireless-enabled sensor node Mulle to easily connect different sensors 
for analysis of the vehicle and its environment. The Mulle sensor nodes make it easy 
to add or subtract different modules to create a framework suitable for a specific test.  

Relation to thesis 
Paper F presents a framework for Remote Test Management that is re-framed from 
the initial work presented in paper A-C.  

Division of work between authors 
I led and conducted most of the work concerning the framework and the Remote 
Vehicle Dynamics part, while the other authors contributed to the journal writing 
connected to their specific research fields. 

5.7 Paper G 
Mikael Nybacka, Åsa Ericsson and Tobias Larsson, Prospective service innovation in 
winter testing: beyond distributed technology, Submitted to journal, 2009. 

Summary 
The purpose of this paper is to present the Remote Test Management technology 
and elaborate on how it can bring about opportunities for new innovative services in 
the automotive testing industry. The concept of Product-Service Systems (PSS) 
provides the framework for the idea of new services and visualizes how service 
providers (those who own and operate the proving ground) can go from a focus on 
their core product, i.e. the test tracks and additional services, to a future where they 
actively participate as an expert in the testing activities. The development of 
standardized methods, tools and support for the tests are seen as a means to realize 
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such a step in the value chain. The RTM technology is here presented in view of 
both technical solutions and how it could be used to promote service provision. 
Moreover, this paper is built upon a study that offers the possibility to gain insights 
into the testing activities at a proving ground. The views of three actors are 
considered, i.e. the car manufacturer, the main supplier and the service provider. 

Relation to thesis 
Paper G presents the Remote Test Management technology from paper F and 
elaborates on how it can bring about opportunities for new innovative services in the 
automotive testing industry. The paper also presents new empirical data from the 
qualitative studies. 

Division of work between authors 
Åsa Ericson and I wrote most of the paper, with Tobias Larsson contributing beyond 
his responsibilities as a supervisor. I gathered the empirical data and contributed to 
the presentation of supporting services, and Åsa helped in the framing the Remote 
Test Management framework in PSS. 

5.8 Paper H 
Mikael Nybacka, David Holmlund and Christof Danner, AVL-DRIVE pre-study 
report, LTU publication, ISBN: 978-91-7439-008-7, www.ltu.se, 2009. 

Summary 
This paper is a scientific report that presents a pre-study project of the AVL-DRIVE 
measurement system conducted from July 27, 2009 to October 15, 2009. The focus 
of the pre-study was to see how the system, as is, could be used by the service 
providers and their customers during winter and summer testing in northern Sweden, 
and if the system could be extended and further developed to suit their needs. 

Relation to thesis 
Paper H presents the results from the pre-study project of the measurement and 
analysis system AVL-DRIVE. The paper also presents additional empirical data from 
the service providers connected to the measurement system. 

Division of work between authors 
This was a collaborative effort by the authors of the paper where David Holmlund 
did most of the work with the mounting and testing. I planned the pre-study, the 
survey and analyzed the results with help from David Holmlund and Christof 
Danner. 

5.9 Connecting the papers 
Papers A and B present the demonstration framework that was designed at the start of 
the research project based on [18] and [19]. Paper C presents the as-is and to-be 
scenarios based on papers A and B, and also presents the first qualitative findings from 
survey 1. Paper D is based on papers A and B, but was not continued in this research. 
Paper E presents the more extensive qualitative studies, including workshop, survey 
1, survey 2, semi-structured interviews and informal meetings conducted from June 
2006 until January 2009. Based on the results from the qualitative studies presented in 
papers C and E, the initial approach from papers A to C were reframed to the RTM 
framework presented in paper F and how it supported the service innovation 
presented in paper G. The last paper present the results from the qualitative studies 
conducted as per paper E, from which the participative approach led to the new area 

http://www.ltu.se
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that will support service provision, presented in paper H. Table 2 shows an overview 
of how the papers are connected and if the ideas were carried out for further studies. 
The table also shows if the results were reframed based on future insights. 

 
Table 2. Table connecting the papers. 

Paper Based on Technologies Year 
published 

Ideas 
carried 

out 

Reframed 

A Past 
research 

DRTVV 2006 Yes Yes 

B A V3 2006 Yes Yes 
C A, B DRTVV, V3 2007 Yes Yes 
D A, B V3 2008 No No 
E Qualitative 

studies 
Fleet management, 
steering robots  

2009 Yes No 

F C, E RTM 2009 
Submitted 

Yes - 

G E, F 
Qualitative 

studies 

RTM 2009 
Submitted 

Yes - 

H E, 
Qualitative 

studies 

AVL-DRIVE 2009 Yes - 
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6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION  
This chapter presents the condensed results of this work starting with a presentation 
of the purpose of the research and the research questions. A presentation of the needs 
from service providers, OEM and Tier 1, technologies that contribute to the winter 
testing, how these technologies support the testing activities and what the benefits are 
for the actors in the testing activities follows.  

This work has been guided by the vision to contribute to service innovation in 
winter testing activities. To contribute to this vision, the purpose for the research has 
been to elaborate on how technologies can support testing activities. In particular 
vehicle dynamics and distributed engineering have been in focus, where the 
following three questions emerged during the research: 

• Which technologies have the potential to contribute to winter testing activities?  
• How can technology support testing activities?  
• How can the actors benefit from technology supported winter testing? 

6.1 Summary of results 
Extensive empirical data were gathered during this research to understand the needs 
and challenges of automotive winter testing and to understand how the technologies 
presented below could be used to support the testing activities and support service 
innovation. Some need areas for service providers were identified: 

• prolonging testing activities to also encompass summer testing, they even offer 
to run summer tests at prime costs (no profit) during the first years just to get 
started  

• continue to develop test methods 
• increase the quality of work (ISO 9001 certification) 
• more specialized persons, with engineering competences 
• projects conducted with closer contact to their customers 
• supporting technologies for testing activities and track preparation 
• administrative work of running tests is seen as a burden and there is a need for 

support in this process, e.g. report writing from tests and managing test drivers 
and vehicles  

• access to good weather forecasts 

Also, some need areas for OEM and Tier 1 were identified:  

• shorter project time is perceived as a constraint, emphasizing efficient test 
process  

• lack of easy to mount test equipment 
• standardized off-the-shelf measurement methods to find problems 
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Through the research presented in this thesis several demonstrators were created and 
evaluated. From this explorative approach three technologies emerged with the 
potential to contribute to winter testing activities. 

1. Remote Test Management is based on past research of distributed real-time 
vehicle validation and could be subject to new services in the future: 

a. gather information about the test track and the public roads, such as 
friction, roughness, noise characteristics, temperature and humidity. 

b. compare values with mean values for a specific vehicle class, 
calculated from the test vehicles running this system or by service 
providers own tests of vehicles, i.e. running benchmark tests.  

c. view vehicle behavior and data in real-time, remote, distributed and 
in 3D. Also to replay a certain run from logged data. 

d. manage test vehicles and data from a remote and local location. 
e. communicate to, from, or between the vehicles with audio, video, 

and text. 
f. notify the driver of how he or she should drive for education or 

quality control of the test conducted. 

The framework can also be extended for more advanced studies of vehicle 
states, sound, exhaust, temperature and wireless sensor networks. 

2. Steering robots and path following have the possibility to standardize tests 
that can enable service providers to assume more tests for their customers, and 
for the automotive industry to gain a standardized process that increases 
quality in both products and process. Steering robots could be subject to new 
services in the future:  

a. range test with different driver profiles using different settings of the 
path following algorithm, i.e. driver model. 

b. tire tests by complementing the longitudinal tests with lateral tests 
using the steering robot. 

c. virtual test track on the lake, eliminating the need to drive numerous 
times on the same spot to get repeatable conditions. 

3. Objective evaluation of vehicles, with the prospect to gain a tool and 
method for both service providers and automotive industry to use and thereby 
increase quality in both products and process. This technology could be 
subject to new services in the future: 

a. change in vehicle driveability after endurance tests or after longer 
periods of testing during the summer.  

b. powertrain cold tests and use the system to tune the behavior of the 
powertrain in a cold environment.  

c. benchmark tests of vehicles during the summer. 
d. report generation can be used to provide useful information during 

and after testing. 
e. developed system to be used in handling and assessing active safety 

systems. 
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The technologies presented before have the possibility to: 

• enable service providers to work closer to the OEM and Tier 1 suppliers and 
participate more actively in the tests, giving the service providers a potential to 
build up a unique knowledge base. 

• give technology leap that can prove crucial in extending the test season to 
encompass summer tests. 

• provide new services or extending existing services. 

6.2 Concluding remarks 
How the technologies presented above support the testing activities and what the 
benefits are for service providers and their customers will be further described below. 

Remote Test Management:  
The proposed framework will increase the safety of driving on test tracks as well as 
public roads due to the technology of the fleet management platform and the clever 
usage of information from the database about the environment where the vehicles are 
driving. The system is also quick and easy to mount in the vehicle due to the Mulle 
wireless sensor nodes, i.e. easy to mount the sensors inside and outside the vehicle. 
Having multiple units installed on many vehicles to collect as much environment 
data as possible is particularly interesting. It is possible to offer better weather 
forecasting by having RTM mounted on cars that are driven on test tracks and public 
roads. Temperature and humidity can constantly be logged. This provides for more 
exact knowledge about specific microclimates and where they are located, e.g. 
thermal inversion spots. In addition, the state estimation algorithms of RTM can 
estimate the friction of the driving surface (roads or tracks). The test manager can use 
the information to monitor the test tracks properties and know when the tracks have 
to be prepared again. The information can also be used when planning test cases 
requiring a certain percentage of low/high-μ, split-μ, or μ-spots, e.g. stress tests of 
ESP, ABS, and TCS systems. Further, the information of the road roughness can also 
be used as explained above. Such information about roads can be stored each year to 
build up a knowledge base for the service providers, not only for winter, but also the 
summer.  

The RTM framework can facilitate a smooth transition for service providers who 
will start to offer test drivers and test engineers, and to support service providers who 
already offer such services. This is because the RTM will support the management 
and planning of the test projects and make it easy for the service provider and their 
customers to follow up a test project. Hence, it will be easier for service providers to 
run summer tests for their customers, since the technology provides a good quality 
assurance and follow-up for the entrepreneurs’ customers. Inviting engineers and 
managers from customers to follow a specific test using audio, video and 3D 
visualization to view vehicle behavior and data is also possible. The novel 3D 
visualization technology allows for service providers, with test engineers performing 
many system demonstrations, to offer added value to these services. This technology 
allows for the presentation of the systems’ performance before, during and after test-
drives. For example, it is possible to view different logged test-drives overlaid on top 
of each other with different colors to visualize the different vehicle and system 
behavior, e.g. between the different split-μ breakings. 
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The automotive industry is striving for ways to make their testing more efficient due 
to the shorter project times and the reduction in available test vehicles. Fitting sensors 
to the vehicle without tedious wiring work will increase the time available for 
testing. A system that will help them locate test routes with the properties they want 
will save valuable time, e.g. temperature, humidity, friction or unevenness. 
Enhancing the way engineers view test data (through novel 3D graphics technology) 
will give faster and well informed decisions in real-time or after test monitoring and 
analysis. Furthermore, it permits the engineers and managers a better view of in-
vehicle data, such as temperature and sound levels, which can be visualized with a 
cutting-plane though the vehicle. 

Saving all data, both time- and geo-stamped, will significantly enhance data analysis 
and the tracing of errors. The RTM framework allows environmental data (e.g. 
temperature, humidity, road friction and unevenness) together with the logged data 
from the vehicle and the audio, video and 3D visualization data to be saved, thus 
providing for a better analysis.  

Supporting the test drivers with information and feedback to drive in a certain way, 
i.e. to follow a certain pre-defined profile will give more repetitive tests and a better 
quality control of the tests, thus allowing the OEM and Tier 1 suppliers to design a 
test in advance and be more at ease to outsource the testing to the service providers. 
The audio, video and GUI will also support the transition of outsourcing more of the 
testing, since experts from the service providers’ customer can be invited to aid in the 
testing being run. 

Steering robots and path following: 
Running a range test with a steering robot should allow for running a more 
“repeatable” range test, i.e. you could have the exact same set of driver profiles from 
day one to day twenty of testing. The driver profile is different from the other, i.e. 
the controller of the steering robot with path following will be set up differently for 
each driver profile to represent different drivers. Instead of 20 drivers you will have 
20 driver profiles to use with the steering robot, hence the same set of “drivers” year 
after year. 

Hence, from the studies, the use of steering robots with path following and 
combined with the RTM framework can simplify the tedious work of moving the 
test track made of cones. The test track made of cones would then be virtual (using 
GPS data) and could therefore be moved slightly to the side for each rerun, 
eliminating the need to drive a number of times on the same spot to get repeatable 
conditions. The tires then run on an un-driven area each time giving a repeatable 
surface for each run.  

Further, there is an opportunity for the service providers to make use of the steering 
robots for tire tests, and complement the longitudinal tests with lateral tests 
performed by the steering robot.  

Overall, the steering robots with path following create the opportunity for 
standardized tests processes, which is a key for the service providers in assuming more 
of the testing from their customers. However, more tests have to be performed 
before this can be a reality. 
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Objective evaluation of vehicles: 
The case of studying change in vehicle drivability after endurance tests is applicable 
for the summer, since finding test areas that have enough high friction and that are 
relatively smooth during the winter will be hard to find. Further tests still have to be 
performed with this specific test in mind to fully understand its potential. The 
adapted Fahrmanöver-Katalog (FMK) that was used during the pre-study takes 3.5 
hours for an experienced test driver. Running an adapted FMK before testing starts, 
to get a starting reference of drivability for the test vehicle, and then a second adapted 
FMK at the end of the testing run, will allow changes to the vehicle due to, e.g. 
degradation or system malfunction, to be analyzed. The drivability data from the two 
adapted FMK tests can be compared, and the difference in main operation modes, 
sub-operation modes and individual criteria are easily seen in the Report Generator 
in the AVL-DRIVE software.  

The case of performing cold tests of powertrain can also be used during the summer, 
since all of the service providers have cold chambers at their facilities and can 
therefore provide these tests as an additional service. The first test seen in Figure 28 
and in paper H, shows that with carefully chosen maneuvers, using the system for 
cold tests of powertrain during winter is possible. 

The case of running benchmark tests can be directly applicable during the summer, 
since the system is designed for benchmark tests between vehicles. 

A noted development area of the system is to evaluate the ABS, ESP, and TCS 
systems in the vehicle, and provide for a complete vehicle driveability assessment. 
The technology of AVL-DRIVE can be used to objectively evaluate ESP, ABS, and 
TCS interventions. However, there will be a need for additional sensors and 
algorithms to evaluate the state of the vehicle in more detail, and new criteria and 
subjective evaluations are subjects for further research. The objective evaluation of 
ESP, ABS, and TCS systems would be a good tool for test engineers to develop these 
active safety systems more efficiently. As pointed out in the survey results, “A way to 
confirm what test drivers feel” and “That our drivers have "evidence" for what they feel and 
note down by hand today”, would clearly help when service providers assume more of 
the testing from their customers. 

The three technologies mentioned above all include vehicle dynamics to contribute 
to the vehicle testing activities. Remote Test Management (RTM) will use vehicle 
dynamic models to estimate the vehicle states. Steering robots and path following 
probably need vehicle dynamic models to create driver models, and the objective 
evaluation of vehicles needs vehicle dynamic models to evaluate ESP, ABS, and 
TCS.  
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7 FUTURE WORK 
This chapter presents the future work of Remote Test Management, Steering robots 
and objective evaluation of vehicles. The foundation for future research based on the 
gathered data is also presented. 

7.1 Remote Test Management – platform for research 
The implications of this approach will be followed up within the continuation of this 
research project until June 2010. The RTM framework is a great platform for further 
research on multiple areas, such as test management, vehicle state and road 
estimation, sensor fusion, model based analysis, NVH of tire/road noise and model 
based diagnostics, and to thus gain from the multiple perspectives such a research 
constellation would give. To move in the right direction with the research, a number 
of case studies demonstrating the RTM framework have to be performed at the 
service providers. Here, the service providers’ customers participate to get valuable 
information from its potential use. To advance the implementation, some aspects still 
have to be considered in future studies, e.g. the security of data transmission and 
usage. The idea of gathering mean value data is under consideration, meaning that 
the service providers can run benchmark tests of cold starts with, for example exhaust 
or temperature measurements. Also, which strategy to use for the correction of GPS 
data and for estimate vehicle states is a subject for further research. Further, there is a 
constant need to run demonstration projects and show the effectiveness of these kinds 
of technologies. The views of not only the testing actors must be considered, but also 
the IT departments. All new technologies have to be certified before 
implementation. The issue of updating/maintaining an RTM platform is another 
concern for the future. Some of these issues have not been considered in this thesis, 
though the potential for RTM to serve as a technological platform to support the co-
production of new services has been outlined. 

7.2 Steering robots in winter testing – next step 
As mentioned by the respondents of the steering robots survey, there exists a need to 
study the performance of the steering robots with path following to know more 
about how it can be used and developed further to suit the needs of the testing 
industry. This should preferably be done in collaboration with a vehicle manufacturer 
as a pre-study from which new research questions can be formed and new projects 
can be initiated. Further, studies of creating a driver model to use in winter tests with 
the steering robots and path following is recognized by one OEM as an interesting 
field for further research.  

7.3 Objective evaluation of vehicle – a collaborative effort 
The pre-study project presented in paper H will develop into a full research projects 
with invited partners. Further, different demonstrations of the system in its present 
form for cold weather applications should be performed with a real test vehicle from 
a service providers’ customer. This could truly demonstrate to the customer the 
benefit of using such a system and give a better base for a return on investment 
calculation. The usefulness of a developed version of the system that encompasses 
ABS, ESP, and TCS systems is a strong need for the test industry. However, 
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considerable work is needed to build such a tool, including building vehicle models 
for state estimation, finding suitable criteria for each system, and gathering subjective 
data from experienced and novice drivers to teach the system. Here, the continued 
work of state estimation for the RTM framework is inline with the work for state 
estimation in the AVL-DRIVE research. Further, the Mulle sensors of the RTM 
framework would be of interest for a future development of the AVL-DRIVE system 
since it will reduce the installation time of the sensors, which is vital in the testing 
activities as seen in the empirical data presented in this thesis. 

7.4 Building on the foundation for future research 
This thesis has highlighted the automotive winter testing industry to both academia 
and industry, providing a better understanding of the problems, challenges, and 
opportunities. The large amount of empirical data presented in this thesis is a good 
base for further research in the area of automotive winter testing. The data gathered 
is more than reported in this thesis and attached papers and should thus be collected 
and used further in the research centre, from which supportive technologies and 
methods can be developed for testing activities. More workshops should be 
performed in the near future, since new opportunities were observed, as presented in 
this thesis. The automotive manufacturers and suppliers can also see the initiative 
from the service providers to support their testing activities even further, which can 
be used to start discussions on how the service providers can further support them in 
their testing activities.  
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1 ABSTRACT 
Due to the increasing complexity of embedded systems 

and software in vehicles, the automotive industry faces an 

increasing need for testing and verification of components and 

subsystems under realistic conditions. At the same time, 

development cycles must be shortened for vehicle 

manufacturers to be competitive on the global market, and an 

increased amount of testing and verification must thus be 

performed in less time. However, simply increasing the testing 

volume can be prohibitively costly, meaning that testing and 

verification processes must be made more efficient to reduce 

the need for more prototypes. 

This paper presents a concept for distributed testing and 

verification of vehicles in real-time, with the aim of improving 

testing and verification efficiency. Through a novel 

combination of software tools for distributed collaborative 

engineering, real-time simulation, visualization, and black box 

simulation, the realized system makes it possible for vehicle 

manufacturers and their subcontractors to work more 

concurrently and efficiently with testing and validation. An 

early implementation of a system prototype is described and 

future development plans for the system are presented. The 

main software components used to build up the system are 

ADAMS/Car RealTime, Matlab/Simulink and a Java-based 

real-time visualization module originally developed for the 

gaming industry. 

A main benefit of the concept is that different disciplines 

involved in the product development process can use the 

system to enhance the concurrency between them. Control 

systems and mechanical engineers can view ongoing tests in 

real-time and change designs, and efficiently re-simulate and 

influence ongoing tests in a distributed manner. Through 

advanced visualization of simulation results and measurement 

data, engineers can get a clearer view of how the system or 

product behaves, thereby improving the quality of the 

validation process. 

The concept for distributed real-time simulation and 

visualization described in this paper will gather more 

information to the early stages of product development, and 

speed up the product development process due to its real-time 

nature. The fact that engineers can stay at their home office and 

only follow the test when needed will enhance their efficiency. 

mailto:mikael.nybacka@ltu.se
mailto:tobias@ltu.se
mailto:mathias@alkit.se
mailto:peter.torlind@ltu.se
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2 INTRODUCTION 
Outsourcing the development of components and systems 

to subcontractors by manufacturers is a clear trend in the 

automotive industry. Consequently, the overall quality of the 

finished product will depend on how well automotive 

companies and subcontractors work together in the 

development processes. The lack of harmonization between not 

only subcontractors and the automotive company, but also 

between different development departments at the manufacturer 

causes expensive errors in the final product. Therefore, 

methods and tools that are easy to work with and are applicable 

in industry have to be developed to support the whole 

development process [1, 2]. 

The need for vehicle validation has increased during recent 

years, mainly due to the increasingly complex electronic 

control systems developed for the vehicles. Much time is spent 

on validation to manufacture reliable and safe systems.  

To quote Vincentelli [3], “It is no wonder that more than 

30% of severe malfunctions in automobiles are originated by 

faulty software. We need a new system science to deal with the 

digital abstraction and the physical world in a unified way.”  

This paper suggests methods and tools to reduce lead-times 

in the validation phases of product development (PD). It also 

exemplifies how we can cope with digital abstraction and the 

physical world. 

Today’s automotive companies must be able to cope with 

distributed product development due to the many suppliers 

involved in vehicle development. Dannenberg [1] estimates 

around 5,000 suppliers to the automotive industry today. Since 

suppliers and subcontractors from all over the world frequently 

need to be involved in the testing and verification of vehicles, 

developing sophisticated methods and tools for distributed 

validation and simulation is necessary, and to incorporate these 

tools and methods into the overall framework for distributed 

product development.  

The idea with the distributed real-time simulation and 

visualization (DRTSV) concept is to extend the testing and 

verification processes, from the test tracks to the development 

offices of the manufacturer and subcontractors. This will result 

in more effective test sessions and shorter development cycles. 

Furthermore, connecting system modules that are mechanical, 

controlled or both to the DRTSV concept in a black box 

fashion, as suggested by Larsson et al. [8], will provide the 

manufacturer and subcontractors a promising conceptual tool to 

support the PD process. The black-box mode enables suppliers 

to protect their own knowledge, while still sharing the response 

of their systems as executable models. 

By using a wireless local area network (WLAN) at the test 

tracks, live measurement data can be sent from vehicles at the 

test track back to the development site of the manufacturer for 

analysis and visualization, in real-time if desired. Having the 

possibility to share and view data in real-time from the test 

track will significantly reduce costs and lead-times for vehicle 

manufacturers. Törlind [7] describes a technological framework 

by which car manufacturers and suppliers in northern Sweden 

have the possibility to transmit data in real-time from test 

vehicles to development facilities worldwide. By integrating 

this framework with the system presented here, live 

measurement data can be used as input for hardware-in-the-

loop simulation and real-time visualization, giving the 

opportunity to study effects that are not directly measurable, 

such as the normal forces on the tires of a moving car. 

Our vision is for future automotive test engineers to be 

able to take part in vehicle testing without being physically 

present at the test track, and still as involved in the tests as if 

they were present. To achieve this, measurement data must be 

transmitted in real-time to the development site, where it can be 

analyzed and visualized. Moreover, interpersonal 

communication and data exchange between local and remote 

engineers must be flexible and effortless. As an illustration of 

this vision, consider a case where the engineers wish to study 

the influence of a suspension module on the braking 

performance on ice. Using our approach, they can do so by 

feeding live measurement data (acceleration, position, speed) 

into a dynamic simulation module that calculates the normal 

forces on the tires. The normal forces can be visualized in real-

time in a virtual reality system, e.g. as dynamically changing 

graphical vectors. Further, one part of the suspension 

simulation system can be located at a subcontractor who is 

using a black box simulation approach to protect the simulation 

model. The dynamic simulation forces on the suspension 

module are transmitted to the subcontractor, and the tire forces 

are returned. All information from the simulation module can 

be combined with measured data from the car on the test track 

and either visualized in a shared visualization system or 

presented as curves. 

Imagine if sending measurement data directly to an 

expert’s office, where it is visualized and analyzed in real-time, 

any test can be performed. The expert can follow the ongoing 

test through both a virtual reality 3D visualization of the 

vehicle, and a video from the vehicle. If the expert can speak to 

the test driver through an audio link, he can influence the 

ongoing test to better suit his needs. There is also a possibility 

for the remote expert to download new software directly to the 

vehicle through the wireless communication link. Working in 

this manner will reduce the overall test time and provide time 

for even more tests, or simply reduce the time for the test cycle. 

Engineers from the home office no longer have to travel to the 

test session they can follow the test session from their office 

and let the local entrepreneurs perform the tests for them. This 

will greatly save the automotive manufacturers and suppliers 

time and money. 
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Figure 1. Real-Time simulation with hardware in the loop 
and black box simulation.

By using a dynamic simulation system to simulate the 

behavior of the vehicle, accessing difficult or even impossible 

data to measure is possible, e.g. force between tire and road, 

forces in joints, etc. 

The visualization module can be set up to simultaneously 

present data considered interesting to many disciplines, e.g. 

climate, fatigue, control systems, vibration analysis, etc. 

3 RELATED WORK AND BACKGROUND 
The work presented in this paper builds on previous work 

from the Division of Computer Aided Design at Luleå 

University of Technology concerning distributed collaborative 

engineering (DCE), distributed automotive winter testing and 

multi-body simulation of vehicles. 

Larsson et al. [8] present a system for web-based 

simulation where only a web browser is needed as interface to 

the underlying simulation core and the user can work anywhere 

in the world in a thin client fashion. The most evident 

advantage is the possibility to distribute simulation modules, or 

whole simulation models, from simulation experts to design 

experts and engineers. This distributed approach allows 

cooperating companies to protect company specific knowledge 

by distributing simulation modules of models or complete 

systems in a black box fashion, where certain parameters are 

available for modification, whereas other company sensitive 

parameters and structures are protected. Extending this 

approach to use simulation modules [9] allows for sub models 

to be distributed throughout the network. 

By combining the above-mentioned technologies with 

existing technologies for remote collection of telemetric data 

from test objects [7], the distributed simulation can be 

combined with hardware-in-the-loop, HIL [11], simulations. 

Integrating these technologies permits new possibilities for 

merging simulation with hardware to be achieved. Törlind et al.  

[7] consider climate testing with static visualization modules, 

though this can be generalized to virtually any kind of testing 

scenario and integrated into the new dynamic visualization 

module. 

4 THE DISTRIBUTED REAL-TIME VEHICLE 
VALIDATION CONCEPT 

By combining Distributed Collaborative Engineering, 

Real-Time simulation and visualization, and black box 

simulation, vehicle manufacturers and their suppliers gain a 

very powerful PD tool for car testing. One of the main benefits 

of this concept is that different disciplines involved in the 

product development process can use the system to enhance the 

concurrency between them. Control system engineers and 

mechanical engineers can view ongoing tests in real-time and 

change designs, and efficiently re-simulate and influence 

ongoing tests in a distributed way. Through advanced 
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visualization of simulation results and measurement data, the 

engineers can get a clearer view of how the system or product 

behaves, and thus improve the quality of the validation process. 

An early prototype of a software framework for distributed 

real-time vehicle validation is presented in this paper. The 

framework is largely based on well-known software 

components presently used in the automotive industry, which 

facilitates implementation of the concept in industry. The 

prototype consists of input, data management, simulation and 

visualization components, as illustrated in Figure 2. The 

components have the following  functionality: 

The input component sends steering, throttle and 

brake signals to the data management block via 

network link and UDP protocol.  

The data management block consists of a 

Matlab/Simulink [5] component that receives data 

from the input component, performs some necessary 

preprocessing, and sends it to the simulation 

component.  

The simulation block is an ADAMS/Car RealTime [4] 

component that computes the behavior of the car 

based on a given input and a simulation model. The 

result is sent back to the data management component 

that processes the data and transmits it over a network 

link to the visualization module via UDP protocol. 

The visualization component receives data such as 

position, velocity, forces, etc., and combines this data 

with a 3D model of the car for 3D visualization of the 

car's behavior in a virtual environment. 

Figure 2. Early prototype system of real-time simulation 
and visualization.

4.1 Product Development process
The following section describes how the DRTSV concept 

can be used in the PD process. 

As previously noted, future vehicle testing processes need 

to be faster and more effective, to test all new vehicle control 

systems. These control systems will increase in numbers and 

complexity in the future, meaning that the methods for testing 

vehicles and their control systems need to be enhanced 

considerably to decrease the time spent on testing [7]. One way 

to achieve this is to use wireless technology at the test facilities 

to perform concurrent validation from remote locations. What 

this means is that an engineer at the development office for 

automotive systems can concurrently work with one subsystem 

of the vehicle, while a test session is conducted on another 

vehicle subsystem. Input data to a simulation model can thus be 

received, in real-time, from a car at an ongoing test session.  

Meanwhile, a software engineer can work with a different 

subsystem and receive data from the same test session. From 

the 3D visualization of the car and live video transmissions, 

they can monitor the performance of their systems. With the 

possibility of communicating with the test driver through an 

audio (and video) link, valuable information about how their 

systems perform can be obtained, and changed directly if 

necessary. Uploading software upgrades to the ECUs in test 

vehicles can be done from the development site when network 

connection to the vehicle exists. Engineers at the development 

site can work on new software for the vehicles’ ECUs during 

the tests and upload them when problems are solved or when 

new versions are finished. According to Miucic [12], the time 

needed to upload new software and erase FLASH memory only 

takes a few seconds. Due to this fact the engineers at the 

development office can upload new software between test 

drives. The remote programming of the vehicles’ embedded 

systems will be essential in the future distributed vehicle 

validation process [12]. 

Saving the input data from the test session into a file 

format readable by the simulator (e.g. in ADAMS/Car typically 

a driver control file, DCF) will allow more detailed simulations 

of problems that arise after the test is finished. By saving 

logged data from the car together with the DCF, the engineers 

can reproduce the problem and make changes to the software or 

design.  

The concept will be useful for hardware-in-the-loop, 

software-in-the-loop and real-time validation during test 

sessions. Using the system from early product development to 

validation of preproduction systems at the test sessions is 

possible (see Figure 3). 

4.2 Visualization
The use of a dynamics simulator such as ADAMS/Car 

RealTime allows for hard or even impossible to measure test 

data to be produced, e.g. tire, chassis forces. 

By using a 3D engine originally developed for the gaming 

industry, it is possible to build extremely realistic synthetic 

environments. Visualization in real-time demands high graphics 
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performance, requiring different 3D graphics engines compared 

to what CAE tools have to offer. Hence, the use of visualization 

tools from the gaming industry – considered today the 

technological vanguard of 3D visualization – are interesting for 

this application. 

With the use of a Global Positioning System (GPS) and 

maps, it is possible to model the whole test track with trees, 

buildings, sunlight, shadows, etc. Modeling sunlight and its 

direction can be useful not only for added visual realism, but 

also to provide information, for instance, about why the 

temperature inside a coupe suddenly increased at a climate test. 

Another reason to want highly realistic graphics is to keep track 

of the environment where the vehicle is during the test. 

Adding special features to the real-time visualization 

model will give the viewer a better and more logical overview. 

Vector force and moment graphics will be of use when 

monitoring the behavior of dynamic control systems. Vectors 

that visualize the normal forces on the tires provide much 

information about how the vehicle behaves. Changing the 

colors of parts when special events occur, e.g. when systems 

fail or when the brakes lock the wheels, gives a clear and 

prompt notification to the user. When the visualization model 

consists of many parts, a function to show or hide the parts 

during simulation will be useful. Using a cutting plane through 

the model will also enhance the viewability of the model, as 

well as give the possibility to visualize temperature, vibration 

and sound fields in the model. Color gradients in the cutting 

plane of the model can represent this. 

Being able to save simulations in the visualization module 

gives the engineer a better view of how the new system will 

work. For example, you have saved the last simulation and will 

now modify the system to run a new simulation with the saved 

simulation as a reference. This will give the engineer direct 

visual confirmation of how the system behaved in a particular 

situation. 

4.3 Implementation in industry
There are numerous areas in the PD process where the 

DRTSV concept will be suitable (see Figure 3). When 

considering a black box simulation with DRTSV, this is 

applicable from the development of early control systems 

solutions up to preproduction control systems.  

The first area is prototype system development. During 

development, data from the actual testing can be used to 

simulate the behavior of the prototype system in the vehicle. 

The systems can be tested for early bugs and misbehaviors.  

Secondly, virtual simulation allows specified systems to be 

tuned.  

Thirdly, systems for preproduction vehicles can be tuned 

concurrently during test sessions. 

Another area of implementation would be the distributed 

visualization and simulation to the suppliers. Mechanical 

engineers also have good usage of DRTSV, especially since 

mechanical systems have to function well with electronic 

systems and software. Using the same tool suite and methods 

will harmonize the work of electronic and mechanical 

engineers in the automotive industry [2]. 

Figure 3. Potential use of DRTSV, displayed in the V-
model for the development process of electronic systems 

and software. 

5 RESULTS 
The preliminary result of this work is an early prototype 

system based on a combination of software tools, some of 

which are already used in the automotive industry, mainly 

ADAMS/Car RealTime, Matlab/Simulink and a Java-based 3D 

visualization module called AgentFX.  

5.1 Prototype system
A schematic model of the prototype system can be seen in 

Figure 2. Tested inputs to this system are a joystick and a 

measurement collection and transmission unit installed in an 

actual car, in this case a formula SAE car built by students at 

Luleå University of Technology. The formula car was chosen 

instead of a production vehicle due to the ability to perform 

system tests at a quicker pace and with better control of the 

whole system. 

5.1.1 System input
The first input source used was a joystick to test the 

simulation and visualization part of the system. The joystick 

was connected to a Simulink model that sent the joysticks 

signals (throttle, brake and steering) via network and UDP 

protocol to the data management block. 

A first test sent CAN-bus data from the car to the data 

management block. Throttle, brake and steering inputs were 

sent from the car while it was standing still in the laboratory. In 

future work, wheel speed data will be sent from the car to 

minimize the difference between simulated and real dynamic 

behavior. 
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5.1.2 Data management and communication
      Matlab/Simulink is used as the communication interface 

between ADAMS/Car RealTime, the visualization tool 

AgentFX™ and the real-time data input from the car. The 

Simulink model collects input data to the real-time model from 

the car’s CAN-bus (throttle, brake and steering). Simulink 

passes the data onto ADAMS solver for dynamic calculations; 

ADAMS then passes the results back to the Simulink model; 

Simulink packetizes the data needed for visualization into units 

suitable for network communication, and then sends it to the 

visualization tool AgentFX™ [5]. 

5.1.3 Simulation
For the last 20 years, automotive manufacturers have used 

multi-body simulation tools in virtual product development 

(VPD) to not only understand how the product will perform, 

but also the different phenomena that can arise. Using MBS 

together with other software components will give an effective 

tool for solving complex and multi-disciplinary problems. 

The formula SAE car was modeled in ADAMS/Car and 

exported to ADAMS/Car RealTime. The ADAMS/Car model 

has 71 degrees of freedom (DOF) and the Real-Time model has 

16 DOF. The ADAMS/Car RealTime model does not have 

linkages or bushings, and its steering system does not have 

parts for the steering wheel or rack. Instead, the model requires 

input parameters from, e.g. Kinematics and Compliance (K&C) 

test machine or data virtually obtained from ADAMS/Car 

simulations. This makes it possible to run the simulation faster 

than real-time [4]. 

Figure 4. Matlab/Simulink model.

5.1.4 Visualization
AgentFX™, an advanced toolkit for developing interactive 

3D applications and objects in real-time, is based on Java and 

uses the OpenGL Application Programming Interface (API). 

AgentFX™ allows software development for a wide range 

of platforms, eliminating the need to rewrite code for different 

platforms. Applications are immediately ready for use on 

platforms such as Microsoft Windows, Apple Mac OS X, Web 

environments, handheld units using Pocket PC or similar, 

Linux and UNIX workstations such as SUN Sparc, and more.  

The advantages of using this kind of software is high 

graphical performance and applicability in heterogeneous 

computing environments, since the visualization module can be 

executed from any computer with a Java virtual machine 

installed. 

Currently, the car’s dynamic properties, e.g. normal forces 

acting on the tires contact patch, vehicle speed and direction, 

are implemented in the visualization application. In Figure 4 

the left rear wheel is displayed as red due to the exceeded 

absolute slippage; also note the top right hand corner of the 

picture displaying the absolute forces acting on the tires.  

Future implementation could be different types of test 

information, such as temperature data displayed with a cutting 

plane through the body with graded colors. These different 

types of test information should be easily accessible through 

the top toolbar.  
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Figure 4. Visualization application with applied textures, 
forces and speed arrows.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
Future work consists of testing the measurement data 

collection and communication unit installed in the formula SAE 

car. Real tests at a local winter test facility will be performed to 

validate the functionality, bandwidth requirements, and how 

close to real-time can the system work. Also, further work on 

the visualization model of the car and the virtual environment 

will be preformed for enhanced realism. Whether or not 

Matlab/Simulink and ADAMS/Car RealTime can be used for 

purposes other than explored in this paper will be investigated. 

Questions concerning data acquisition will be worked upon in 

parallel with another research projects. The intention of this 

system is for it to be eventually tested on a conventional car 

from the automotive industry. 

During the PD process, gathering as much information as 

possible about the product is crucial. This information will help 

eliminate flaws for the next generation of the product. The 

concept for distributed real-time vehicle validation described in 

this paper will facilitate the collection of data in the early 

product development stages. Moreover, it will accelerate the 

product development process due to its real-time nature, 

promoting instant analysis of measurement and simulation data. 

The fact that highly competent engineers can to a larger extent 

remain at their home office and still partake in remote testing 

sessions will increase their productivity when it is needed and 

enhance their efficiency.  

Recording input data from real tests will permit earlier 

usage of the system in the development process, e.g. concurrent 

engineering between supplier and automotive manufacturer or 

between different departments at one or more automotive 

manufacturers.  

The concept will be useful for hardware-in-the-loop, 

software-in-the-loop and real-time validation during test 

sessions. Using the system from early product development to 

validation of pre-production systems at the test sessions is 

possible. 
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8 LIST OF TERMINOLOGY 
DRTSV “Distributed Real-Time Simulation and 
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PD  “Product Development” 

CAE “Computer Aided Engineering” 

DCE “Distributed Collaborative Engineering” 

UDP “User Datagram Protocol” 
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Abstract: The increasing complexity of embedded systems 
in the automotive industry calls for more efficient testing and 
verification processes early in the development phase. This 
paper presents a visualization application for distributed real-
time vehicle validation. Real-time data from vehicles are 
transmitted via wireless network from the test track to a 
simulation framework. The processed data from the simulation 
are distributed to multiple web-based visualization clients. The 
Java based client presents data in a rich 3D environment, thus 
enabling non-experts to understand the dynamic behavior of 
complex vehicle systems. This application will contribute to an 
enhanced validation data presentation and the ability to 
collaborate in a distributed real-time virtual environment. 

Key words: Virtual environment, distributed simulation, 
collaborative environment, real-time visualization, automotive 
validation. 

1- Background 

Due to the increasing complexity of embedded systems and 
software in vehicles, the automotive industry faces an 
increasing need to test and verify components and subsystems 
under realistic conditions. At the same time, vehicle 
manufacturer development cycles must be shortened to be 
competitive on the global market, and an increased amount of 
testing and verification must therefore be performed in less 
time. However, simply increasing the testing volume can be 
prohibitively costly, meaning that testing and verification 
processes must be made more efficient.  

Since suppliers and subcontractors from all over the world 
frequently need to be involved in the testing and verification of 
vehicles, developing sophisticated methods and tools for 
distributed validation and simulation is necessary as well as 

incorporating these tools and methods into the overall 
framework for distributed product development become 
necessary. Vehicle testing, like winter testing, is often 
dislocated from the actual development centers, creating an 
even greater need for distributed technology support. The 
verification process of winter testing can be reduced if 
working in a real-time environment which will accelerate the 
product development process due to its real-time nature, and 
promote instant analysis of measurement and simulation 
data. To further improve the testing and validation process 
requires an application that can follow the validation and be 
capable of visualizing a multitude of data in real-time [NL1]. 

Winter testing facilities need to have the necessary wireless 
local area network (WLAN) infrastructure to work in a real-
time environment. By using WLAN at the test tracks, live 
measurement data can be sent from vehicles at the test track 
back to the development site of the manufacturer for analysis 
and visualization, in real-time if desired. The possibility to 
share and view data in real-time from the test track will 
significantly reduce costs and lead-times for vehicle 
manufacturers. [NL1] [T1]. 

1.1 - Industry needs 

Because engineers and decision makers are geographically 
dispersed during winter testing, a distributed environment 
that enables collaborative work in a virtual environment is 
needed. To increase the availability and decrease the Total 
Cost of Ownership (TCO) the system should preferably be 
web-based and available on a multitude of hardware, such as 
regular desktop PC’s and Linux/Unix workstations.  

The collected data at test sessions are often displayed on 
tabled data and graphs, making it difficult for both engineers 
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and non-experts to understand the behavior of the whole 
system. Working in a rich 3D environment is needed to 
simplify the presentation, and thus give a better overview of 
the system’s behavior and performance. 

2- Visualization concept 

According to [G1], people perceive information primarily 
through vision. Therefore, if with the help of visualization aids, 
engineers can see the behavior of the vehicle, while seeing 
regular data presented in graphs or tables, more information 
from the test will be perceived. This is why real-time 3D 
rendering of test data is important to implement in the vehicle 
industry. 

2.1 – Current test procedure 

A typical test scenario consists of a numerous distributed 
groups of expertise. The groups are decision makers, system 
experts, test drivers and test entrepreneurs, all who have to 
work in a collaborative environment. 

At a typical test one or more vehicles are driven at the test 
facility. During the test different types of sensors record and 
sample data from the test-drive. Logging of the data is done 
independently in each vehicle and the data are gathered from 
the vehicles after the session. A system expert will then 
analyze the data, which are often in tabled or graph form. 
Thereafter, the expert will write a report concerning the data 
and the findings of the test. The test process is quite sequential 
and the test scenarios are conducted in steps; test driving, 
analyzing the data, writing a report and decision-making.  

Several problems can occur during the steps of a test day, such 
as during the test drive when the sensors are recording and 
logging data, the test drivers do not receive any direct feedback 
of the recording process. A problem during the test drive is 
only noticed during the gathering and analyzing of the test 
drive data. The problems can range from failing sensors, 
systems and human errors. Because the test drivers do not 
receive any feedback, they do not have the ability to directly 
change the test drive or the system to analyze the situation.  

The system’s expert has to wait until the test drive is finished 
before he can start analyzing the data. If the system’s expert 
finds something that may need further testing, a new test drive 
with the same situation must be conducted the following day, 
which can be difficult. It is hard to reproduce the same 
situation when performing a retest the second time around the 
following day, since the conditions of the test track may have 
changed. 

2.2 - The future test procedure  

The approach taken in this work is to create a distributed real-
time visualization application as a tool for vehicle tests. The 
idea is to create an optimum application for automotive testing, 
where engineers can work in a distributed environment. 

In our test scenario the test drivers log-on via their laptop to a 
secured website where the visualization application is hosted. 
The sensors on the car log data locally as well as transmit data 

via WLAN to a data management server, see Figure 1. 
During the test, the driver follows the test virtually on his 
laptop in a 3D environment. The application gives feedback 
of the data transmitted from the sensors and the result of the 
actual test. The direct feedback not only verifies for the test 
driver that the actual test is being logged, but also gives the 
test driver the ability to see the result of the test in 3D. The 
test driver can directly find extreme system behavior and 
potential errors due to direct feedback of the results. 
Preferably the test driver is in a direct link with other test 
drivers who also have the same application to discuss and 
verify results. 

 

Figure 1: Future Vehicle Validation. 

During the test the system expert monitors the test drive. Due 
to the easy-to-understand nature of real-time 3D 
representation [G1], the system expert can directly analyze 
the test data [NL1]. The system expert is also preferably 
connected via direct link to the test driver, so that they can 
discuss and analyze the data. Based on the analysis the 
system expert can conclude if a retest during the same 
conditions is required. The system expert can then directly 
instruct the test driver of the issue and order a retest from the 
test driver or one of the concurrent test drivers located in a 
similar location.  

Due to the distributed nature of the application the location 
of the system expert is irrelevant. Another benefit of the 
distributed paradigm is that the system expert can invite 
other experts from other locations to directly verifying or 
discussing a problem without the need to stop the actual test. 

For important decisions during the test the decision maker 
can be invited to render a decision about the findings during 
the test, such as increased budget for further research and 
testing. 

2.2.1 – Distributed  

With advanced 3D engines, such as AgentFX™ [A1], Java 
[J1] is a natural choice when creating web-based distributed 
environments. Due to the platform independence of Java an 
application can be executed on any computer regardless of 
operating system and CPU. Java also provides manage 
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memory architecture which makes development phase less 
error prone.  

An example of an optimum application is when engineers do 
not have to be on site, but instead can follow the test from their 
home office, reducing the total cost of testing (TCT). It is 
possible with the use of Java to web distribute a complete 
application through the use of Webstart™ [J2]. With 
Webstart™, a complete Java application can be hosted on a 
secure web server. To access the application the user logs-on to 
a secure web server via a regular web browser. To start the 
application the user clicks on a link to the application, which is 
automatically downloaded and cached on the client. The 
process of web distributing removes the need to install a 
certain application on every client, and enables to ad-hoc invite 
external users. By removing the regular save, save as command 
for local storage, and replacing it with automatic persistence to 
a back end server, a user can access its current workbench 
anywhere in the world regardless of computer. 

2.2.2 – Data acquisition 

During the test sessions CAN-bus data are recorded from 
vehicle to data acquisition devices like Host Mobility MX-16 
[H1], Ipetronik Data Logger [I1] or of a similar type with built 
in WLAN. In test facilities with WLAN infrastructure it is 
possible to send data directly from the test vehicle, and thus 
possibly view data from the car in real-time. This data can also 
be used to perform simulations in real-time, as further 
explained in 3.2.3.  

A telematic test range was built in northern Sweden at Arctic 
Falls as a testing ground that facilitates distributed data 
acquisition from vehicles. This type of test facility makes it 
possible for automotive manufacturers and suppliers to 
perform distributed real-time validation of their products. [T1] 

There are a number of different test scenarios concerning 
vehicle validation, all of which need to be accounted for in a 
vehicle validation application. The visualization application 
has to be able to present data from vehicle dynamics, climate 
control, vibration, etc., and therefore handle different types of 
inputs. 

2.2.3 – Simulation 

Simulation during product development and validation 
processes has to be used more and more efficiently. Simulation 
software enabling real-time performance is constantly 
evolving. This allows us the use of MBS software to simulate 
the dynamic responses of the vehicles behavior in real-time 
with input from the vehicle at the test site, and give engineers 
more information of the vehicle’s performance. For example, 
the normal forces acting on the tires and the distribution of the 
forces on the four wheels can say a lot about the vehicle’s 
stability and performance. And this is impossible to measure 
on a moving vehicle in real-time; hence, real-time dynamic 
simulation software is a necessity. 

2.2.4 – Present graphics possibilities  

The graphics market has seen an explosion in FLOPS the last 

decade. The market is driven by the ever-increasing demand 
of realistic environments in the entertainment industry, where 
visual quality meetings exceeding what was once only 
available in blockbuster movies are now common in modern 
3D games. Standard PC has replaced the workstation as the 
best for real-time 3D content. 

Today, triangles are the de-facto rendering real-time graphics 
primitive, as opposed to complex surfaces such as NURBS. 
Luckily, most modern Digital Content Creation (DCC) tools, 
such as Autodesk Maya [A3], support ways to take CAD 
models like STEP files and convert them to triangle models 
for more suitable real-time purposes.  

With the introduction of programmable GPU hardware it is 
now possible to create lifelike realistic surfaces. The use of 
advanced rendering techniques can be used to introduce 
visual clues often needed to determine distances, material 
properties, etc. 

2.2.5 – Rendering possibilities 

We have the ability with 3D engines to display a complex 
object in a virtual environment, since we work in a 3D 
environment and are not limited to static positions, and can 
therefore offer a number of viewpoints such as free flight 
camera, drivers view, bird’s eye, etc. We also control the 
projection and can offer the user different projections, e.g. 
orthographic or perspective depending on the situation. The 
complex objects can be further enhanced with textures to 
display surface attributes or to code measurement data on the 
vehicle, e.g. temperature distribution in the vehicle. 

The image can be further enhanced by advanced lighting 
equations, such as per pixel phong shading that simulates a 
material’s ability to reflect direct light [B1]. To enhance the 
visual appearance of materials such as chrome, 
environmental mapping techniques can be used to create 
realistic reflections [M2][WD1]. The depth perception can be 
enhanced with real time shadow techniques like shadow 
maps [R1] and shadow volumes [AW1], see Figure 3. The 
hierarchal structure can be used to visualize the chassis roll, 
pitch and squat with reference to the ground. 

With the use of programmable shader, we can create surfaces 
that dynamically change on input. The input can be linked to 
sensors, simulations or be user controlled. 

We also have the possibility to set up a clipping plane, thus 
allowing the end user to look at the interior of a car. By 
combining the complex 3D graphics with informative 2D 
overlays we can create an informative environment where we 
can follow test drives, see tabled data and still work in a 3D 
environment. 

The environment can also be augmented with informative 
data, such as billboard and icons, for failure detection and 
display information of censors, or as in Figure 4 where the 
force on the tires is displayed as force axis. 
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3- Framework 

 

Figure 2: DRTSV framework. 

The framework uses software that automotive companies 
already have licenses for, reducing the investment costs. They 
are also familiar with the software which makes it easy for 
them to implement within the organization. Figure 2 shows an 
overview of the Distributed Real-Time Simulation and 
Visualization (DRTSV) framework. 

3.1 - AgentFX™   

AgentFX™ is an advanced polygon based scene graph 3D 
engine dedicated to high quality real-time 3D graphics. 
AgentFX™ offers advanced 3D rendering capabilities such as 
picking, clipping planes, programmable shader and shadows. A 
unique advantage of AgentFX™ is that the user has complete 
control over the rendering process, allowing the creation of 
advanced user interface, with 2D overlays and augmented 3D 
views. With the use of COLLADA [K1], AgentFX™ can 
import models from a large selection of DCC tools. 

 

Figure 3: Example of advanced 3D rendering, shadows and 
carbon fibre texture. 

3.2 – MATLAB/Simulink 

MATLAB/Simulink is used as the communication interface 
between VI-Car RealTime, the visualization tool AgentFX™ 

and the real-time data input from the car. The Simulink 
model collects input data to the real-time model from the 
car’s CAN-bus (Steering, wheel speeds etc.). Simulink 
passes the data onto the MBS solver for dynamic calculations 
of the RealTime model. The MBS solver then passes the 
results back to the Simulink model, which packs the data 
needed for visualization into units suitable for network 
communication, and then sends it to the visualization 
application; See Figure 2. 

3.3 – VI-Car RealTime 

A formula SAE car was modeled in ADAMS/Car and 
exported to VI-Car RealTime. The ADAMS/Car model has 
71 degrees of freedom (DOF) and the VI-Car RealTime 
model has 16 DOF. The RealTime model does not have 
linkages or bushings, and its steering system does not have 
parts for the steering wheel or rack. Instead, the model 
requires input parameters from, e.g. Kinematics and 
Compliance (K&C) test machine or data virtually obtained 
from the ADAMS/Car simulations. This makes it possible to 
run the dynamic simulation faster than real-time [M1]. 

3.4 – Architecture 

The architecture of the DRTSV concept consists of 
MATLAB/Simulink, VI-Car RealTime and AgentFX™. 
MATLAB/Simulink receives data via UDP from the 
vehicle’s CAN-bus, which are modified and sent to VI-Car 
RealTime solver via socket port. VI-Car RealTime calculates 
the dynamics of the vehicle and outputs various data to 
MATLAB/Simulink, e.g. vehicle and tire positions, forces, 
speeds, etc; see Figure 2. The data are processed in 
MATLAB/Simulink and passed to the AgentFX™ 
visualization application where the vehicle is rendered in a 
rich 3D environment. Additional data like contact forces on 
the wheels are also displayed with arrows that represent the 
X, Y and Z forces on the wheel (see Figure 4). The 
visualization application can be reached anywhere in the 
world through a web browser due to Java web start. 

The application communicates over a custom UDP protocol, 
where the data are transmitted to the test client. The client 
streaming network is implemented on the Apache MINA 
network environment [A2]. MINA extends the Java’s own 
network API and acts as a Rapid Application Development 
(RAD) tool for server/client development. 

The test data can be recorded and stored. The system offers 
automatic persistence, where every clip is stored in a back 
end database and searchable on time, event or user. By 
removing the regular save, i.e. save as command for local 
storage, a user can access its current workbench anywhere in 
the world regardless of computer. 
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4- Visualization prototype 

 

Figure 4: Prototype of the V  application. 

The prototype of the visualization application V  consists of 
one dynamic handling overview that is visualized in a rich 3D 
environment. The application can be further enhanced with 
plug-ins for handling temperature, sound, vibration and other 
areas of interest. Figure 5, shows an example of how a user 
modified dynamics overview can look like, multiple views and 
data representation in graphs to the right. 

In the dynamic handling overview the user can see the force 
distribution, displayed with red arrows, on each tire. The force 
distribution is also listed in a force table in the upper right 
corner of Figure 4. When reaching a certain amount of 
slippage, the vehicle’s tires will turn red to indicate that the 
threshold has been reached. A blue arrow will indicate where 
the vehicle is heading and become elongated as the vehicle 
increases speed. 

 

Figure 5: Example of future V  application. 

An example of possible plug-ins, the user can add temperature, 
sound and vibration overviews to the application. In the plug-in 
the user can control a clipping plane through the 3D model to 
see the distribution of temperature, sound or vibration. The 
user places control points in the model that are located in the 
same positions as in the real vehicle. Data will be sent from the 
real vehicle to the visualization application and the value of the 

specified point in the 3D model will be interpolated between 
each other to form a color scheme in the clipping plane. This 
will help the user view the distribution of temperature, sound 
or vibration in the clipping plane of the whole vehicle. 
Törlind [T1] explains this in a similar fashion. 

5 – Future application 

The visualization application will hopefully be tested in a 
real vehicle validation expedition in northern Sweden during 
the winter of 2006-2007, along with the need for additional 
functionalities in the application to be examined.  

The possibility to present and visualize data from multiple 
test sessions in the same application will simplify the work 
process concerning distributed vehicle validation. The 
application must also be prepared for future test scenarios or 
customer specific scenarios, since it must be open for the 
customer to add their own layout of test scenarios. 

Other areas besides the automotive industry that can make 
use of the visualization application will be examined, e.g. the 
mining industry to monitor their vehicles. 

5.1 – Future rendering possibilities  

The current generation of the GPU has been dedicated to 
rendering polygon data. The pipeline is highly optimized at 
handling triangles [G2]. However, triangle based models are 
not directly compatible with many of the CAD surface based 
models without the need of an intermediate step through a 
DCC tool. With more complex surface based models the 
triangle count can be become huge and result in heavy 
loading times and memory requirements. Large GPU 
manufactures have suggested that the graphics pipeline will 
be extended with a programmable geometry step with the 
release of OpenGL 3.0 [K2]. Whether this step will bring 
acceptance of more complex surfaces in real-time 3D 
graphics remains to be seen. 

6 – Conclusions and discussion 

This paper presents a Visualization application (V ) for 
Vehicle Validation. The application will contribute to 
enhanced validation data presentation and the ability to 
collaborate in a distributed real-time virtual environment. 
The visualization application will also help engineers see the 
behavior of the vehicle and in the same time see regular data 
presented in graphs or tables. 

The V  application can also be used during Hardware-In-the-
Loop (HIL) simulations where the systems engineers want to 
se the behavior of the car running on the new hardware and 
software. With the V  application the embedded systems 
engineer do not have to be located at the same place to see 
the results from the HIL simulation, they only need to log in 
via the web to see the simulation in real-time. 

With the use of Java, it is possible to web distribute a 
complete application through the use of Webstart™. With 
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Webstart™ a complete Java application can be hosted on a 
secure web server. The process of web distributing removes the 
need to install a certain application on every client, along with 
enabling external users to be invited ad-hoc.  

The use of Matlab/Simulink together with VI-Car RealTime 
allows for all data and data communications to be handled as 
well as simulate vehicle dynamics faster than real-time. The 
software’s are also already used in industry, making it easy for 
the industry to start using Distributed Real-Time Simulation 
and Visualization. The combination of using Matlab/Simulink 
and VI-Car RealTime together with AgentFX™ has proven to 
be a successful combination. From the initial testing we see 
that the V  application gives the user a better overview of the 
system’s behavior.  

We suggested an optimal application where the engineers and 
decision makers can work in a distributed real-time 3D 
environment. With the V  application, we have made this 
possible. The remaining task is to validate whether the V  
application can enhance the future test procedure. 
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8 – List of terminology  

V   Vehicle Validation Visualization 

WLAN  Wireless Local Area Network 

TCO  Total Cost of Ownership 

CAN  Controller Area Network 

MBS  Multibody System 

DCC  Digital Content Creation 

UDP  User Datagram Protocol 

API  Application Programming Interface 

RAD   Rapid Application Development 

DRTSV  Distributed Real-Time Simulation and  
  Visualization 

TCT  Total Cost of Testing 

HIL  Hardware-In-the-Loop 
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Real-time simulations boosting innovation opportunities 
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Abstract

The performance of cars has during recent years become increasingly dependent on 
complex electronic systems used especially for safety but also comfort, performance and 
informatics. Automotive winter testing activities in northern Sweden is vital to test and try 
out those systems. A contradiction to increased performance is that faulty software also 
causes 30 % of severe malfunctions in the functionality of the car. To deal with these 
problems, as early in the design process as possible, innovative methods to cope with 
digital abstraction and the physical world in a unified way seems promising. One useful 
approach, in automotive winter testing, might be to support the possibilities for real-time 
vehicle simulations of the car in motion.

The closer collaboration in the automotive industry might be an incitement for investing 
in technologies for knowledge sharing. Besides enhancing the product development 
process, additional knowledge might support innovations. Today, instead of providing 
parts similar to their competitors and relying on one or two automakers, successful 
suppliers focus heavily on innovation and on collaboration with a number of manufacturers 
on a global market. Due to the possibilities to visualize whole processes, the use of 
simulations seems to support a ‘seeing first’ approach to innovations. 

Thus, the purpose of this paper is to describe an as-is scenario and a to-be scenario for 
automotive winter testing to highlight how the use of real-time simulations facilitates 
innovative methods.

Introduction 

In the northern part of Sweden the winter season starts in November and lasts into 
March, temperatures in the range of - 40 degrees Celsius are common in some lower areas 
[1]. The natural asset - cold weather - is considered as a possibility and has become a 
backbone in many companies’ business concepts and particular in services for winter car 
testing. The four municipals, Jokkmokk, Arvidsjaur, Arjeplog and Älvsbyn, constitute a 
vast region where collaboration is important to support the automotive test industry [2]. 
The collaborative effort takes place in terms of providing overall services surrounding the 
test industry, in terms of for example logistics, accommodation, food and leisure activities. 
Within this region, a number of automotive winter test service companies are established.
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The area is sparsely populated, but this fact is also turned into a potential to provide 
added value for the testing industry. Besides many kilometers of a wide variety of low 
traffic public roads and ice tracks on natural lakes, huge proving grounds especially 
designed for automotive winter testing are provided for testing of cars and components 
[1][3],[4].

In this setting, the automotive test entrepreneurs’ services are vital in the collaborative 
efforts in the design and development of cars, e.g., automotive manufacturer and suppliers. 
Automotive manufacturers, i.e., Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM), are for 
instance, General Motors and Fiat [3]. Suppliers, in this case, are usually those who 
provide main parts, i.e., Tier 1 suppliers, meaning that they, in turn, purchase components 
from small part makers. Examples of main part providers are Haldex [3], Knorr-Bremse 
[4], TRW Automotive [5], Bosch and BMW with own test facilities. Automotive 
manufacturers in the United States are reducing the number of suppliers to compensate for 
lower market share. For example, Ford is halving the number of suppliers from which they 
buy seats and wiring [6]. Furthermore, Ford has identified 43 suppliers for close 
collaboration, 13 of those have been contracted on a long-term basis or where contracts 
already exists these has been extended over many years [5]. This closer collaboration 
might be an incitement for investing in technologies for knowledge sharing. Besides 
enhancing the product development process, additional knowledge might support 
innovations. Today, instead of providing parts similar to their competitors and relying on 
one or two automakers, successful suppliers focus heavily on innovation and on 
collaboration with a number of manufacturers on a global market, [6]. Due to the 
possibilities to visualize whole processes, the use of simulations seems to support a ‘seeing 
first’ approach [8] to innovations.

The performance of cars has during recent years become increasingly dependent on 
complex electronic systems used especially for safety but also comfort, performance and 
informatics. Automotive winter testing activities in northern Sweden is vital to test and try 
out those systems. A contradiction to increased performance is that faulty software also 
causes 30 % of severe malfunctions in the functionality of the car [9]. To deal with these 
problems, as early in the design process as possible, innovative methods to cope with 
digital abstraction and the physical world in a unified way seems promising. One useful 
approach, in automotive winter testing, might be to support the possibilities for real-time 
vehicle simulations of the car in motion.

Thus, the purpose of this paper is to describe an as-is scenario and a to-be scenario for 
automotive winter testing to highlight how the use of real-time simulations facilitates 
innovative methods.

Functional Product Innovation – a framework

A framework for the plausible to-be scenario is found within a Functional Product 
Innovation (FPI) vision. The vision is a joint academic and industrial construct to capture a 
widening in view among manufacturing companies, the view widens from focusing mainly 
on the physical artifact to also entail a view on product development where the 
performance of the physical product is provided as a service. The goal is to take cross-
company knowledge domains of engineering, business and production into account in the 
design phases. This vision puts an emphasis on additional knowledge and information in 
early design phases, for example understanding of the actual use of the product and the 
environment where it is going to be used is important, since these aspects needs to be 
designed into the final product. Life-cycle perspective and close cross-company 
collaboration in the design and development of products constitutes a basis for realization 
of FPI. The collaborative efforts and widening in view are thought of as a facilitator for 
innovations to arise. Furthermore, a simulation-driven approach in early phases to support 
decisions in product development, by the same token, try out those solutions in numerous 
of what-if business scenarios, is also included in the vision. Mintzberg and Westley [8] 
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write; “…As Mozart said, the best part of creating a symphony was being able to see the 
whole of it in a single glance in my mind” (p.90). A ‘seeing first’ approach [8] is vital in an 
innovation process and visualization is an underpinning idea in presentation of simulation 
result. As a complement to validation, the early use of simulations is thought of as 
supporting a virtual structure to combine and recombine knowledge from the collaborative 
partners.

Innovations - a wider perspective

An understanding, we are not attempting for a definition, of the word innovation seems 
a useful starting position for this paper. The word innovation is used oftentimes as new 
physical artifacts or commodities, i.e., new things, which has reached a market and satisfy 
some sort of needs. In a FPI context, the extended product definition adds new services to 
the word innovation. In turn, in the service performance, the users of the service act as co-
producers in the development process. Hence, new processes and new methods to carry out 
design activities arise and can be included in the word innovation. Such a collaborative 
product development brings in the qualities new knowledge and new ideas into the 
understanding of the word innovation.

The word new can here be interpreted as in beforehand ‘poorly understood’ or 
‘unknown’ and as a fact, exceeding what was intended from the beginning, thereby 
understood as innovation. The frame for discussing innovations in this paper is delimited to 
new methods such as new methods for performing automotive winter testing.

Method

In general, empirical data for the study presented in this paper has been generated 
during informal and formal meetings with companies in the automotive winter testing 
industry. People from OEM, Tier 1 suppliers and service entrepreneurs have been involved 
in these meetings. The form of data generated by participation in these meeting is mainly 
qualitative, e.g., an interpretation of something in the context where it occurs [10]. Due to 
the participative approach, this study might be described as related to action research [11]. 

A survey, for generation of both quantitative and qualitative data, has been performed in 
addition to this, also including all three levels of actors. The qualitative part result of this 
survey is used in this study to build the as-is scenario and to discuss the to-be scenario, as 
well as a complement to the findings in the meetings. The results from the survey as a 
whole will be presented in a forth-coming paper.

The technological set up for simulation to support collaboration is built on the work of 
Larsson et al [12], Larsson and Larsson [13] and Törlind [14], and an initial technical 
description for real-time simulations can be found in Nybacka et al [15], [16]. 

Automotive winter testing facilities – views from the actors 

Compared to their competitors, entrepreneurs in the northern Sweden test region 
highlight “relatively stable winter” and “big areas on lakes for ice tracks” as important 
advantages to provide and enhance the test services. Moreover, entrepreneurs think that the 
ability of the locals to speak not only English, but also German can be considered as an 
advantage for the test region as such.

The entrepreneurs say that the fact that large Tier 1 suppliers are established and located 
in the area is an important contribution to the competitiveness, since they attract OEMs to 
accommodate their automotive winter testing activities in the region. One entrepreneur 
says that “firmly established big Tier 1 suppliers function as a magnet for the OEMs”. The 
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entrepreneurs perceive the transportations of cars from other parts of the European Union 
as easy, but they also consider the poor travel possibilities for people (flights and long 
distance to the testing area) as a negative aspect. The entrepreneurs bring together sub-
contractors who are directly involved with working to keep the test tracks, etc. in good 
condition, along with additional firms that provide added value to leisure time, e.g. firms 
that provide snowmobile safaris or dog sleighing tours. The entrepreneurs perceive a risk 
in that the increased leisure events take capacity from the test activities.   

In a future perspective of five years, the entrepreneurs believe that they will probably 
sell more services and that the OEMs will join and share test facilities. Furthermore, they 
hope that there will be summer testing and that the test activities will continue to positively 
develop.

For automotive winter testing in the northern Sweden, Tier 1 suppliers express the 
advantages as having OEMs together. “This enables us to have demos with significant 
number of participants and it also helps collaboration in development within customer 
projects”. One of the respondents expresses that the entrepreneurs offer “perfect service”
and that they “know what the customer needs” and provide well-prepared facilities. 
Another respondent emphasizes the climate as an advantage for winter tests, “Northern
Sweden has a climate that is very suitable to winter testing. It is guaranteed to get cold, 
new snow and big temperature variations if you stay approximately seven to ten days”.
This is a reason why this respondent prefers the northern Sweden test facilities in favor of 
competitors in Finland and Canada. However, the OEMs and Tier 1 suppliers highlight that 
traveling to the test sites is time consuming, and that it is difficult to get hotel rooms, 
especially with short notice.

OEMs and Tier 1 suppliers see changes in the test processes as two-fold. Firstly, they 
forecast a reduction in the number of products, but an increase in the total amount of 
testing hours. This seems likely because, as they express, “more time will be spent on each 
product that should be tested”. Secondly, they see a general reduction of testing activities, 
since tests can also be performed in cold climate chambers. However, they find the first 
trend as plausible because, as one of the respondents reflects on changed processes, “I
believe that the tests will be standardized with well-defined methods, which in turn will 
reduce the number of people needed for the test. With good methods for performing winter 
testing, I also believe that the tests could be outsourced to the entrepreneur. This will 
reduce the costs”. He continues that if the entrepreneur is hired to perform the tests, the car 
can run “life length test for a longer period and in turn reduce costs and get more value 
from the test season”.   

A setting for a component test – a typical case 

 The OEM provides the cars where the test equipment is mounted by the Tier 1 supplier. 
The Tier 1 supplier is responsible for the testing as such. When a test is accomplished, the 
OEM receives a test report from the supplier’s head office. 

Typically, the component test involves groups of people performing the test assignment. 
The Tier 1 supplier testing activities take place on site, e.g., on the proving ground in the 
North of Sweden in collaboration with off site staff, e.g., the product development head 
quarters located outside Sweden. On site staff, are for example: 
• Test drivers possessing expertise about specific components. 
• Team leader who coordinates the test sessions and sends or transfer test data to home 

office.
• Mechanics that repair or mount test equipment and extract data from test vehicle. 

Tier 1 supplier off site staff are for example, managers and system experts related to the 
electronic control system, but also engineers and designers. 
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The service entrepreneur operates locally on site being responsible for providing a 
purposeful proving ground, e.g., communication, different kinds of tracks, preparation of 
tracks, gas stations, garages, car washes, cold chambers and transportation within the area. 
They are also providing information about e.g., track surface conditions (ice tracks on 
natural lakes changes constantly due to weather conditions), weather forecasts, and 
booking services for travel and accommodation.

One or more cars are driven at the test facility and different types of data are gathered 
depending on what is under scrutiny, for example data about steering, speed and 
acceleration. The test driver usually change parameters during a test run, however, if any 
larger corrections are needed, the test driver has to pull up to the garage and stop the car so 
that the team can make those corrections.

As-is scenario – current test procedure 

Different types of sensors record and sample data from the vehicles. The logging of data 
is done independently in each vehicle, and is gathered from the vehicles respectively after 
the test drive. Thereafter, system experts put together and analyze the data, which are 
visualized in tabled or graph form. In general, the test process is conducted in steps; test 
driving, analyzing the data and decision-making, see Figure 1. Decision about whether or 
not a new test is needed, is based on what is found. The conditions for that new test have to 
be in resemblance to the previous test. Similar conditions are considered as hard to 
reproduce. The conditions can be according to one aspect or a combination of aspects, for 
example outside temperature and/or the ice surface topology. Finally, the system experts 
write a report presenting data and findings.

Several problems can occur during the tests, for instance failing sensors, control 
systems and/or human errors. These problems can be hard to notice by the test driver even 
in those cases when they have a laptop computer on the passenger side displaying test data. 
The test driver has to focus on driving the car and cannot simultaneous analyze what is 
displayed. Therefore, despite having a laptop, the test drivers may not receive any direct 
feedback of the recording process when driving the car; hence, failing sensors or systems 
are discovered after the drive. Due to a lack of feedback to the test drivers, they do not 
have any possibilities to directly stop or change the test drive, the control system or 
analyze the situation.

Figure 1. An example of as-is procedure.  
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To-be scenario – discussing a future test procedure 

The way automotive winter testing are performed, a test driver sitting in the car driving 
on tracks and experts sitting outside the car, even though on site, are by its nature 
distributed, i.e., there is a physical distance between the actors. The basic idea for a future 
component test scenario is to create a real-time visualization application to support the 
distributed work technically. By doing so, off site staff at the home office as well as other 
experts from locations all over the world can be included into the test sessions in real-time. 
Since divergent knowledge areas, as well as organizations (OEM, Tier 1 and entrepreneur) 
need to collaborate, the communication can be viewed as crossing boundaries. 
Visualization, or a ‘seeing first’ approach to decision-making is supportive when the 
situation is new [8]. The distributed real-time visualization application seems to be a way 
to support collaborative decision-making and enhance the concurrency between activities.

The structure for this suggestion for how to support automotive winter testing activities 
is web-based. In Figure 2, an overview for the suggestion is shown. Data from the test 
vehicle are transmitted by a wireless access, recorded and stored at a server from which 
data are retrieved for analyses. The ability to see the result of the test in 3D can be 
provided by the use of advanced 3D engines, such as AgentFX™ [17]. A unique advantage 
of AgentFX™ is that it allows complete control over the rendering process, allowing 
creation of advanced user interface, with 2D overlays and augmented 3D views. This 
capability can support a new test to be set up in a similar way as a previous one.

Figure 2. A structure overview. 

The technical structure and the real-time distribution of measurement data have been 
tried out during a winter testing session at Arctic Falls test track [1]. The measurement data 
were temperature data from the car that were visualized in a virtual environment [14]. The 
framework with dynamic simulation software, Matlab/Simulink and Java based 
visualization application viewed in figure 2 have been and are currently further tested in 
laboratory settings [15][16]. In addition to this, cooperation with another research project 
[18] resulted in a successful test of saving streamed visualization, video and audio data 
synchronized.

In a to-be scenario, the test driver log-on via a laptop to a secured website where the 
visualization application is hosted. During the test, all staff, on site and off site, can in a 3D 
environment follow the test; this direct feedback verifies that the test is being logged and 
analyzes of the test data can start concurrently in a more direct and collaborative way. 
Moreover, the test staff can directly discover extreme system behavior and potential errors. 
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Besides representation of data in 3D, regular data presented in graphs or tables can be 
used. On the basis of these analyses, the system experts can decide if a retest is required, 
thus more easily done during similar conditions. The system experts can via a video or 
audio link to the test driver give instructions for e.g., retest, where 2D overlays and 
augmented 3D views support setting up and performing the test under similar conditions as 
a previous test.

 Due to the direct connection from the vehicle to the server, data can be stored in a 
structured way and also be replayed after the test session. Besides making it possible to 
further analyze a noted problem, the recently logged data can be compared with past data.

In this way, the test procedure has changed from being sequentially performed to being 
performed concurrently with the analyses and decision-making processes, see Figure 3. 

Figure 3. An example of a to-be procedure. 

This distributed technical solution supports a new test procedure. Besides, probably, 
bringing with it innovations in terms of both software and hardware products, it opens up 
for new services which the entrepreneurs might provide. One respondent, from the Tier 1 
supplier and OEM group, have expressed a change in testing activities as becoming 
standardized and with well defined methods. He sees that the number of people needed for 
testing will be reduced and believes that the entrepreneur could run the cars for life length 
test for a longer period. In this way, the entrepreneurs become more involved in the actual 
vehicle tests, and this might give possibilities to build up technological capital, i.e., a base 
for new services, and to extend the activities at the test site during the rest of the seasons. 

The respondents have expressed travels as a bottleneck, because of taking too long time. 
A distributed solution enables people to collaborate, but travel less.
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Concluding remark 

In this paper, an as-is scenario has been described and a to-be scenario of automotive 
winter testing has been presented and discussed for the application of real-time simulations 
as a facilitator for innovative work methods during automotive winter testing. By 
supporting the to-be test procedure with real-time simulations and 3D visualization in 
particular, the way of conducting the tests radically changes to a more concurrent test 
process. Also, distributed collaborative work is made doable. In addition, the approach 
enables decision-making to become a more concurrent activity since off-site experts can 
take part simultaneous with the testing activities. The approach raises opportunities to 
extract rich information of vehicle and its systems, which provides a good basis for well 
informed decisions. The possibility to save streams of visualization, video and audio data 
synchronized from the vehicle facilitates gathering of drivers’ actions and feelings which 
can be linked to the behavior of the vehicle displayed in the 3D environment. The 
connection between the vehicle running the test and the development office will be a good 
base for new future innovation concerning vehicle validation and development. In turn, 
your car will be safer to drive.

Besides continuing evaluation and verification of this research, further considerations 
on how to apply the principle of distributed work supported by real-time simulations in 
other areas are interesting within the FPI vision. In the light of a simulation-driven 
approach, where simulations are thought of as supporting a virtual structure to integrate 
divergent knowledge areas, e.g., business, engineering, production, in order to drive 
product development - how can results from real-time simulations drive the design of next 
generation products and can it be used to enable new business concepts?
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ABSTRACT 

A major challenge for the automotive industry is to 
reduce the development time while meeting quality 
assessments for their products. This calls for new design 
methodologies and tools that scale with the increasing 
amount and complexity of embedded systems in today’s 
vehicles. 

In this paper we undertake an approach to embedded 
software design based on executable models expressed 
in the high-level modelling paradigm of Timber. In this 
paper we extend previous work on Timber with a multi-
paradigm design environment, aiming to bridge the gap 
between engineering disciplines by multi-body co-
simulation of vehicle dynamics, embedded electronics, 
and embedded executable models. Its feasibility is 
demonstrated on a case study of a typical automotive 
application (traction control), and its potential advantages 
are discussed, as highlighted below: 

• shorter time to market through concurrent, co-
operative distributed engineering, and 

• reduced cost through adequate system design and 
dimensioning, and 

• improved efficiency of the design process through 
migration and reuse of executable software 
components, and 

• reduced need for hardware testing, by specification 
verification on the executable model early in the 
design process, and 

• improved quality, by enabling formal methods for 
verification. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

A major challenge for the automotive industry is to 
reduce the development time while meeting quality 
assessments for their products. This calls for new design 
methodologies and tools that scale with the increasing 
amount and complexity of embedded systems of today’s 
vehicles [14]. To keep and create competitive 
advantages parts of the embedded software and 
hardware components have to be developed in-house, 
which in turn will raise the need for collaboration with 
suppliers that enables development without disclosing 
company specific knowledge. 

There is a trend in the automotive industry that electronic 
system development is going from hardware- to 
software-based solutions [12]. The advantages are, in 
general, improved flexibility, and lower cost for 
development, production and maintenance. With this in 
mind the engineers need tools that can help them in 
development of their embedded software. Executable 
models and automatic code generation can be of great 
help towards an efficient design flow and avoid time 
consuming and error prone embedded system 
programming, see for e.g., the Ptolemy project [1], and 
commercially available UML based approaches such as 
Rational Rose RT [2]. 

Design of automotive systems is a truly multi-disciplinary 
task, spanning from physics, machine elements, and 
vehicle dynamics, all the way through computer 
engineering, control theory, computer communication, to 
man-machine interaction and lifestyle issues. Hence a 
design methodology embracing a multi-body systems 
view throughout specification, (system modelling), 
verification (simulation, resource- and FME-analysis, 
etc.) and validation (visualization, testing, etc.), is in high 
demand.  

In addition to this, using a common development 
interface for collaboration and distributed co-simulation 
could help the engineers at manufacturer and supplier to 
develop their individual components concurrently. Such a 
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multi-body co-simulation environment would allow 
functionality in terms of software to be developed for a 
model of the physical system dynamics, and vice versa, 
allow physical parameters to be optimized under given 
software behaviour. Furthermore, in such a distributed 
environment, functionality in terms of software 
components could be developed and refined 
concurrently at manufacturers and suppliers. 

Attempts in this direction can be found in Paper [15], 
where a heterogeneous and distributed co-simulation 
environment is presented. The simulator backplane 
reads a file describing how the modules are connected 
and manages the communication between the modules 
as messages during simulation. One drawback is 
however that the modules need to be adapted to the 
simulator, hence do not directly reflect their true 
implementation.   

In this paper we undertake an approach to embedded 
software design based on executable models expressed 
in the high-level modelling paradigm of Timber [3]. 
Timber with its object orientation and inherent real-time 
capability has shown to offer a comprehensive approach 
to the design of embedded real-time software for 
controlling mechanical systems [21]. In this paper we 
extend previous work on Timber with a multi-paradigm 
design environment, aiming to bridge the gap between 
engineering disciplines by multi-body co-simulation of 
vehicle dynamics, embedded electronics, and embedded 
executable models. Its feasibility is demonstrated on a 
case study of a typical automotive application (traction 
control).  

BACKGROUND 

CO-SIMULATION 

There are a number of Multi-body System analysis 
(MBS) software’s that are used for, vehicle dynamic 
analyses, Hardware-In-the-Loop (HIL) and Software-In-
the-Loop (SIL). Some of these are listed below: 

• VI-Car RealTime, from VI-Grade  
• CarSim™, from Mechanical Simulation Corporation 
• CarMaker®, from IPG Automotive 
• DYNAware, from Tesis Group 
• ASM, from dSPACE 
• VDMS with MATLAB®/Simulink®, from Milliken 

Research Associates and Mathworks respectively. 
• Etc. 
 
All of these are applicable when performing co-
simulations and when vehicle dynamics are needed in 
the simulation loop. Due to the increasing speed of the 
solvers for dynamic vehicle simulation it is possible to 
simulate the dynamics with smaller step sizes which will 
in turn increase the accuracy of the SIL and HIL 
simulations. Using SIL and HIL will significantly speed up 
the development process for embedded software, as 
testing can be carried out in a real-life like setting prior to 
vehicle prototype production. 

Past work by the authors when it comes to co-simulation 
and vehicle validation in general are represented in 
paper [10], where the ideas behind a future Distributed 
Real-Time Simulation and Validation framework are 
presented and discussed. Paper [11] addresses the 
industry demands on methods and tools for mechatronic 
vehicle development. 

FRAMEWORK 

MATLAB® / SIMULINK® 

Simulink® is used as a backplane to co-simulate vehicle 
dynamics, embedded electronics, and embedded 
software. Simulink mediates between simulator 
components (in our case Simulink native functions, 
embedded Matlab (M-functions), and S-functions (such 
as the Timber simulator(s) and the CarSim™ solver). 
Figure 1 shows the Simulink co-simulation backplane 
used in this case study. Simulink offers a familiar user 
interface and commodity functionality for stimuli, logging 
and visualization.  

CARSIM™ SOFTWARE 

To represent the vehicle behaviour the CarSim™ 
dynamic simulation software for four-wheel vehicles is 
used. It can easily be connected to Simulink® and 
represented as an S-function in the same. It is also 
possible to extend the math model of CarSim™. This is 
useful when the user want to integrate control systems to 
the model, modify the vehicle model or change the 
outputs of the model.  
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Figure 1. The Simulink framework 

TIMBER 

Timber adopts the reactive paradigms proven successful 
for hardware description languages (such as Verilog and 
VHDL), and offers abstractions of modern functional 
programming languages, e.g., higher order functions, 
type inference and objects. The engineering aspects of 
Timber are further elaborated in [4] and [21]. Up-to-date 
information is found online at the Timber development 
Wiki [22]. 
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Real-Time System Modelling 

Timber allows the intended timing behaviour to be 
straightforwardly expressed directly in the model, as 
time-bound reactions operating on stateful objects. All 
realizations that meet the specified timing constraints are 
“permissible” and to be considered correct, much like 
one regards components complying to their data sheets 
as being acceptable. Using a traditional real-time 
operating system based approach, timing behaviour is 
controlled by setting priority levels, either manually or by 
utilizing some automated approach [22]. In any case, the 
actual timing behaviour of such a system will be 
dependent on the load conditions (other executing tasks) 
and the performance of the target platform, which both 
may fluctuate over time. Hence, at this stage, from the 
software description (with its relative priority levels) only 
a snapshot view of the system’s timing behaviour can be 
obtained during simulation. However, using Timber, we 
have the potential to observe and account for the effects 
of “permissible” timing behaviour of distributed software 
components, already during simulation. 

Object Orientation and Parallelism 

Timber objects execute in parallel, (much like you would 
expect hardware components to live their own life). 
However, operations on a specific object execute 
exclusively (forcing other operations on the same object 
to wait). In this way the state of the object is protected at 
all times. Traditionally, this is a major obstacle in reactive 
(real-time) programming, as manually accounting for 
state protection through RTOS primitives such as 
locks/semaphores/monitors etc. requires guru-like 
knowledge [5]. 

Advanced features of the Timber language 

Timber pays heritage to functional languages and 
comprises a strong type system, featuring type 
inference, polymorphism, subtyping and higher order 
functions. Furthermore, the Timber semantics allows for 
efficient real-time garbage collection[24], thus relieving 
the programmer from tedious and error prone manual 
memory management. Altogether, object oriented 
abstraction, advanced type system, automatic state 
protection, and real-time garbage collection helps to 
reduce the risk of hard-to-find programming errors, such 
as race conditions, dead-locks, memory leakages, and 
pointer related errors. 

System Environment 

As in “real life”, the embedded code will reside in, and 
interface to its environment. For simulation purposes this 
interface can be emulated by a model of the 
environment, (eventually to be replaced by the actual 
hardware). In the early design stages of specification 
verification, we might settle for an abstract model, and 
later refine it towards accurately reflecting properties of 
the hardware realization. With increased refinement, the 
software model comes closer to the actual production 

code. In such a way, hardware/software co-design can 
be carried out to the fullest. Throughout this process, we 
can during simulation observe and account for the use of 
shared resources (e.g., CAN busses, memories etc.), 
leading us to a feasible partitioning.  

Timber and Formal Methods for Analysis 

As mentioned, the observed behaviour during simulation 
express the “permissible” timing defined by the Timber 
models. Hence, during the design phase we assume that 
execution of the Timber models will meet the timing 
requirements of the specification. This leaves us with a 
separate question, namely whether execution on a 
specific hardware platform will meet the timing 
requirements under a given load. Traditionally, this 
requires excessive testing (by HIL or on real vehicle). 
However, the Timber semantics is defined to underpin 
formal methods for verification (such as schedulability [6] 
and resource analysis [7]), which could be exploited to 
reduce or even circumvent these time consuming and 
costly testing activities. Furthermore, formal methods 
have the potential to actually prove that conditions (such 
as timing constraints or memory sufficiency) are met 
under all given circumstances. Traditional testing can at 
best provide evidence under a representative set of 
cases, (as exhaustive methods are clearly unfeasible). 
This potential use of formal methods may lead to new 
liability policies, e.g., a sub-contractor who can show that 
his subsystem has been formally proven correct for 
usage according to specification should not be held 
responsible if used outside this specification (which by 
proof is the only case where it may actually malfunction). 

Timber realizations 

For a given target architecture, Timber specifications can 
be compiled into a subset of C, supported by e.g. the gcc 
tool suit. The resulting C code is compiled and linked 
with the Timber run-time kernel (which implements the 
messaging, garbage collection and scheduling 
mechanisms), see Figure 2. For a bare-chip target, the 
executable image will not rely on any additional libraries; 
hence the system is under full control by the Timber 
kernel. 

 Figure 2. From Timber specification to executable code. 
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VEHICLE VALIDATION VISUALIZATION 

The vehicle validation visualization (v3) application used 
in this paper is presented in more detail in [11]. The 
application is a work in progress to help engineers work 
and collaborate at distance. The application is written in 
Java™ and use a Java™ based 3D engine called 
AgentFX™ [16], it is therefore platform independent and 
it is also possible to start the application from a web 
browser via Web Start [17]. Having the possibility to 
reach the application via the web is a necessity when it 
comes to distributed collaborative work. We will use the 
v3 application in this work as a tool for distributed co-
simulation, where the engineers do not have to work at 
the same physical location to share and view the 
simulation results, see Figure 3.  

 

 

Figure 3. Vehicle Validation Visualization application used during co-
simulation. 

 WORK AND WORK METHODS 

CO-SIMULATION 

In this paper we propose a design and simulation 
environment for Timber. By exploiting the unique feature 
of time-bound reactions, the “permissible” timing 
behaviour of the system is revealed. Notice that the 
software description in Timber (with its time-bound 
reactions) holds a complete view of the system’s timing 
behaviour, completely free of effects caused by system 
load and platform performance. In this way software 
components can be reused in a safe manner in different 
settings, while retaining their intended real-time 
behaviour.   

Throughout the development process co-simulation has 
been used to simulate the behaviour of the complete 
system. Figure 4 shows how the simulation model 
corresponds to the real system. 

Vehicle dynamics 

Data to build up a CarSim™ model have been gathered 
from ADAMS/Car™, so the Kinematics and Compliance 
(K&C) tests normally performed on real life systems are 
done virtually in ADAMS/Car™. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4. Illustration showing that the same Timber software model is used throughout the design process. 
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The dynamic model of the vehicle, in this case a Formula 
SAE car, has been continually developed during years of 
Formula SAE projects and final thesis works. The 
moments of inertia have been both measured in real life 
and obtained from CAD tools.  

 
Development of traction control 

The traction controller consists of a number of objects. 
Figure 5 shows an object view of the system. The 
operation is in short; 

• For every wheel interrupt the wheelIntHandler() 
method is called, if the signal is considered valid it 
send the new speed to setWheelSpeed(). 

• The periodical process calcIgnition() fetches 
the slip by calling getSlip() and feeds it to 
calcPID(). The result of calcPID() is send out 
on the CAN bus by calling canSend(). Then a 
message is scheduled in 10ms to 
calcIgnition(), (this is how a periodic process is 
created). 

 
 
The wheel slip estimator getSlip(),translates the 
individual wheel speeds into a slip coefficient λ. 
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Figure 5. Timber Source 

 A standard PID module is used to control the ignition 
retard. The input into this module is the estimated slip 
and the traction target. The traction target is found by 
manually looking at a “friction vs. slip rate” (known 
as λμ − ) or “tractive-force vs. slip rate” curve for the 
tires used. The parameters for the PID controller are 
found experimentally in the simulated environment. 

By examining the curve in Figure 5 it is clearly visible that 
the optimum slip ratio is around 0.1 regardless of the tire 
load and temperature. The tire data we have used has 
been obtained from “The Formula SAE Tire Test 
Consortium“[18]. 

 

Figure 6. Slip ratio curves in different conditions for a Formula SAE tire 
[18]. 

 

SYSTEM VERIFICATION  

The system verification process has been carried out 
under the proposed framework, (see section 
FRAMEWORK). Executable models of the embedded 
Timber specifications have been designed using Timber-
C, a direct programming interface to the Timber Run-
Time system.  

The system behaviour has been verified (showing stable 
performance) for the extremes and normal distributions 
of “permissible” execution windows. The 3D visualization 
has proven useful for real-time feedback during the 
development process. 

IMPLEMENTATION 

The executable Timber models have been compiled for 
the target platform, a Philips LPC2119 microcontroller 
featuring a 32bit ARM7 core and 16k SRAM, with 128k 
flash. The complete hardware platform with the entire car 
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electronic is described in detail in paper [19] and M.Sc. 
thesis [20]. For details and comparison of the Timber C 
Run-Time system (TinyTimber) see [25]. 

 

FUTURE WORK 

Ongoing and future Timber related research includes; 

• finalizing the Timber compiler tool, and 
• formal methods and model checking for Timber 

model analyses, and 
• commodity libraries (with examples) for typical 

vehicular applications, such as controllers, transfer 
functions, i/o interfaces, loggers etc., and 

• visualization of Timber models for specification, 
simulation and verification. 

 
Ongoing and future work on Distributed co-simulation 
Visualization; 

• a common interface supporting video conference, 3D 
visualization of vehicle simulation, and 

• an environment for collaboration and data 
distribution for co-operative work. 
 

Future work on real-time test-data transport; 
 
• protocol and wireless technology for real-time test-

data transport between vehicle and OEM/supplier, 
• sensor network for data acquisition  

  
CONCLUSION 

We have demonstrated a multi-paradigm design 
environment to Timber, bridging the gap between 
engineering disciplines by multi-body co-simulation of 
vehicle dynamics, embedded electronics, and embedded 
executable models. Its feasibility has been shown 
through a case study of a typical automotive application 
(traction control), and its potential advantages have been 
discussed in the following topics: 

• shorter time to market through concurrent, co-
operative distributed engineering, and 

• reduced cost through adequate system design and 
dimensioning, and 

• improved efficiency, through migration and reuse of 
executable software components, and 

• reduced need for hardware testing, by specification 
verification early in the design process, and       

• improved quality, by opening up for formal methods 
for verification. 
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ABSTRACT
This paper aims to elaborate the challenges and 

possibilities in automotive winter testing in Sweden, in 

particular the use of fleet management framework and steering 

robots, which have shown to be an interesting area for future 

automotive winter testing. Data was collected from a number of 

interviews, workshops and surveys. Automotive manufacturers 

(OEMs), Tier 1 suppliers and service providers (e.g. test track 

owners and winter test entrepreneurs) contributed to the data 

collection. In general, service providers want to approach their 

customers in the value chain to provide new or extended 

services. From the data, the automotive industry is constantly 

pressed by shorter projects, fewer prototypes and the lack of 

state-of-the-art test methods. Service providers find the use of 

remote technologies, such as fleet management, an important 

part of their service, especially connected to the safety of test-

drivers and overall test track safety. Service providers also 

consider further research in the area of fleet management and 

remote technologies as a base for future services. The 

automotive industry states that the possibility to replay the last 

run from logged data in the vehicle enhances the services. The 

use of steering robots during winter testing can provide an 

opportunity to run repeatable and standardized testing. 

However, the views here vary a lot between companies 

regarding the usability of the steering robots during winter 

testing. This indicates that further research on the issue of 

providing standardized winter testing is necessary. Work to 

extend a fleet management framework and a pre-study of the 

usability of steering robots in winter testing have begun, using 

the studies presented in this paper as a basis for this work.

INTRODUCTION 

“You do not send 100 cars from Korea to northern Sweden 
just for fun.” Service provider 2008, when explaining the 
importance of the Swedish winter test region to the automotive 
industry.

In northern Sweden, the winter season starts in November 

and lasts until March, when temperatures in the range of -40 

degrees Celsius are common in some lower areas [1]. The 

natural asset - cold weather - is possible and has become a 

backbone in the business concepts of many companies 

particularly in services for winter vehicle testing. The 

municipalities of Jokkmokk, Arvidsjaur, Arjeplog and Älvsbyn 

constitute a vast region, with only 0.89 persons per square 

kilometer, and where collaboration is important to support the 

automotive test industry [2]. The collaborative effort involves 

providing overall services surrounding the test industry, e.g. 

logistics, accommodation, food, and leisure activities. A 

number of automotive winter test service companies are 

established in this region.  

The area is sparsely populated, though it also has the 

potential to provide added value for the testing industry. 

Besides many diverse kilometers of nearly deserted public 

roads and ice tracks on natural lakes (seen in Figure 1), huge 

areas especially designed for automotive winter testing of 

vehicle and components are provided [1][3][4][5]. Many tests 

are conducted on these testing grounds, e.g. climate control, 

vehicle handling, emission testing, durability, Noise Vibration 

and Harshness - NVH and tire tests. Climate control testing is 

often done by running the vehicle from a cold start, usually in a 

cold chamber, and studying the temperature change both with 

measurements and subjectively. Vehicle handling tests use 

many different test tracks, such as split-mu, checkerboard, ice 

circles and handling tracks on lakes. Tests conducted on the 

larger ploughed areas of the ice, as in Figure 1, are tests like 

sine sweep, FMVSS 126 maneuver [6], fishhook, lane change, 

etc. Emission testing is often done through the use of cold 

chambers and studying the cold start emissions. Durability 

testing is conducted on both the testing ground on harsh tracks 

like for NVH, as well as public roads to collect mileage. In this 

paper, companies that own these tracks and facilities and those 

that take care of them will be called service providers. 
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Figure 1. Ice tracks Arjeplog, used with permission 
from [5]. 

The business of service providers is vital in the 

collaborative design and development efforts of vehicles, e.g. to 

automotive manufacturer and suppliers. To improve winter test 

services and facilities the service providers continuously strive 

to understand their customers’ needs and approach them to 

provide added value. A guiding vision of the services providers 

is to continue to deliver more qualified services and take over 

parts of the winter testing processes to save customers money 

and time. Remote technologies are one technology that has the 

possibility to support the service providers in enhancing winter 

test processes. There are many other areas that are of interest to 

study in order to enhance the winter test process. However, the 

purpose of this paper is to elaborate the challenges and 

possibilities in automotive winter testing in Sweden and in 

particular the use of remote technologies like fleet management 

but also technologies like steering robots.  

NOMENCLATURE 
NVH – Noise, Vibration and Harshness  

OEM – Original Equipment Manufacturer, in this paper 

automotive manufacturer 

Tier 1 supplier – companies selling products to automotive 

manufacturers (OEM) 

CASTT – Center for Automotive System Technologies and 

Testing 

SME – Small and Medium Enterprises  

ISO – International Organization for Standardization 

GPS – Global Positioning System 

ESC – Electronic Stability Control 

FMVSS – Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards  

THE RESEARCH CONTEXT 
Research in the area of automotive winter testing has been 

very limited and the published work is that of small research 

projects mostly from industry. This indicates a need for a 

collective and aimed research in automotive winter testing 

which is strengthened by the test industry in northern Sweden, 

which has grown rapidly the last decade and is now on the 

verge to offer highly technical services with state-of-the-art 

measurement equipment but also taking care of test cases for 

their customers. A competence center was created at Luleå 

University of Technology to support the service providers and 

the automotive industry with focused research in automotive 

winter testing.

The Center for Automotive System Technologies and 

Testing, CASTT [7], is a competence center whose aim is to 

support and strengthen local automotive service providers and 

in turn the automotive manufacturers and their suppliers. 

CASTT is divided into 12 sub-projects. The study presented in 

this paper relates to one sub-project with a technology focus, in 

particular on vehicle dynamics and distributed engineering. 

This aim of the sub-project is to answer the question: How can 
vehicle dynamics and other technology help winter test 
entrepreneurs and their customers in a distributed 
environment?

This research has an explorative approach to winter testing, 

due to the limitedness of the research in this area. Hence, the 

research embarked from a topic (i.e. vehicle dynamics) rather 

than from a hypothesis. Still, the research project is based on 

past research, specifically a technological framework for the 

transmission of real-time data from test vehicles to 

development facilities worldwide [8]. This framework has been 

demonstrated and reported [9][10][11]. As discussed in these 

papers, by supporting a to-be test procedure with real-time 

simulations and especially 3D visualization, see Figure 2. The 

way of conducting the tests radically changes to a more 

concurrent test process. In all, distributed collaborative work is 

made feasible. Additionally, the approach enables decision-

making to become a more concurrent activity, since off-site 

experts can participate simultaneously with the testing 

activities, as exemplified in Figure 3. The approach provides 

opportunities to extract rich information from the vehicle and 

its systems, and thus a good basis for well-informed decisions. 

The possibility to save streams of visualization, video and 

audio data synchronized from the vehicle facilitates the 

gathering of the drivers’ actions and feelings, which can be 

linked to the behavior of the vehicle displayed in the 3D 

environment. The connection between the vehicle running the 

test and the development office is a good base for future 

innovation of vehicle validation and development. This 

distributed technical solution supports a new test procedure. 

Besides, accompanying it with innovations regarding both 

software and hardware products probably opens it up to new 

service that the entrepreneurs might provide. 

From a survey conducted in 2007, one respondent had 

expressed a change in testing activities as becoming 

standardized and with well-defined methods. He thought that 

the number of people needed for testing would be reduced and 

believed that the entrepreneur could run and test the life of 

vehicles for a longer period. This way, the entrepreneurs 

become more involved in the actual vehicle testing, and 

possibly lead to a build up of technological capital, i.e. a base 

for new services, and extend the activities at the test site 
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through the rest of the season [11], which is critical when 

studying the data gathered and presented in this paper. 

Figure 2. 3D visualization demonstrator. 

Figure 3. Off-site experts taking part of the test. 

The demonstrator presented in [9], [10] and [11] has 

worked as a common discussion platform for the interviews and 

workshops presented in this paper. 

APPROACH
In general, empirical data for this study was generated 

during informal and formal meetings with companies in the 

automotive winter testing industry. People from automotive 

manufacturers – OEM, Tier 1 suppliers and service providers – 

were involved in the meetings. The form of data generated is 

mainly qualitative, e.g. an interpretation of something in the 

context where it occurs [12]. Due to the participative approach, 

this study might be described as related to action research [13]. 

A survey generating both quantitative and qualitative data 

was performed, including all three levels of actors.  

Workshops, semi-structured interviews, surveys and 

informal meetings were used to gather the data. By using 

different sources of data the phenomenon can be viewed from 

multiple perspectives [14].  

Workshop
A workshop is a meeting where people from different 

disciplines, e.g. academia, service provider and automotive 

industry (OEM, Supplier), gather to present, discuss and 

actively work on a problem or product, i.e. in the case winter 

testing. The workshop format enables dialogues based on the 

participants’ experiences and views. One workshop was 

conducted in August 2008 with participation of a service 

provider, local Small and Medium Enterprises – SME, a local 

consultant, and a number of researchers from different projects 

within CASTT. The workshop’s focus was the future of vehicle 

testing. Data where collected from notes and pictures and 

documented in an internal report. 

SURVEY
Two web-based surveys were conducted to collect general 

and more specific information from service providers, OEMs 

and Tier 1 suppliers. The first survey, from late 2006 and early 

2007, was divided into three parts: general questions, for OEMs 

and Tier 1 suppliers, and for entrepreneurs. The aim of this 

survey was to get an overview of the needs of OEMs, Tier 1 

suppliers and service providers. Further, the results were 

designed to act as input in subsequent interviews. The second 

survey was performed in early 2009 as a result of the interviews 

and consisted of questions focusing on the usage of steering 

robots with path following in winter testing. Data from the 

surveys were collected in internal reports within CASTT.  

INFORMAL MEETINGS
Informal meetings involve the industry representative or 

service provider who talks informally with the researcher and 

discusses problems or presents their business. Meetings were 

performed with two Tier 1 suppliers, one OEM and four service 

providers. The focus of the meetings was to follow up survey 

2007 and discuss the early-developed demonstrator.  Notes 

from these meetings were transcribed and pictures of white 

board writing were taken. A difference between workshops and 

informal meetings is that in workshops the participants actively 

work with a problem or theme, whereas the focus on informal 

meetings is mainly on informing each other. 

SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS
Four semi-structured interviews were performed with one 

automotive Tier 1 supplier, one OEM and two service providers 

to follow up the first survey and the workshop performed in 

August. Semi-structured interviews aim to have a conversation 

with a purpose where the interviewee is free to formulate and 

frame the answer to the question [12]. The researcher is free to 

keep the interviewee within the theme of the study or its 

questions and can follow up with questions on answers of 

interest. Data collection from these interviews was done by 

audio taping the interviews. The interviews have been 

transcribed to support the analysis. 
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EXPLANATIONS OF CONCEPTS  
This part will briefly describe the technology or knowledge 

areas used in this paper.  

Fleet management
Fleet management is a software package with additional 

hardware placed in the vehicle usually GPS equipment to keep 

track of the vehicle and a transmission and logging unit. Fleet 

management is used to keep track of a fleet of vehicles, like test 

vehicles [15] or commercial vehicles [16]. The use and 

development of Fleet management solutions have increased 

considerably during the last 10 years and the technology 

framework still has a great development potential. 

Steering robot and path following
A steering robot is a unit that is mounted directly onto the 

steering wheel [17] or used to exchange the original steering 

wheel [18] and [19]. Steering robots are usually used during 

open loop testing of vehicles, such as fishhook, sine sweep, ISO 

double lane change or FMVSS 126 [6] maneuvers. Here, path 

following is a technology used with a steering robot and a GPS 

system to steer the vehicle in a desired path based on data from 

the GPS system. A normal strategy for path following in this 

application area is a preview-based system, where a goal point 

in front of the vehicle is used to guide the steering robot and the 

vehicle on the desired path [20]. Steering robots are developed 

so that the driver can still sit in the vehicle and steer it manually 

when the robot is not active. Also, the driver usually has a 

safety grip or a kill switch to activate or deactivate the robot. 

RESULTS FROM STUDIES 
The empirical results presented here are in three categories: 

needs, remote technologies and steering robots. The categories 

align with the themes in the data collection efforts. The stated 

needs during general discussions or questions are from 

meetings, workshops and surveys. Sections, remote 

technologies and steering robots, present and elaborate upon 

more specific discussions and questions. 

Needs
Since service providers have different business strategies, 

their needs naturally vary. One service provider could have only 

one customer whereas another might have a more open test 

track with a number of different customers. Their technical 

knowledge also varies with some service providers’ having 

engineers and test-drivers, and others offering large test tracks 

and facilities with some test-drivers. There are also service 

providers that only take care of their customers’ test facilities, 

and some service providers that offer something in-between. 

There are approximately 12-15 service providers in northern 

Sweden, depending on how they are grouped. The biggest 

service provider businesses have a yearly turnover of 200 

million SEK. 

A larger service provider stated the following when asked 

about their needs: 

(1) “We mainly need three things. We need to increase the 
quality work, ambition is ISO9001 and we will reach it. We 
need more specialized persons. We need more engineers.”  
– Service provider 1, manager 

(2) “We need to continuously develop test methods for 
automotive winter test.” 
– Service provider 1, manager 

Another service provider stated the following when asked 

what Luleå University of Technology could do to help them in 

their business: 

(3) “We need projects that help the service provider become 
more involved in the tests, which can create a need for more 
educated personnel.” 
- Service provider 2 

Thus, the need for increased competences among some 

service providers is recognized, i.e. their solution is to perhaps 

engage specialized persons, especially engineering 

competences. In turn, it can be discussed that services based on 

engineering competences put forward the issue of trust. Winter 

testing activities are knowledge intensive and expertise 

dependent. The service provider teams are assembled on the 

basis of particular and specific competences, and the team 

members build trust over time.  

Again, during the August 2008 workshop, the service 

providers stressed engineering competences as a way to extend 

their services.  Here, one of the service providers highlighted 

this as a challenging step and said that it is about having strong 

relationships and contact with people higher up in the value 

chain. This can be interpreted as some service providers need to 

develop good business relationships with people within the 

OEM or suppliers that possess the power to make big decisions 

and changes in the test processes.

For service providers, one key to successful engineering 

services seems to be how to get to the point where they have a 

group of engineers who the customers trust. Another is to 

identify when, where and who will design the test processes, to 

be proactive with suggestions for improvement of processes. 

Another strong need of the service provider is to retain 

their employees with work during the summer period. One 

service provider has often approached their customers about 

testing during the summer. They are even offering to run the 

tests at prime costs during the first years just to get started. 

(4) “The biggest challenge for us is to keep our employees busy 
during the summer time.” 
- Service provider 3, manager 

(5) “We could definitely run summer tests at prime cost in the 
beginning just to retain the employees with work during the 
summer.” 
- Service provider 3, manager 
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This service provider tries very hard to find their 

customers’ interest, but once again it is about strong 

relationships and contacts with people higher up in the value 

chain. Since more service providers have expressed the same 

needs as statements 4 and 5, it is critical for a system, method 

or framework to be developed to support the service of running 

summer tests.  

The concept of shorter projects and tighter budgets is often 

written about in papers about the automotive industry, this is 

also true for projects in winter testing where projects are getting 

shorter. This puts a demand on test technologies and equipment 

as expressed by an engineer at a service provider. 

(6) “The projects are getting shorter, so we need technology 
and equipment that are fast and easy to mount and start to 
use.”
- Service provider 1, engineer 

Two managers at two different automotive manufacturers 

also share this view. 

(7) “With the testing, the bottlenecks are the number of 
prototype cars available due to development costs, and the 
state-of-the-art measurement methods needed to find problems 
with the product.” 
- OEM 1, manager 

(8) “Shorter project times results in winter tests not making it 
to the finish line… ” 
- OEM 2, manager 

Since it is recognized that projects are becoming shorter 

and available prototypes are not enough, the OEMs have a need 

to make the tests more efficient. One mentioned the need for 

state-of-the-art measurement methods to find problems with the 

product faster. 

The general statements 1-8 above should be considered 

when continuing with research of technologies, methods and 

equipment for future automotive winter testing. Next two 

sections will elaborate on two specific areas of discussions that 

have been found during the research project. 

Remote technologies

Presenting past demonstrator work of remote technologies 

from [9][10][11] to the service providers and automotive 

industries garners both positive and negative remarks. The 

positive remarks that these types of technologies could 

somehow help are stronger than the negative. Also noted during 

the research project is that the view of service providers and 

automotive industry concerning distributed or remote 

technologies has changed from slight skeptic in 2005 to 

opportunistic in 2008. One analyze of this could be the 

increased usage of web and remote technologies in general 

have made it easier to envision a future use of these 

technologies.

When discussing with Tier 1 suppliers the possibilities for 

engineers to follow the tests from a distance, the following 

views were expressed. One manager saw the possibility for 

experts to follow the test, educate new personnel and manage 

the test from a distance. 

(9) “The distributed technology gives us an opportunity to still 
keep the experts involved in the test, but not on site, which is an 
advantage for future quality and follow-up.” 
- Tier 1 supplier 1, manager 

An engineer from the same Tier 1 supplier did not perceive 

the real-time data connection as important as the possibility to 

replay the last run from the logged data in the vehicle. This 

view was shared by another Tier 1 supplier engineer who 

wanted an application with which they could study the last 

couple of runs while viewing the behavior of the vehicle. 

(10) “Real-time data is not as important as the possibility to 
replay the last run from the logged data in the car.” 
- Tier 1 supplier 1, engineer 

(11) “We would like to see the last run we did from the car and 
compare multiple runs with each other.” 
- Tier 1 supplier 2, engineer 

A third Tier 1 supplier with a relatively small group did not 

see any added value in the usage of these remote technologies 

because they were so few, but pointed out that it might be 

interesting if the work and the group were larger. 

(12) “It does not make sense for a company (department) of 
around 25 people. So if the work increases, then maybe it is 
needed. However, at the moment, we are deciding more or less 
what we have to do and discussing the results here. We 
occasionally have telephone conference calls, but this is more 
for the major things.” 
- Tier 1 supplier 3, manager 

An automotive manufacturer expressed interest in having 

the possibility to order a test from a distance and accessing the 

data from a database. 

(13) “It would be great if one could order a test from a remote 
site and the data acquired could be remotely accessible through 
a database.” 
- OEM 3, R&D 

If studying statements 9-13, a solution that would enable 

distributed work and help to visualize data and the behavior of 

the vehicle should give added value to the automotive industry 

– customers of the service providers. This view is also 

supported by an SME (workshop 2008) that delivers remote 

and distributed solutions to the automotive industry. They 

stressed that the development of distributed testing is too slow, 
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i.e. much more research and development in this area are 

needed to reach a distributed and remote test process. 

The following is what the service providers say about the 

use of remote technologies, such as fleet management systems 

and distributed work.

(14) “The proving ground management system is something 
that is very interesting. This gives an platform that the service 
providers can use to offer more to their customers.” 
- Service provider 1, manager 

(15) “Test facility manager could make use of a system to keep 
track of the cars and get information of the environment.” 
- Service provider 1, manager 

(16) “It is good to know when we are driving outside what the 
conditions are before we go out and drive.” 
- Service provider 1, engineer 

(17) “If I do changes in the software it is important I let people 
know as soon as possible to not affect their work.” 
- Service provider 1, engineer 

(18) “We use Nelson for our test-drivers as a safety policy.” 
- Service provider 3, manager 

(19) “We are now expanding the wireless communication, the 
goal is to cover the whole area if we get help from our 
customer.”  
- Service provider 3, manager 

What should be noted from the statements in this section is 

that there is a general need for development of the winter test 

process, both for the managing of the test vehicles and all the 

different test cases. As already mentioned in general needs, the 

statements 9, 10, 11, 16, 17, convey a need for an efficient test 

process. Also, some service providers already use some kind of 

remote technology, like the fleet management product Nelson 

[15], and are expanding their wireless communication on the 

site. One service provider believes that a fleet management 

product is a good platform to extend the services to their 

customers. Studying this further, one possible step for the 

service providers to approach the value chain, attract engineers 

and increase technical knowledge could be to start using 

technologies and methods that allow the service providers to 

supply their customers with supporting information. Supporting 

information could be temperature information – micro and 

macro, unevenness of tracks, friction levels/types of both test 

area and public roads and general alarms of upcoming dangers. 

A second step in the direction mentioned could be to add the 

possibilities expressed in the statements (9-13) from the Tier 1 

suppliers and OEM i.e. being able to view the behavior and 

data from past runs or the current test run in real-time as well as 

adding communication possibilities and a database solution.  

Demonstrators from past research has been helpful when 

discussing with the industry, however, the research and the 

demonstrator presented in past work [9][10][11] have to be re-

thought and further analyzed based on the findings presented 

here. This includes extending a fleet management framework 

with the support of past and new research to address the needs 

stated above.

Steering robot
During interviews 2008, questions were asked about the 

use of steering robots during winter testing. From the 

interviews with the service providers, it seamed as though the 

use of steering robots during winter testing was not frequent 

and that there might be an opportunity for extended services in 

this area.

One interviewee from an OEM said that they only used 

steering robots during the summer testing, and that some winter 

tests had been done but nothing had been published. To find 

more information about the usage of steering robots during 

winter testing, a short survey was put together, referred to as 

Survey 2009 in this paper. With the help of many service 

providers, the survey was distributed to the right person of their 

customers to answer. From three different automotive 

manufacturers, three responded to the survey. Two respondents 

did not use steering robots during winter testing, but one used 

steering robots for open loop stability tests, with and without 

ESC. The path following capability is only used during 

investigations for this automotive manufacturer. On the 

question if steering robots are used during winter testing and if 

there are any questions one respondent said: 

(20) “Mostly open loop usage: little problems, path following 
usage: only for investigations” 
- Survey 2009, OEM 4 supervisor 

The same person from statement 20 also answered to the 

question regarding what areas or problems around steering 

robots that would be of interest to study. 

(21) “Robustness on winter conditions (probably more related 
to surface robustness)” 
- Survey 2009, OEM 4 supervisor 

Another respondent in Survey 2009 was also interested in 

studying some kind of characterization test of a steering robot.  

One respondent had heard about a truck and hauler 

company that ran some tests with steering robots during winter 

testing [16]. They use the steering robot when evaluating and 

designing a modified Sine with Dwell or FMVSS 126 [6] for 

truck and hauler vehicles.

When discussing the use of steering robots with a service 

provider engineer both the repeatability and range are important 

during the testing of active safety systems.

(22) “We need both repeatability and range when we test” 
- Service provider 1, engineer 
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Here, range is a test with a number of different driver 

profiles. Repeatability can be connected to both the surface and 

to the steering response. Today, there are different strategies to 

attain repeatability when performing tests on lakes. The 

engineer at the service provider explains a process to start 

testing on a packed snow surface and then move when the 

surface changes.

(23) “As soon as you have driven three times on packed snow 
you have to move to get the repeatability.” 
- Service provider 1, engineer 

A test engineer from an OEM explains another approach to 

set up the track with cones and do a series of runs until the 

surface is uniform from which the real test starts. The test 

continues as long as the surface is consistent: then they move to 

another area and repeat the process.

(24) “After several runs on the same track to get uniformity we 
start our test. After the test, we do the next test on a new area.” 
- Survey 2009, OEM 5 engineer 

From statement 21 and other responses in Survey 2009, 

there seems to be an interest in conducting a study in the use of 

steering robots with path following in different winter road 

surfaces. The fact that you can only drive three times over 

packed snow to achieve repeatable conditions, or as described 

in statement 24, seems like tedious and cumbersome. Making 

use of steering robots with path following and combining it 

with a fleet management framework could be a solution. The 

cones would then be virtual and can therefore be moved 

slightly to the side for each rerun eliminating the need to drive 

a number of times on the same spot to get repeatable 

conditions. Instead, the track is moved a slightly to the side for 

each rerun, and the tires run on un-driven area each time giving 

a repeatable surface for each run. Running a range test with a 

steering robot should make it possible to run a more 

“repeatable” range test, i.e. you could have the exact same set 

of driver profiles from day one to day twenty of testing. But 

each driver profile is different from the other. Meaning that the 

controller of the path following steering robot will be set up 

differently for each driver profile to represent different drivers. 

Before moving forward with the concepts described above, 

the influence of the different surfaces during winter testing has 

to be studied further, especially when using path following 

where the vehicle should follow a certain path. The changing 

surface friction makes it difficult to estimate the vehicle’s 

response to a certain steering input and thus makes it difficult 

for the controller to steer the car along the right path with high 

repeatability. A possible solution to combat poor repeatability 

of path following algorithms in low and variable friction is the 

use of friction estimation algorithms [21] connected to the path 

following algorithm. This together with a vehicle dynamic 

representation for vehicle state estimation have the possibility 

to predict the vehicle response even though the surface is 

changing.

CONCLUSIONS 
This paper presents empirical data from informal and 

formal meetings with companies in the automotive winter 

testing industry. Data were gathered from workshops, semi-

structured interviews, surveys and informal meetings. The 

respondents are five different OEM, three Tier 1 suppliers and 

three service providers.

The service providers have a need to continue and build 

technological knowledge, hire engineers and retain employees 

with work during the summer and believe that fleet 

management framework can be a good platform to extend the 

services to their customers. Also, when studying the statements 

from the gathered data, a solution that would enable distributed 

work and help to visualize both data and the behavior of the 

vehicle should give added value to the automotive industry 

during testing.  Thus, one possible step for service providers to 

approach the value chain of their customers (OEM and Tier 1 

suppliers), attract engineers and increase the technical 

knowledge could be to start using technologies and methods 

that allow for the service providers to supply their customers 

with supporting information. Supporting information could be 

temperature information – micro and macro, unevenness of the 

tracks, friction levels/types of both test area and public roads 

and general alarms of upcoming dangers. A second step in the 

direction mentioned by the OEMs and Tier 1 suppliers could be 

to add possibilities, such as being able to view the behavior and 

data from past runs or the current test run in real-time. Also, 

there are interests in adding communication possibilities and a 

database solution to a fleet management framework for the 

automotive industry. Based on the work presented in this paper 

and from what were observed in the data, work have been 

started to extend a fleet management framework with research 

from CASTT.  

Conducting a study of using steering robots with path 

following in different winter road surfaces, running 

characterization tests of the steering robots for the automotive 

industry, and studying surface robustness connected to steering 

robots for industry is found to be interesting for the industry. 

FUTURE WORK 
Based on work presented in this paper and from what has 

been observed in the data, two directions for further research 

have been started.

1. Integrate technologies from research projects 

within CASTT to fleet management software and 

build a new demonstrator that will allow distributed 

and remote real life test cases to be studied. Thus, 

demonstrating how a future distributed and remote 

setup of winter testing could be performed. The 

demonstrator will be critical to understand the 

possibilities and limitations of the proposed 

framework in a real life setting. 
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2. Initiate a pre-study of the possibilities to use 

steering robots and path following during winter 

testing to understand the effects of different and 

changing surfaces that winter testing offers and thus 

gain an understanding of how, if possible, such 

systems could be used to enhance winter testing. 
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Abstract: 
A number of automotive winter test service companies (service providers) are established in northern Sweden. It have been 
seen during studies of their needs that fleet management technology is an interesting technology for service providers and 
automotive industry. The aim is to create possibilities for a future platform from which winter test entrepreneurs could offer 
new or extended services. Thus, this paper proposes a novel Remote Test Management (RTM) framework and elaborates 
on each of the parts that are included in the framework. The RTM approach is based on an existing platform for Fleet 
Management and use the embedded wireless-enabled sensor node Mulle to easily connect different sensors for analyzing 
the vehicle and its environment. The proposed framework has three levels; First level is for gathering information about the 
surroundings. Second level is an ad-on layer for measuring equipment and sensors. Third level is for communication and 
visualization of data.  
  

 

Northern Sweden is ideal for winter testing with the winter season ranging from November – 
March, with temperatures as low as -40 degrees Celsius in some areas [1]. The natural asset - cold 
weather and large inhabited areas - is available and has become a backbone in the business concepts 
of many companies particularly in services for winter vehicle testing. The municipalities of 
Jokkmokk, Arvidsjaur, Arjeplog and Älvsbyn constitute a vast region, with only 0.89 persons per 
square kilometer, and where collaboration is important to support the automotive test industry [2]. 
A number of automotive winter test service companies are established in this region and the 
collaborative effort involves providing overall services surrounding the test industry, e.g. logistics, 
accommodation, food, and leisure activities. The automotive winter test industry started 
somewhere between, 1960 – 1970, with local people plowing test track on the frozen lakes [3]. 
The local people later became service providers for the automotive companies and started to build 
up land based tracks and facilities for the automotive industry. In the last years the winter test 
business in northern Sweden has grown with roughly 15% annually [3], where the largest company 
have 200 employees annually and a yearly turnover of 21 million [4]. There are several service 
providers in the regions of Jokkmokk, Arjeplog, Arvidsjaur, Älvsbyn, Kiruna and Sorsele. The 
service providers have different business strategies. One service provider focuses on one customer 
whereas another might have a more open test track with a number of different customers. The 
technical knowledge also varies with some service providers’ offering large test tracks, facilities, test-
drivers and engineers, and others provides test tracks and facilities with a few test-drivers. Also some 
service providers mainly take care of their customers’ facilities and tracks, and some service 
providers that offer something in-between. 
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Figure 1. Automotive winter test area with test tracks on land and lake with facilities. ©Bosch with permission. 

Research projects have been done in the past, to enhance, simplify and visualization of tests 
concerning remote and distributed technologies with a case around climate control [5][6]. The 
feedback from these studies was both positive and negative, where the negative feedback was 
around the security of transmitting data wireless between and from the vehicles [4]. The positive 
feedback from these test were that engineers felt a big improvement when running comparative 
tests and the data from all cars in the test group could be monitored in all vehicles while remote 
experts could ask questions and give feedback to the test group. It can be seen from related and 
recent research that a current trend is to send data to and from the vehicles especially for updating 
ECU with upgraded software or remotely diagnose the systems [7]. Furthermore, the Data Based 
Diagnostics approach for fleet management diagnostics using wireless communication to diagnose 
the vehicles [8], and the proving ground management systems from companies like Rajd SysTech1 
and mm-lab2, give an indication that the view of remote technologies in vehicle industry and 
testing in general has changed.  
In 2007 a local company Rajd SysTech was formed who focus on advanced tracking functions and 
measurement data transfers where global positioning and measurement data is mission critical 
information. As a result from the research projects presented in [5][6] a company was started - Rajd 
SysTech with a focus on the GPS tracking functionality. An extensive study of the test industries 
needs and feedback on current research were performed by Nybacka and presented in [9]. It was 
seen during the study of the needs that the fleet management technology is a valuable technology 
for the service providers and the automotive industry. Furthermore, it was seen that the service 
providers have a need for the development of test methods for automotive winter testing as well as 
increasing their quality work and employing more engineers to increase their technical knowledge. 
Increasing the test activities during summer is also highlighted in the studies as an important need 
for the service providers. When presenting the fleet management technologies to the service 
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providers they found it to be an interesting technology that could serve as a platform for extended 
services with better management and planning of the test as a result [9]. 
The aim with the RTM approach is to create possibilities for a future platform from which winter 
test entrepreneurs could offer extended services. Thus, this paper proposes a Remote Test 
Management (RTM) framework, which will enhance an existing platform for Fleet Management 
from Rajd SysTech, and elaborates on each of the parts that are included in the framework. The 
idea behind the RTM approach is.  
 

 

This industry has grown rapidly the last decade and is now on the verge to offer highly technical 
services with state-of-the-art measurement equipment but also taking care of test cases for their 
customers. In 2005 a competence center was created at Luleå University of Technology to support 
the service providers and the automotive industry with focused research in automotive winter 
testing. The Centre for Automotive Systems Technologies and Testing, CASTT3, is divided into 
12 sub-projects 2009 ranging from snow and ice research to telematics. The research presented in 
this paper is a mix between six research topics in the center namely, remote vehicle dynamics, 
microclimate, noise and vibration, exhaust measurement, distributed work and search in real-time 
streamed data. Also related to this paper is a research field of Mixed Mode Design in electronics 
where the Mulle platform is used. 
As expressed above the main focus of this work is delimited to the winter test industry in Sweden, 
however the framework is also applicable in other test locations and vehicles. 
 

 

Research in the area of automotive winter testing has been very limited and the published work is 
currently focusing on specific research projects, mostly from industry and aimed at improving the 
vehicles components of test systems. This indicates a need for a collective and aimed research in 
automotive winter testing which is strengthened by the test industry in northern Sweden.  
There is some research conducted in a related areas:  
Remote Vehicle Diagnostics (RVD)  

• Ramadasu [10] presents trends in the area of RVD and give a good insight into the area of 
after-sales fleet management.  

• Nathanson [11] also present ideas of how to utilize the OBD-III standard that enables 
remote wireless connectivity with the vehicles ECU and derives an Automotive Telemetry 
Protocol.  

• Kapolka [12], presents how the use of Remote Diagnostics gives Return On Investment 
(ROI) for after-sales market like leasing companies.  

o These do not target the test industry or make use of added sensors to acquire more 
information about the vehicle or the surrounding environment. They do not 
exemplify how the Remote Vehicle Diagnostics could be used during the actual 
OEM and Tier 1 vehicle testing to enhance the testing activities and procedures. 
They present the use of Telemetry and Remote Diagnostics as a way of acquiring 
Diagnostic Trouble Codes (DTC), which is useful by the automotive manufacturers 
especially during pre-sale analysis as is also explained in [13].  

• Byttner et. al. [8][14] however, explain a way of using Data Based Diagnostics to study a 
fleet of vehicles and finding faults in the fleet. Byttner use data from one vehicle in the fleet 
that are calculated as healthy and compare that to the other vehicles in order to know if 
some are deviating. Byttner also briefly present the Model Based Diagnostic approach 
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where one uses a model to compare measured signals to simulated or estimated, and in that 
way find faulting systems.  

• Ryu et. al. [15] presents a remote vehicle management system based on the OMA DM4 
protocol and AUTOSAR5 S/W architecture. Meaning, a system for automotive diagnostics 
and update of vehicle software using a telematics device between the remote download 
device management server and the local ECUs in the vehicle.  

Model-based diagnostics 
• There are also some model-based detection models or frameworks for onboard fault 

detection. González et. al. [16] presents an online fault detection framework for a vehicle 
that is based on the processing of residuals with fuzzy logic and neural networks.  

 
To the best of the author’s knowledge no scientific papers were found explaining or showing the 
integration of a sensor network with fleet management in order to enhance vehicle test activities.  
Both Model Based Diagnostics, and Data Based Diagnostics approach could be very interesting for 
the automotive winter testing and the continuation of this work, especially concerning the 
possibility to compare measured values with expected.  
 

 

A natural foundation for the Remote Test Management approach is to use the already existing 
platform for fleet management from Rajd SysTech called Nelson. This since the system is designed 
for integration with other systems and using open standard for communication such as Bluetooth 
communication. Furthermore, the user interface is built in Java that makes it easy to extend with 
additional modules. By using this approach a demonstrator could quickly be designed and used for 
case studies of RTM. 
The platform should provide service providers with an open framework that they easily can extend 
with new features if needed and which could broaden their services. The following features of the 
proposed framework could be subject to new services in the future: 
• gather information about the test track and the public roads like; friction, roughness, noise 

characteristics, temperature and humidity. 
• compare values with mean values for a specific vehicle class, calculated from the test vehicles 

running this system or by service providers own tests of vehicles, meaning running benchmark 
tests. 

• view vehicle behavior and data in real-time, remote, distributed and in 3D. Also to replay a 
certain run from logged data. 

• manage the test vehicles and the data from a remote and local location. 
• communicate to, from or between the vehicles with audio, video, and text. 
• inform the driver of its driving for education or quality control. 
• extend the framework for more advanced studies of sound or exhaust. 
 
Remote Test Management is a modular framework that enables service providers to get more out 
of their fleet management system but also to make use of it to perform more advanced tests and 
analysis. 

 

Service providers are looking for tools that will support them in their work of providing their 
customers the best test experience. Tools for helping them with safety on test track, safety on 
public roads, and information about the test tracks, public roads and climate. They also look for 
tools to help them manage their endurance test projects and supporting them in the transition 
                                            
4 Open Mobile Alliance Device Management  
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towards taking over more of the tests. They believe that a framework of an advanced test 
management system could serve as a platform for extended projects with their customers, [9]. 
Recent qualitative studies done at service providers has also shown that it is a big burden in the 
administration of the tests when they provide test drivers for their customers, as one explained: 
“We have a lot of administrative work to keep control of who is driving etc. You change drivers on the cars and 
it is driven in 24hours, we run 2 shifts, and in total one week or a couple of days. We need the spread of the 
drivers on each car. The test driver fills in a report and also one or two will fill in a final report.”. So there is a 
need for a management solution that supports both the tracking of drivers and what car they drive, 
but also report generation of test-drives. 
Another strength with the RTM system as an independent consultant points out is that the use of 
the system can show that the service providers who do not have an established engineer group can 
handle advanced systems and perform analysis. And with which they can also educate their test 
drivers to drive in a defined way. Further, the consultant express that if starting to work more with 
measurement systems and data it is more likely that service innovation will happen. 
The proposed framework will increase the safety for driving on test tracks as well as public road 
due to the technology of the fleet management platform and the clever use of information about 
the environment the vehicles are driving in from the database. It is possible to offer better weather 
forecasts to service providers customers by having a couple of test vehicle constantly driving on test 
tracks and public roads logging temperature and humidity and combining that with local weather 
stations. This also makes it possible for the service providers to know where specific microclimates 
are located and what microclimate their customers is searching for, e.g. thermal inversion spots.  
Using state estimation algorithms together with information about the vehicle and connection to 
the vehicles CAN-bus will make it possible to estimate the friction on public roads and test tracks 
that could be used by managers planning tests and wanting a specific μ-profile, e.g. 
high/low/variable-μ in hills or cities. This information could also be used to keep track of the test 
tracks friction properties to predict when it is time for surface preparation and where the 
preparation should be done.  
Using novel 3D visualization technology as described in [17] and in section 5.9 will make it 
possible for service providers who have test engineers performing a lot of system presentations to 
offer added value to these services. This since the presentation of the systems performance can be 
visualized in a way that is easy and fast to understand. This technology makes it possible to present 
the systems performance before, during and after test-drives. It is possible to view different logged 
test-drives overlaid on top of each other with different colors to visualize the different vehicle and 
system behavior between the mu-split breakings as an example. 
An RTM framework will facilitate a smooth transition for the service providers who will start to 
offer test drivers and test engineers, and to support service providers who already offer such service. 
This since the RTM will support the management and planning of the test projects and make it 
easy to follow up a test project by both the service provider and their customers. Meaning that it 
will be easier for the service providers to run summer test for their customers since the technology 
provide a good quality assurance and follow-up for the entrepreneurs customers. It is also possible 
to invite engineers and managers from customers to follow a specific test using audio, video and 
Graphical User Interface (GUI) to view vehicle behavior and data.  
The system is also quick and easy to mount in the vehicle due to the Mulle wireless sensor nodes, 
which will make it effortless to mount the sensors in and outside the vehicle. This is particularly 
interesting when considering having multiple units installed on many vehicles to collect as much 
environment data as possible.  
With the new method of multi gas measurements it is possible to provide emission measurements 
services to the customers, which can be used in mobile or field condition as well as in stationary 
condition. The service providers can run benchmark tests for their customers using the emission 
measurement equipment. Benchmark tests can also be run for comparing temperature, sound, and 
vibrations in the vehicle with the framework presented in this paper. 
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The automotive industry is looking for ways to make their testing more effective due to the shorter 
project times and the reduction in available test vehicles. Being able to fit sensors to the vehicle 
without the tedious work of wiring will increase time available for testing. A system that will help 
them locate test routes with properties they search for will save valuable time, e.g. temperature, 
humidity, friction or unevenness. Enhancing the way engineers view test data using novel 3D 
graphics technology will give faster and well informed decisions in real-time or after test 
monitoring and analysis. The 3D graphics enables test engineers to view the last run in third person 
view and also compare with other runs. Furthermore, it gives the engineers and managers a better 
view of in vehicle data such as temperature and sound levels, which can be visualized with a cutting 
plane though the vehicle like in Figure 2 [6]. 
Being able to save all data both time- and geo-stamped will significantly enhance the data analysis 
and tracing of errors. The RTM framework makes it possible to save environmental data (e.g. 
temperature, humidity, road friction and unevenness) with the logged data of the vehicle and the 
audio, video and 3D visualization data.   
Supporting the test drivers with information and feedback to drive in a certain way, i.e. eco-
driving, or to follow a certain pre-defined profile. This will give more repetitive tests and a better 
quality control of the tests, which will make it possible for the OEM and Tier 1 suppliers design a 
test in advance and be more at ease to outsource more of the testing to the service providers. The 
audio, video and GUI will also support the transition of outsourcing more of the testing. 
The automotive manufacturers will have lower costs for emission testing when it is required in 
their activity in the winter test area, as is reported in [18]. 
Providing an accurate state estimation of the vehicle and the environment will provide engineers 
with a tool for validating their systems. This together with other logged data from the RTM 
framework will provide for an extensive report generation that will be of huge help in the follow 
up of the different tests and ensure quality in the test process. 
 

 
Figure 2. Clipping plane with interpolated temperature data in a 3D model. 

 

Presented in this paper is a framework for Remote Test Management, which can be arranged in 
three levels.  

1. Measure and estimate vehicle environment parameters 
a. Temp, humidity, road disturbance. 

2. Estimate vehicle parameters and extend with sensors and measurements equipment 
a. Friction, Wheel forces, slip angles, exhaust, inside temp, sound.  

3. Communicate and view data both in vehicle and from remote location 
a. Visualization, Video, audio, real-time search of measurement data. 
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Level 1 permits the acquisition of environmental data from the test tracks and public roads. This 
level should not have expensive sensors or equipment and should be easy to mount in the vehicles 
because the RTM system will be mounted on a number of test vehicles to constantly acquire data 
from the environment over the whole test region. The data can then be used to give better weather 
predictions and inform about changing track conditions. There are also ready-to-use functions from 
the fleet management system, which use geo-fencing to keep track of how many cars are in an area, 
when a gate on a test track should open, etc. An example of level 1 sensors is seen in Figure 5 and 
explained in 5.2 for outside temperature and humidity (2), acceleration sensors (3), and central unit 
(5). The central unit communicates via Bluetooth with a portable in-vehicle computer and via 
ZigBee with the Mulle sensors. In level 1 the central unit communicates via ZigBee with the on-
board communication gateway, Nelson, see Figure 3.  
Level 2 is considered as an add-on to level 1, with possibilities to acquire data from the vehicle 
CAN-bus and to add specialized sensors and systems for a particular test, such as a 6DOF IMU and 
CAN interface to estimate and acquire vehicle parameters or to measure the exhaust and analyze 
noise. From this level, examples of additional sensors are inside temperature sensors (1), exhaust 
measurement (4), and CAN-bus interface (6) seen in Figure 5 and explained in 5.2. Here, as seen 
in Figure 4 the central unit communicates with the laptop using Bluetooth and the laptop then 
communicates with the on-board communication gateway using WLAN. The communication 
gateway sends the relevant data to a server for logging and presentation of environment data and 
vehicle specific data in the GUI. The ZigBee network can handle up to 200kbit/sec and can be 
extended by adding one or more central units if more data needs to be transmitted. 
 

 
Figure 3. Level 1 framework, simple mounting in vehicle and sending data to a server. 

Level 3 holds all communication, i.e. the special software for the clients to visualize vehicle and 
measurement data in 3D and 2D, as well as audio and video communication both to and from the 
vehicle sent to a location where management or experts are located. When a fleet of vehicles sends 
a lot of information, it is of interest to search for the significant data in real-time and in the 
streamed data from the fleet, this is also included in this level. 
The different parts from the levels can be combined depending on the test to be conducted. Figure 
4 shows such an extension of the level 1 framework, where the PDA can be used to send messages 
to the driver, communicate via Voice over IP (VoIP) or as an interface to the measurement 
equipment for starting and stopping measurements, etc. The webcam can be used to study driver 
behavior, view the road outside the vehicle or study the snow buildup on windshields. Data are 
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stored locally in the vehicle’s laptop and interesting data are transferred to a remote server for the 
test manager and other invited expertise to view. 
 

 
Figure 4. Extended framework with, PDA for driver communication, webcam for video analysis and 

communication, and laptop for analysis and logging of data. 

In this chapter the different parts of the framework will be presented with the aim of showing the 
possibilities with each part and giving a deeper understanding of its possibilities. Starting with 
section 5.1, which will present the fleet management system that will be used as the foundation of 
the RTM framework.  
Section 5.2 will present a sensor system and methodology that provide possibility for easily 
mounted sensors in the car that could directly be connected together. This includes, vibration, 
IMU, temperature, exhaust, etc. All of these sensor platforms will send data to a central unit for 
further transmission to a communication gateway that will send the data to a server, see Figure 3, 
Figure 4, and Figure 5. Section 5.3 will present different strategies of using vehicle dynamics and 
estimation algorithms to estimate the current state of the vehicle. This requires the use of vehicle 
data from CAN bus, IMU sensor and user input about the vehicle. The estimated data could be 
vehicle movements, forces on the wheels, vehicle slip values and friction between the tires and the 
road. Section 5.4 show how the use of clever data mining could help in searching for a specific 
vehicle and a specific sensor to find the data that you want to view. This search has to be done in 
streaming data, which makes it difficult. Section 5.5 present how audio and video could be used to 
enhance the testing activities. Section 5.6 will elaborate on the importance of using temperature 
sensors on the test vehicles while being out testing together with stationary but mobile sensors. 
Furthermore the section will give example of the use of temperature sensors in the vehicle. Section 
5.7 shows how to make it possible to estimate the road unevenness and the noise in the vehicle. 
Section 5.8 give an overview of how to measure the exhaust values while the vehicle is driving in 
order to compare between other vehicles, but also give an introduction to a more advanced 
measurement set-up that can be used in vehicle or stationary. And finally in 5.9 the Graphical User 
Interface and management interface are presented. 
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Figure 5. Graphic layout of the sensor framework and the different Mulle units with wireless connections. 

 

 

The foundation for the RTM framework is the fleet management system from Rajd SysTech called 
Nelson. This system makes use of GPRS, UMTS, CDMA, and Wireless LAN network to transfer 
GPS and measurement data to an application server and the rate in which data can be transferred is 
10Hz not included Wireless LAN. Nelson is a high-resolution sub meter differential GPS system 
using real-time corrections from reference station and it uses both GPS and GLONASS satellites.  
With the data from the server the vehicles can be monitored and the data can be used to create 
intelligent functions for helping the user. The system has a hardware unit in the vehicle that acquire 
GPS data and that are the gateway for the communication inside and outside the vehicle. Meaning 
it has a number of different interfaces for communication, Bluetooth, ZigBee, WLAN, WiMAX, 
RS232, LAN, and functions for Voice over IP (VoIP). The system also support mesh networks, 
meaning that vehicles can talk to each other and when one of them have connection to the 
internet it will send the queued data to the server. 
 

 

The Mulle6 embedded system [19] employed in the RTM framework is a Wireless-enabled sensor 
node that utilizes standard protocols and profiles, such as Personal Area Network (PAN), and the 
TCP/IP protocol suite for communication. This enables interoperability with standard consumer 
devices such as smart phones, laptops, and Personal Digital Assistant (PDA). It can also 
communicate via ZigBee, IEEE 802.15.4. To enable quick and easy installation of the sensors 
inside a test vehicle, it is important for the deployment of sensors and data logging equipment be 
fast and without time-consuming configuration. Because the main goal of the sensor network in 
RTM is to reduce the overall installation time required to fully equip a test car, the sensor network 
supports zero-configuration networking. The Mulle architecture supports the multicast DNS and 
Service Discovery (mDNSSD) protocol, enabling it to advertise its own services as well as discover 
other devices and their services. This feature allows the deployment of sensors and servers in an 
installation without any manual configuration. It also enables faulty sensors to be replaced during a 
live test session.  The Mulle’s low power consumption is sufficient to allow test sessions of several 
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days without the need to recharge batteries. Figure 5 shows an example of different Mulle units 
connected together in the vehicle. Each Mulle has a sensor corresponding to numbers in Figure 5: 

• 1=Temperature sensors, measuring inside temperature 
• 2=Microclimate sensor, measuring outside temperature and humidity 
• 3=Acceleration sensors, measuring road input 
• 4=Exhaust sensor, measuring exhaust values from a portable measuring equipment 
• 5=Central unit managing all Mulle communication and connected to an 6DOF IMU 

sensor 
• 6=CAN-bus interface gathering relevant CAN data such as wheel speed, steering angle 

 

 

Remote Vehicle Dynamics is what we call the use of vehicle dynamic formulations or simulation 
software in a remote framework like fleet management.  
Numerous areas in RTM for using vehicle dynamics are of interest.  

• Visualizing the vehicle movements and its parameters 
• Estimating wheel forces, slip angles and also tire/road friction 
• Correct GPS data 

The Uncented Kalman Filter (UKF) to estimate vehicle states can be used for dual interests, 
specifically GPS correction and state estimation. Compared to the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) 
[20] the UKF has gained interest in recent years because it provides more accurate and stable 
estimates and does not increase the computational effort [21].  

 

The GPS system has an accuracy of sub meter, but it has been requested that the system handle 
GPS blockages and receive better accuracy. Thus, one use of the UKF is to correct the GPS data 
through a simple kinematic model [22]. This is suitable for level one in the RTM framework, since 
no CAN-bus data exists. However, with access to the vehicle CAN-bus, the single-track model 
can be used as the process model for correcting GPS data using the steering angle, wheel speeds and 
yaw from IMU as input (this approach together with other strategies of correcting GPS data is 
presented in [23]). Another approach is to use wheel speed and IMU data to combine Dead 
Reckoning and GPS data [24]. Which strategy to use in the RTM framework is subject for further 
study.   

 

The second usage of the UKF involves vehicle data like wheel speeds, steering angle, and the 
6DOF IMU data to estimate tire forces, slip angles, and friction between the tires and ground of 
the vehicle. This is of interest to view the behavior of the vehicle and system in the GUI, presented 
in 5.9, and to compare the estimated values (slip, tire/road forces, used friction) from the vehicle 
with the data estimated with the use of 6DOF IMU. Extensive research has been done in the area 
of vehicle state estimation. Some interesting research as reference to the continuation of this work 
follows: 

• Li et. al. [25] presents a comprehensive reference study on many of the strategies used for 
estimating longitudinal and lateral tire/road friction and slip.  

• Dakhlallah et. al. [26] presents an EKF estimation of tire/road forces and slip which is used 
to evaluate the used friction coefficient. In this paper the Dugoff tire/force model is used 
together with a four-wheel vehicle model, which by [20] is better at estimating these 
parameters then a single-track model, especially when steer angle and load transfer are high. 
However, in the same paper it is also shown that the observer can be enhanced with a 
better lateral-acceleration model. Especially when the lateral acceleration measurements is 
corrected with roll, which led to a significant improvement. So making use of the GPS data 
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together with the 6DOF IMU will most likely provide for a better estimate of these 
parameters and can thus be used as a reference. The interesting tire/road friction is the 
maximum friction and there are some approaches to do this.  

o Tanelli et. al. [27] presents a real-time estimation of the wheel slip value 
corresponding to the peak of the tire-road friction curve for longitudinal motion. 
Also an effective algorithm for estimating vehicle speed is developed in this paper.  

o Andersson et. al. [28] present three different technologies for friction estimation, 
force sensor based using cornering excitation, model based using accelerator 
excitation and preview based using optical sensor. The model based approach for 
longitudinal driving achieves reliable estimation results utilizing 20-50% of the 
available friction depending on surface type. The preview based method are able to 
discriminate the between different road surfaces that is dry, covered with ice or with 
snow. This method is reported to have low confidence level but could be used in 
combination with other estimation methods. 

o Ray et. al. [28] present the use of Extended Kalman-Bucy Filter for identifying road 
friction using an eight-degrees-of-freedom vehicle model. The presented approach 
shows great results for higher accelerations over 0.51g but it is unable to provide a 
good estimate under 0.31g during braking. According to Ray the model could with 
minor modification be used to determine when the vehicle is on a split-μ surface, 
which is very interesting. 

o Lechner et. al. [29] presents a model matching method where a vehicle dynamics 
model CALLAS7 is used and continuously compares the real car response from 
sensors with the model response. The error between the real slip, estimated from the 
car, and the model slip processed by a fuzzy logic system is used in order to estimate 
the friction. They report that minimal levels of acceleration  (2m/s2) and speed 
(15km/h) are needed for the estimation and compared to Ray [28] it is better. What 
is interesting with their approach is that it can estimate used friction and road 
friction for all wheels in x and y directions. 

 
Further investigations are needed to choose the right approach for the RTM framework based on 
the references above. Also, friction will vary with many parameters, such as: 

• Weather – humidity, precipitation, temperature and sun can make the surface of the ice or 
packed snow quite different, so understanding their effects on the surface and friction are 
vital.  The temperature sensor described in 5.6 and 5.6.1 in the RTM framework can 
greatly help in estimating road friction. 

• Road – The road is important in the estimation of slip and friction since the longitudinal 
and lateral angles of the road influence the slip estimation, and the acceleration sensor 
measuring vertical road input on the wheel hub can be of further use when estimating road 
friction. 

 

 

When testing vehicles, large amounts of measurement data are generated by the ECU’s in the 
vehicles and by external sensors such as the Mulle described above in 5.2. Analysis of this data is a 
key element of automotive testing. Traditionally, measurement data is recorded in data loggers and 
analyzed off-line, after the completion of a series of tests. With the advent of wireless data 
communication networks and high performance data processing tools, it is now possible to do this 
analysis in real-time as the data is being produced. This involves transmitting the data over a 
wireless network to a processing site where incoming data streams are preprocessed, analyzed and 
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stored. Filtering operations can be performed in the data collection units in order reduce the rate of 
data being transmitted. Moreover, the filter can be adaptive, i.e. changing over time depending on 
the outcome of the analysis. 
The advantage of real-time processing of data is to reduce the time needed after a test for analysis. 
Of course, not all data analysis can be automated, but in most situations at least a rough 
preprocessing of data is possible to do automatically. For some tests, very sophisticated analysis tasks 
can be automated. 
 
For real-time communication of the measurement data from the test vehicle to a processing site, 
the data is encapsulated in IP packets and tunneled over a wireless Internet connection, typically in 
encrypted form to avoid illicit eavesdropping. This is performed in a Wireless Communication 
Unit (WCU) installed in the vehicle, which communicates with the ECU’s in the vehicle over the 
CAN bus and with external sensors using Bluetooth or other protocols [30].  
  
Different approaches can be chosen for automated analysis of streaming measurement data. One 
approach is to use a so-called Data Stream Management System (DSMS) [31] for specifying the 
desired computations over the streams and to perform data filtering based on these computations. 
The filters are expressed as predefined filter functions that the engineer can use when searching on-
line measurement data. Such filter functions are called query functions and they are implemented 
beforehand and registered for the DSMS. The DSMS provides means for executing these operators 
at different locations of the distributed system to obtain acceptable performance. With the DSMS 
approach, engineers can formulate queries over measurement data streams, in much the same way a 
database query language is used to find information in a database. The queries can be arbitrarily 
complex and involve sophisticated transformations and computations. 
Following the DSMS processing, data can be visualized in a number of ways depending on what 
kind of data it is using the management interface presented in 5.9. 
 

 

When test vehicles get remotely accessible using wireless data communication networks, this not 
only makes it possible to communicate measurement data from the vehicle, but it also gives an 
opportunity to communicate with the people riding in the vehicles. For instance, a VoIP tool can 
be used to communicate verbally with the driver of a car, to assess his or her subjective response to 
a test procedure. Moreover, digital video cameras can be mounted in the vehicle to convey live 
video feeds while conducting tests. The video and audio has been found to give important context 
to the measurement data [6]. Consider for example a climate test where the subjective response of 
engineers in the car is complemented with temperature sensors in the coupé. The video can in this 
situation provide important contextual information to remote engineers regarding weather 
conditions, windshield defrosting, etc. 
The transmitted audio and video signals can be stored at the remote side in a server, time-stamped, 
so that it can be correlated with measurement data.  
Suppliers of measurement equipments have in recent years also seen the advantage of video 
recording during tests and have recently developed a solution for logging video, [32].  
 

 

Many test groups during winter testing is interested in the outside temperature and humidity, i.e. 
powertrain, climate control or HEV test groups. Being able to log outside temperature and 
humidity during the test runs will help engineers when analyzing the data. Measuring temperature 
and humidity and visualizing the variations along the road via a map in the RTM management 
interface 5.9 will give the manager and test-drivers first hand information of where the sought 
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temperature properties are. After identifying the microclimate it is possible to produce updated and 
better local weather forecasts. 
 
The microclimate sensor is built on the Mulle platform (5.2) and designed for low power 
consumption. This sensor could also be used inside the vehicle for gathering information about the 
performance of the climate control. It is usual to mount a number of temperature sensors on the 
floor and in the sealing of the vehicle as well as on the ankles of the driver. Since the Mulle sensors 
is wireless the mounting of the sensors becomes very easy with no cords getting in the way. This 
has been tested and reported in a previous paper [33] and the gathered data from initial tests can be 
seen in Figure 6. At a), the measurement is started with the car parked outside, b) indicates when 
the car was started and driven away. At c), the engine was turned off for 25 minutes, and at d) the 
car was started again and returned to a garage with arrival time at e). 
 

 
Figure 6. Test drive with a Mulle in the back seat of a car. 

 

While a portable microclimate sensor is fully capable of measuring climate inside and in the direct 
vicinity of a car, some parameters require a more stationary sensor, e.g. wind speed, wind direction, 
precipitation. Although such sensors are stationary during measurements they should still be 
portable should the need arise to move them, perhaps to another testing site. Furthermore, since 
these sensors might be placed in a very harsh environment for several months at a time they need to 
be a lot more robust and durable than the portable version. Since the sensors are stationary the 
information they provide should greatly improve the local weather forecast enabling better 
planning of the testing. 
 
The stationary microclimate sensor platform consists of a sensor interface, a GSM/GPRS module, 
and a micro-controller. In order to improve the robustness of the embedded software we undertake 
the modeling and programming paradigm of Timber [34]. The language is designed with real-time 
systems in mind and our ongoing research targets extending Timber to the realm of resource 
constrained systems, focusing on efficient memory and power management. Furthermore, we 
investigate the possibilities of program analysis and verification to ensure the desired properties of 
the system. 
 

 

Interior noise and car vibrations due to tire/road interaction is normally mainly seen as negative 
unwanted disturbing factors for the drivers comfort. When testing though, these sources can also be 
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seen as carriers of valuable information. For the test driver it can give information about force load 
on the car, road roughness as well as temperature dependence of the suspension system and tires. 
For the road provider it can give information about the condition of the road, e.g. asphalt wear, 
pot holes, uneven snow plowing etc. Therefore, by measuring the sound and vibration signals 
valuable information of the test conditions can be acquired. Measuring vibration and sound is an 
indirect method that demands refined techniques in order to be precise. The general schematic 
function of the system can be seen in the figure below. 

 
 
 
 
Forces and moments caused by the tire/road interaction are propagated from the tire into the hub 
and over to the suspension. Further on through the chassis and into the interior volume, where it 
will radiate sound to the human ear. Sound will also propagate directly from the contact area 
through the car body and into the interior. These transfer steps can be defined/measured and 
modeled as transfer functions which in principle can be written for structure borne paths as  

H( f ) =
a

F
, where a is the measured acceleration and F is the measured force. 

 
If a system is linear and the transfer function is known, inverse methods can be used to precisely 
calculate the input force of the tire/road from a measurement of acceleration or sound pressure. 
From these methods data with information of the road surface can be extracted. 
 F = a H( f ) 1 
 
This is a method, which in principle is simple but very complex in reality [35]. Therefore, in this 
study the method is based on measurements as close to the source as possible, i.e. the car 
suspension. Transfer function in six degrees of freedom are also measured in laboratory settings in 
order to get information of the total system response and information about precision and suitable 
transducer mountings. Transfer functions under well-controlled field conditions are also measured 
with well-defined road roughness and climate parameters. These parameters will be used to build 
up a transfer function matrix where field data can be compared with the calibrated database.  The 
variance and repeatability of the measurements are also studied. The goal is to develop a 
methodology with two levels of precision. The lower level of precision is achieved by just 
comparing measured data with the transfer function matrix. While the higher precision method is 
to start the measurements by performing a short calibration run on known short roughness 
calibration tracks and then compare measured data with the calibrations and the data matrix.  
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Figure 7. Tire/road forces exciting sound and vibrations in a car. Schematic picture showing transfer functions, 
Ha(f) (Force into acceleration) and Hp(f) (Force into sound pressure). 
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The service providers would like to offer more services to their customers and among other 
possible services, emission measurements have been proposed as an interesting area. With the new 
method of multi gas measurements it is possible to provide emission measurements services to the 
customers, which can be used in mobile or field condition as well as in stationary condition. 
 
Improved methods for field-testing of exhaust gas measurements at approximately 5 Hz in cold start 
condition have been tested.  The method is Fourier Transformation Infrared Technology (FTIR) 
technology, a multigas measurement and analysis method. The multigas instrument can measure 
and analyze a large number of exhaust gases on-line, for example all in the same instrument. 
According to the method called “Gasoline” the concentrations of CO2, H2O, CO, NO, NO2, 
acetaldehyde, acetylene, ammonia, methane, dodecane, ethylene, formaldehyde, formic acid, 
hydrogen sulphide, sulphuric acid, laughing gas, propane, sulphur dioxide, sulphur trioxide and 
toluene can be measured. The advantage with the new technique using multi gas measurements 
instead of the standard methods is the mobility and the system do not need any calibration gases 
like a standard system. The new multi gas FTIR system is a real-time transient measurement system 
qualified to measure fast response tests. The instrument is also less sensitive environmentally to use 
in mobile condition and cold climate.   
The main reason of the improved methods is to manage cold start tests in a proper way. The cold 
start period is more important to control because of the high exhaust emission in the first minutes 
up to the engine working temperature and also according to the exhaust gas regulations.   
 
Alternative measurements, both stationary and mobile, with the same system give advantage for 
exhaust gas tests of vehicles. As a first step a limited field test solution is suggested using the MKS 
FTIR instrument8. A simple but appropriate experimental set-up for car exhaust measurement 
under cold start and idling applications is shown, Figure 8. 
 

 
Figure 8. Mobile measurement system. 
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All physical sensor signals as well as the exhaust gas measurements on the vehicle can be transferred 
via the measurement interface to the wireless system, Mulle (5.2). The vehicle internal data bus 
(CAN-, Profibus etc.) can also be connected to the Mulle sensor node.  
Advantages of mobile test stand is the possibilities to test real road driving cycles also called real 
world driving condition. Though the system presented in Figure 8 can be housed in the trunk of a 
vehicle it is more suited for advanced test and evaluations. In order to capture some important 
exhausts but in a fleet of vehicles running tests in the same time it would be interesting for a lighter 
and cheaper version. Figure 9 presents a mobile 5-gas exhaust measurement system that is more 
suitable for analysis of a fleet of vehicles. The system OPUS 40-D costs around 3000. 
 

 
Figure 9. Mobile 5-gas exhaust measurement system. 

 

From each of the modules presented in 5.3 to 5.8, there will be data generated that are vehicle 
specific and general data for the whole fleet. In order to view the data from a specific vehicle in the 
fleet as well as in the vehicle during or after tests there is a need for a Graphical User Interface 
(GUI) that will be able to present different views depending on the data and the test studied. This 
section will present such a GUI that is in development for this purpose and has been previously 
discussed in [17].  
Figure 10 show a possible vehicle specific layout for the vehicle handling view. One area will 
present the vehicle handling as a moving 3D model with spatial information. To easily view the 
load distribution, longitudinal and lateral wheel forces, slip angles, and accelerations the circle 
diagrams presented in the upper right part of Figure 10 can be useful. There will also be room to 
present interesting sensor data in real-time graphs or see a smaller map of where the vehicle is 
located. On this map data of the environment can be displayed like, temperature, road friction, 
road unevenness and also possible dangers like reindeers or accidents. This view is mainly intended 
for the manager who can log in to the vehicle and follow that vehicle while communicating with 
the driver via VoIP as described in 5.5 and thus give valuable information to the driver or vice 
versa. The view is also intended for a test engineer’s laptop in the vehicle in order to replay a resent 
test and compare different test-runs with each other. Different test engineers expressed this as being 
a valuable function for them during testing of active safety systems, [9]. Furthermore, the view is 
helpful during presentation events of systems where the systems performance can easily be viewed 
and compared to other data. Where different settings or vehicles can be displayed in the 3D model 
view with their own colors and tracing of wheel tracks or dynamically changing force arrows can 
present differences in a way that is quick and easy to understand. 
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Figure 10. GUI for the vehicle specific information, this is an example of how a vehicle handling view could look 

like. 

 

With the framework presented there no longer exists a problem with using many sensors in a test 
vehicle since cables are eliminated with the Mulle units. The Mulle platform’s zero-configuration 
support and low power consumption precludes the need of cables, both for sensor data as well as 
for power. This can drastically reduce the time required to equip a test vehicle and move 
measurement systems between the vehicles.  
The service providers will have a framework to build services around and continue to develop with 
their customers. Using the Mulle units at level 1 of the RTM framework will make it easy to 
mount the system to multiple test vehicles and in that way acquire environmental data from test 
tracks but also public roads, which can be used for better planning and providing for a knowledge 
build-up for the service providers and the region concerning the test environment. The framework 
also enables for more advanced tests cases where different sensors could easily be added to the 
RTM framework. Thus test cases spanning from emissions and noise to handling can be supported. 
By using a novel GUI for visualizing vehicle behavior and data it will be possible to follow the test 
from distance but also use the GUI to replay a logged test run. The automotive test engineers’ state 
that replaying a test run from logged data gives added value. It will also be of use for the 
presentation of different active safety systems in the vehicles. Being able to save all data both time- 
and geo-stamped will significantly enhance the data analysis and tracing of errors. The RTM 
framework makes it possible to save environmental data (e.g. temperature, humidity, road friction 
and unevenness) with the logged data of the vehicle and the audio, video and 3D visualization data.   
Providing an accurate state estimation of the vehicle and the environment will provide engineers 
with a tool for validating their systems both in vehicle and distributed in real time if desired. 
The framework support future research in the areas of test management, sensor fusion, model based 
analysis, NVH of tire/road noise and model based diagnostics. 
 

 

The RTM framework has to be tested during winter to fully understand how the framework will 
support the service providers and their customers. Also to understand which of the modules is most 
useful and to understand what other modules that would be of help in this kind of framework for 
both the automotive industry and service providers. The framework opens up for further research 
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in the area of sensor fusion and how the use of different wireless sensors connected together can 
contribute to better vehicle analysis during vehicle testing. 
The model based detection of faults are of interest for further studies since this would be of great 
importance in a future test setting where service providers conduct even more of the tests. A fault 
detection framework that are used together with the RTM framework will make it possible to 
create better reports to the customers by having an automatic recording of faults that is also 
geographically tagged.    
The road friction estimation area is very interesting to study more closely; there are projects within 
the research centre CASTT that focus on tire road grip. Here the properties of ice and packed 
snow are studied to understand how different winter road conditions affect grip. Synergies from 
these projects should be considered in the future work with RTM. 
Further explanation and exemplification of how the system support service provision in automotive 
testing is presented in a future paper titled “Prospective service innovation in winter testing: beyond 
distributed technology”. 
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CAN – Controller-Area Network 
CASTT – Centre for Automotive Systems Technologies and Testing 
CDMA – Code Division Multiple Access  
DNS – Domain Name System 
DOF – Degrees Of Freedom 
DSMS – Data Stream Management System 
DTC – Diagnostic Trouble Codes 
EKF – Extended Kalman Filter 
FTIR – Fourier Transformation Infrared Technology  
GSM – Global System for Mobile communications  
GPS – Global Positioning System 
GPRS – General Packet Radio Service 
GUI – Graphical User Interface 
HEV – Hybrid Electric Vehicle 
IMU – Inertial Measurement Unit 
LAN – Local Area Network 
NVH – Noise Vibration and Harshness  
OBD – On-Board Diagnostics 
PAN – Personal Area Network 
PDA – Personal Digital Assistant  
RTM – Remote Test Management 
RVD – Remote Vehicle Diagnostics 
UMTS – Universal Mobile Telecommunications System 
UKF – Uncented Kalman Filter 
VoIP – Voice Over IP 
WCU – Wireless Communication Unit  
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WLAN – Wireless LAN 
WiMAX – Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access  
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Prospective service innovation in automotive 

testing: beyond distributed technology 

Mikael Nybacka
*
, Åsa Ericson, Tobias Larsson 

Division of Functional Product Development, Luleå University of Technology, SE-971 87, Luleå, 

Sweden.

In this paper, a Remote Technology Management (RTM) solution is presented for 

the purpose to elaborate on how it can bring about opportunities for new innovative 

services in the automotive winter testing industry. The idea is to visualize how service 

providers can go from a product focus to a future where they take an active role as an 

expertise in the testing activities. Based on the premise that technologies like RTM 

can become a basis for novel services, the activities at a proving ground are described 

from three actors’ point of view and discussed in terms of service innovation. 

Keywords: Automotive testing, winter testing, Product-Service Systems, service 

innovation, remote technologies. 

1 Introduction – more than just a car 

Today, the design and development of cars is a highly collaborative effort between 

several actors. For example, while the Volvo XC90 is manufactured in Sweden, it 

sources most of its parts and components from supply-chain partners dispersed all 

over the world (Larsson, 2005). Cars are, not only in terms of collaboration becoming 

more complex, but also in terms of interacting systems, such as Electronic Stability 

Program (ESP), Anti-lock Braking System (ABS), Traction Control System (TCS), 

Active Rollover Protection (ARP), i.e., several different control systems that have to 

interact to perform well during the drive. This has rendered up in an increase in 

electronics including software in cars (Grimm, 2003). Going from the past until today, 

the first implemented devices fulfilled single dedicated tasks, e.g., electronic 

injection, while cars nowadays are equipped with embedded systems linked in 

multiple networks taking care of more advanced tasks, e.g., automatic alert of an 

emergency service via the airbag control (Grimm, 2003). The multiple networks allow 

the design of functions that can combine several systems, as for example vehicle 

dynamics and navigation information, but it also brings in additional efforts to make it 

work well. The S-Class of Mercedes-Benz contains more than 50 controllers, more 

than 600 000 lines of code, 3 different bus systems and around 150 messages and 600 

signals (Grimm, 2003). The interaction between the systems is commonly addressed 

in the later stages of product development (Krüger, 2004), while 30 % of severe 

malfunctions in the car are caused by faulty systems and software (Schäuffele, 2005).
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Makin all these parts and systems fit together is complex as it is. Having the goal 

to develop a safe, high quality, comfortable, easy to use car with low emissions and 

low impact on the environment adds to the complexity. To assure meeting the goals, 

validation verification and evaluation of the car and the parts are necessary to perform 

continuously at proving grounds and in simulated real-life and harsh environment. 

Efficient testing activities are vital to make sure that the components and the systems 

in the car are functioning as intended. 

At first, the testing activities at a proving ground seem to mainly incorporate 

technical aspects where the prototype cars and its components are in focus. Though, 

the services related to car testing are important to ensure professional test. Service 

providers are those people that supply the proving ground and the subsequent 

services. At a proving ground, the tracks to run the test on are rather obvious, but 

beside them there are also needs for administrative services, accommodation, 

logistics, access to local test drivers for endurance tests, mechanics, and information- 

and communication technologies, and so on. On the test site, people from the car 

manufacturing companies and component companies are the customers, but the 

service providers have to work closely with them during the tests. Accordingly, there 

are many ‘pieces’ that have to come together to perform a test, e.g., people, 

technology, cars and facilities. 

All the actors’ joint efforts on the test site are aimed to make the actual tests as 

good as possible. In general, the testing activities are performed to evaluate one 

component at the time, this takes time. In automotive winter testing the weather 

conditions play an important role, too. For instance, the temperature and the ice on the 

tracks have to be the same to gain useful results of a repeated test. Further, how the 

driver was driving during the first test have to be as similar as possible in a repeated 

test, unless the intention is to evaluate the car systems based on different driving 

styles. In spite of this, the lack of standardized testing sequences is a concern in 

automotive industry.

Overall, in the area of engineered products, like cars, the support of computer tools 

and software is important, testing activities are no exception. Engineers from car 

manufacturing firms, engineers from component firms and the service providers test 

managers have expertise in using computer support tools and software. Technologies 

that are used are, for example, sensors, equipment to log data and software to help 

visualize data. But, also, the actors have to cope with interpretation of 

measurements/results, updates of embedded software, since reporting and fixing 

computer problems and software are part of the work. On the winter test site, all 

actors that have an engineer background have skills in using technology support, 

though the support are firmly assigned to role specific expertise. In this way, each test 

has to be well planned and coordinated, and, in the perfect test, the technical 

equipment interacts as intended.

In a best-case scenario, technologies have the potential to transcend knowledge 

specific areas and empower people to gain expertise in new fields. Product-Service 

Systems (PSS) is a movement in manufacturing industry, which is partly based on the 

idea to change how engineering tools and software are applied in early development 

(Sandberg et al, 2005). PSS incorporates a shift in business logics for how 

manufacturing firms develop, sell and maintain their products, i.e., as services instead 
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of products. Framed by PSS, this paper embarks from the premise that remote 

technologies can become a basis for service innovation in automotive winter testing. 

Thus, the purpose is to present a remote test management technology and exemplify 

how it can open up a window of service innovation in the testing industry.

The remote test management (RTM) technology is a result of a research project, 

where some parts already are implemented in winter testing. In general, remote 

monitoring in fleet management activities has been identified as having a potential to 

bring about new businesses (Carlson, 2006). In particular, the benefits of 

implementing a remote solution have to first be understood to gain from the 

investment (Carlson, 2006). The efforts in this paper aspire to contribute to that.

Typically, research within the area of automotive industry and test industry the 

research in the area of automotive winter testing has received limited attention from 

academia. To our knowledge, studies from a service innovation point of view are 

limited, especially from the service providers’ perspective. Therefore, the theoretical 

basis for this study includes the idea of PSS. This is a frame that is leaning on a 

service perspective as a trigger for changes in product development. Yet, it also 

provides a wider view on service development, as is the case for the testing activities.

2 Approach for this study 

For the research project, the testing activities at 10 proving grounds in northern 

Sweden have been observed during 4 seasons of winter testing activities, from 2005-

2008. A winter season lasts from November until March. The observations are 

regarded as data collected in informal meetings, thus they might be better described as 

participatory observations. On an overall level, the research approach in the project 

has followed a Participatory Appreciative Action Research (Ghaye et. al., 2008).

For this paper, 9 interviews, 2 surveys and 2 workshops have been performed to 

collect data from the actors at 5 of the proving grounds included in the whole research 

project. These proving grounds were chosen on the basis of access to respondents. 

The interviews were semi-structured, that is a topic was settled beforehand and 

focused during the interviews, though the respondents could freely decide what to 

relate to the chosen topic. In this way, the expressions become grounded in the 

respondents’ way of talking and thinking. Each interview lasted between 1 and 1.5 

hour. The interviews were audio recorded, from which excerpts have been 

transcribed.

One survey composed of 38 questions and the other 13 questions. In total, all 51 

questions were designed to generate qualitative data. In this study, the “open” and 

qualitative answers in the surveys have been used. These qualitative parts are 

designed to allow the respondents to formulate their answers in their own words and 

expressions. In total, 13 persons did answer the surveys.

The first workshop was conducted in August 2008 with one participant from the 

service providers, representatives from two local companies, a consultant from the 

automotive test industry, and people from academia (related to the overall research 

project). The focus in this workshop was “the future of vehicle testing”. The second 
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workshop was conducted in April 2009, besides people from winter testing and the 

research project, also people from a related research project participated in this 

workshop. The focus for this workshop was “new services around the intelligent 

inland road”. The first workshop lasted one day (lunch to lunch), and the second 

lasted for 3 hours. A total of 24 people participated, the main part were actors from 

winter testing. Personal notes, pictures and the internal reports from these workshops 

have served as data for this study. 

People from three main actors have participated in the interviews, surveys and the 

workshop. These actors are;

• car manufacturers, called Original Equipment Manufacturer, OEM. These 

people are responsible for the development of the car as a whole. 

• main part suppliers, called Tier 1 suppliers. These people are responsible 

for the development of sub-systems like ABS, ESC, TCS, but also 4WD 

power trains.

• test entrepreneurs, called service providers. These people are those who 

own and develop the proving ground facilities and subsequent services.

Some of the tools and software that are used in the testing activities are developed 

in-house by the automotive industry and software companies develop some. Besides 

the fact that two representatives from a software development company participated 

in the workshops, the study presented here does not emphasize this point of view. The 

study is delimited to a service providers’ actor view and is based on a PSS 

perspective.

3 Product-Service Systems - a new business model 

Product-Service Systems (PSS) is a concept that has, received attention in the 

research field of product development the recent decade and it still does. Interpreting 

the term literally, PSS is an integration of engineered things (products) and services. 

Roughly, PSS is about developing functionality and providing this as a service, 

meaning that the business models and the development processes have to change to fit 

such a situation. Though the term PSS as such is not established in the industry 

(Williams, 2007) or in the business world (Charter, 2006), there are some aspects that 

characterize the movement in both strands. Examples of common interests are 

provision of added value to customers and collaboration between companies in 

development phases. Such characteristics goes under different brands in industry, but 

are gathered here under the umbrella term PSS.

The concept of PSS conveys an approach in opposite to the contemporary way to 

(1) develop a product, (2) handing over the ownership to the customer, i.e., selling the 

thing, and, (3) providing maintenance and spare parts on an aftermarket. For a PSS 

solution, the business partners, for example suppliers and sub contractors, move their 

positions in the value chain closer to the developing company to provide for the 

design of the contracted functionality or service. In that way, this can be seen as the 

formation of an extended enterprise where the actors work jointly to develop the PSS.

Perspectives of PSS entail typically: 
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• product-oriented services - sale of the product with additional services 

(Williams, 2007) (for example insurances and prolonged guarantees 

provided by car brand)

• use-oriented services - product central, but owned by service providers and 

made available in different forms (Williams, 2007) (for example car leasing 

or rental)

• result-oriented services - the partners agrees on a desired outcome but not 

specifying the involved product (Williams, 2007) (for example car pooling 

where the desired outcome is transportation) 

Accordingly, for a car manufacturer, a PSS strategy changes the view from 

producing a car to understanding the use of cars to develop functionality that fulfils 

the users' needs and goals. This extension in business logics is what can be briefly 

explained as a shift towards a service perspective for manufacturing firms. As a 

consequence, PSS can be seen as an opportunity to radically change the development 

activities to take additional aspects into consideration early on. For example, how we 

use cars for transportation highlights ecological aspects in early development of cars 

(Mont, 2002 and Carlson, 2006).

In the context of PSS also the way services are developed seems to be affected. 

Commonly, in product development, services are seen as aftermarket activities. This 

indicates that the physical artifacts are central and that services are seen as 

complementary to the core solution (Normann, 2001). From a service perspective, it 

can be argued that it is the other way around, i.e., that a service is first developed and 

existing products are incorporated to support the service. Services can be described as 

activities or processes where the provider and the customer are contributing to the 

outcome, i.e., services are to some extent produced and consumed at the same time 

(Grönroos, 2000). Therefore, the terms production and delivery does not fit well in a 

service context (Grönroos, 2000). In general, services are produced and used just as 

needed and at a time and place of the customers’ choosing (Edvardsson et al, 2000). A 

tradition within service research is a focus on consumers (Bovik, 2004), while the 

terms consumer and consumption is not used by manufacturing firms in a business-to-

business environment. Also, the description of customers as an abstract group called 

“the market” has received some criticism. In development, argues the critic, this view 

makes customers the recipients at the end of a chain of activities of transforming raw 

materials to products and gradually adding some value (Normann, 2001). Regardless 

of applying a service or a product perspective, at the heart of PSS is the integration of 

both services and products in early development processes. And, also the integration 

of two totally different logics is found as challenging. However, based on the idea that 

services are co-produced in relationships, networks and through interaction 

(Gummesson, 2002), the core idea of closer collaboration between manufacturers, 

suppliers and customers makes it interesting to explore service innovation in winter 

testing.
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4 The proving grounds for winter testing 

The geographical place for the proving ground matters, a prerequisite for winter 

testing is access to coldness. The natural asset – cold weather – and large inhabited 

areas are a backbone in the business concept for services in automotive winter 

testing
†
. The testing can be performed in realistic settings, but cold chambers are also 

provided. Sparsely populated areas (0,89 persons per square kilometer)
‡
 are 

appreciated by the customers at the proving grounds. It is valuable to run tests in 

secrecy especially since the testing activities involve prototype cars. Also, the 

sparsely populated areas in northern Sweden offers many kilometers of nearly 

deserted public roads of different kinds for different kinds of tests. Further, the ice 

tracks on natural lakes, as showed in Figure 1 are considered as a determining reason 

why the proving grounds in northern Sweden is found useful for automotive industry. 

The proving grounds also provide different kinds of special tracks for the testing 

activities; like split-mu, hill climb and city simulation (these are shown in Figure 2). 

The special tracks are important since they simulate realistic circumstances, bumpy 

roads etcetera, but also they are used to “push the limit” when testing cars.

Figure 1. Natural ice tracks on lakes. ©Bosch with permission. 

The testing industry is vital for northern Sweden, the largest service provider have 

a yearly turnover of 21 million EURO. Further, during the Swedish Automotive 

Testing Seminar, 2009, the following facts of the Arjeplog test industry were given 

for the season 07/08: 

• 58 800 man-day’s of testing were performed. 

• 2100 vehicles were tested. 

                                               
†
 www.arcticfalls.se 

‡
 www.spga.se 

http://www.arcticfalls.se
http://www.spga.se
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• 2800 engineers at the same day lived in Arjeplog. 

There is also a group called Swedish Proving Ground Association. This group 

consists of 10 service providers that have established a collaborative network for 

winter testing. The proving grounds play an important role for social and economical 

growth in the inland parts of northern Sweden, since it also means employment 

within, for example, hotels, travel agencies and tourism companies. The proving 

grounds in northern Sweden are exposed to competition mainly from Finland and 

North America for winter tests. There are a number of OEMs that have firmly 

established their testing activities to Sweden, due to, as our respondents express it, 

that they need "guaranteed cold weather, new snow and big temperature variations",

within the relatively short time period for testing activities. Another reason for 

choosing northern Sweden is expressed of the respondents as it is because of the large 

number of other automotive companies that have their tests situated in the area. So, 

clients attract new clients, and, accordingly good customer relationships are vital. 

Further, a crucial reason for this region popularity is the people’s language skills, 

which makes the services on cite and off without problems of miscommunication.

Figure 2. Split- , hill climb and city simulation tracks. ©Bosch with permission. 

From the service providers’ perspective, the short winter testing season is found 

troublesome. They have to uphold the work for their employees, and seek to prolong 

the season to also encompass summer test. Extending the test tracks and building new 

facilities is activities that uphold the work for their employees. Though, it seems like 

the competition from other countries for summer tests becomes harder than for winter 

tests, thus requiring a different approach. For the winter test, the service providers are 

aware of their competitive strength and the important role they play in automotive 

industry. One of the service providers explained: "You do not send 100 cars from 
Korea to northern Sweden just for fun.".  The service providers constantly seek to 
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progress their services, though they find it challenging to set the direction. However, 

they have identified some interesting areas, namely continue to develop improved test 

methods, increase the quality of work (ISO9001 certification), more specialized 

persons, more people with engineering competences, closer testing projects with 

customers and supporting technologies for test activities and track preparation.

5 The winter testing activities 

Tests of various kinds are performed at the proving grounds. To give some 

examples, the following are commonly done:

• Climate control – the vehicle is cooled down in a cold chamber to a 

minimum of -40 degrees Celsius and then data is logged from a cold start 

until the temperature is stable. An example of measures is the time for the 

climate control to reach the adjusted temperature, and one assessment 

example is the test driver’s perception of the airflow and if it feels like a 

draught.

• Vehicle handling – the most comprehensive tests for evaluating the vehicle 

with different maneuvers. ESP, ABS and TCS are typical systems that 

concern vehicle handling. In these tests, special tracks are important to 

replicate a variety of real situations and to “push the limit” in the tests. ESP 

safety tests include, e.g. ice tracks – lane change, fishhook turns, sine with 

dwell (FMVSS No.126), etc. and also land based tracks – split- , checker 

board, etc. 

• Emission testing – running the vehicle from a cold start to measure how 

the emissions are reduced when the engine increases in temperature. These 

tests also have to be done according to regulations. 

• Durability testing – long-distance driving for the purpose of collecting 

mileage on the car to, for example, study what happens to components in 

terms of changes in behavior and properties. These tests are also conducted 

during summer time usually on 70% gravel roads. 

• Noise Vibration and Harshness (NVH) – these tests are performed on 

urban tracks to simulate in-city driving and on tracks and roads with 

different roughness. Driving in an urban environment means that the car 

has to be comfortable and not make strange noises when managing sharp 

corners, garage entrances and exits, etc. 

• Tire test – tire manufacturers evaluate different types of winter tires, along 

with car magazines and other organizations that run tire tests to provide for 

comparative studies to the public. 

• Presentations – the service providers often present new systems like ABS, 

ESP, TCS systems at the proving grounds. These demonstrations are 

performed between different companies, but mainly between managers or 

decision makers within the company. It is also common that Tier 1 

suppliers present their systems to the OEM’s during the winter testing 

period.

At the proving ground it is necessary for all actors, OEMs, Tier 1 suppliers and 

service providers, to collaborate, coordinate and synchronize the efforts so that the 

tests perform well. Time is a constraint that is crucial, and has an effect on all actors’ 
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activities. The tests are performed in 'time slots', that is, a specific system, feature, 

component, behavior etcetera are tested one at the time during the test period. Time to 

market is of vital importance in the automotive industry, thus finding supportive 

development processes is a concern. The OEMs are experiencing the pressure from 

the approach of shortening lead times in early development. One OEM expresses his 

view on how this have an effect on the testing activities: "Shorter project times results 
in winter tests not making it to the finish line…". Further, lowering cost, in particular 

development costs, is another aspect that is in focus for the automotive industry. On 

the testing site this has resulted in fewer available prototype cars, thus the number of 

cars to use in the tests is found as a bottleneck. In turn, few prototype cars put higher 

emphasis on effective testing methods and to use the time at the proving ground more 

efficiently.

When discussing remote technologies with Tier 1 supplier. One of them favored 

logged data at the expense of real-time data. He said: "Real-time data is not as 
important as the possibility to replay the last run from the logged data in the car.".

Another supplier explained why: "We would like to see the last run we did and 
compare multiple runs with each other.". In addition, another Tier 1 supplier 

highlighted the fact that they were a relative small group at the company, 25 persons, 

and that the use and investment in remote technology did not make sense for them. 

They could all travel and meet up at the proving ground if needed; otherwise they 

could use telephone conference calls for major issues.

Repeatability of the tests is a concern that OEM experience as important. “After
several runs on the same track to get uniformity we start our test. After the test, we do 
the next test on a new area”. The service provider contributes to repeatability in the 

tests by providing similar ice track conditions. Ice and snow are tricky and it changes 

due to, for example changes in temperature. Providing large areas to move around the 

test cars are therefore necessary. One engineer at a service provider explained that: 

"As soon as you have driven three times on packed snow you have to move to get the 
repeatability.”.

The service providers have observed that OEMs perceive time as a constraint. 

Thus, the service providers have considerations for how they can contribute to 

effectiveness and efficiency in the testing activities. One of them said: "The projects 
are getting shorter, so we need technology and equipment that are fast and easy to 
mount and to use.". This view is supported by a OEM manager: “the bottlenecks are 
the number of prototype cars available due to development costs, and the state-of-the-
art measurement methods needed to find problems with the product.”. Thus, it seams 

to be a lack in easy and smoothly mounted test equipment for the automotive test, but 

also a need of standardized off the shelf measurement methods.

Moreover, the service providers often present new car systems, e.g., ABS, ESP, 

TCS and ARP at the proving grounds. These demonstrations are performed between 

different companies, but mainly between managers or decision makers within a 

company. When discussing the presentation event with a test engineer, see Exhibit 2, 

it was concluded that a supporting technology for visualizing the effectiveness of the 

new systems could be helpful, both before the tests and during the test when the 

managers and decision makers follow along in the cars. 
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A test engineer at the service provider runs tests and is part of the application team, 

i.e., those responsible of the test of systems and embedded software using testing 

equipments. A typical day for a test engineer at the service provider is described in 

exhibit 1, and, a presentation day is described in exhibit 2.

At the proving ground there is also a test manager who is head of the application 

team and responsible for the coordination and performance of the tests. A typical day 

at the proving ground for a test manager is described in exhibit 3.

Interpreting some of the activities that takes place in the exhibit 1-3 can highlight 

that the time available for performing the tests as such is limited. Therefore, it makes 

sense that the respondents say that test equipment must be quick and easy to install in 

the vehicle. If the test lasts for a day, and especially if the equipment has to be moved 

between prototype cars during that day the situation is much worse.

Also, interpreting the activities in Exhibit 3 some interesting issues occur:

• The test manager likes to improve the behavior of the engine feeling while 

starting on different surfaces using the anti-slip system (ASR). He is not 

happy with the behavior of the car, but cannot do more until he can 

understand the embedded software of the ASR. One solution can be a 

technology that would help in pinpointing the disturbing response of the 

ASR system in the vehicle.

• To understand the embedded software of the ASR, the test manager needs 

help of an expert, to get this he has to wait until tomorrow for the expert to 

reply. One solution that would prevent a time delay is access to the expert 

during the day when the tests are performed. They could have 

communicated about the disturbing response in the ASR and the expert 

could have helped the test manager to understand the embedded software.  

Not only could they have solved that problem quicker, but also, they could 

have jointly solved the problem with the car behavior. The ability to replay 

the test drive could have supported a deeper joint analysis. 

A typical day 
Am:
08:00 - @work. Going through emails. 

08:45 - going through the plans the tests for the day 
with involved people 
09:00 - @ the office. Meeting about technological 

updates, teleconferencing. 
09:45 - Take my laptop and documents, goes out to the 
car to start up test systems. 

10:00 - Coffee break with colleagues.
10:15 - @ the tracks. Testing manoeuvres. 
12:30 - Lunch. 

Pm:
01:30 - @ the tracks. Continuing the tests.  

03:00 - Coffee break with colleagues.
03:30 - @ the tracks. Continuing the tests.  
05:00 - @ garage. Park the car and close down the 

system. Bring laptop and documentation to the office. 
05:15 - @ office. Discuss the test with German 
colleagues. Some strange occurrences in the 

measurements.
05:45 - Upload/Email test results to the office in 
Germany.

06:00 - In my car on my way home. 

A presentation day 
Am:
09:30 - @ the prototype car. Doing final function tests of 

the car and systems. 
10:00 - Deliver the car to the garage to prepare it for 
presentation: washing, numbering, com-radio etc.

10:30 - @ the office. Customers arrive. Formal 
presentation, the facilities, the cars and the systems. 
11:00 - Bus transfer to the tracks.   

11:10 - @ the tracks. Driving prototype cars to present the 
systems.
12:30 - Lunch with the customers 

Pm:
01:30 - @ the tracks. Driving cars presenting systems.  

03:00 - Short coffee break with colleagues and customers.  
03:15 - @ the tracks. Continuing the presentation.  
04:30 - Presentation finished. Drives the prototype cars to 

the garage for check up. Questions from customers, 
discussions and opinions about the systems.  
06:00 - Customers leave.

06:15 - @ the office. Debriefing with colleagues.  Check 
emails.  
07:00 - In my car on my way home.  

Exhibit  1. A typical day for an test engineer. Exhibit  2. A typical presentation day for an test 

engineer.
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• The weather information is important for being able to plan the test and be 

prepared for changes in the tests during the following day. So having 

access to good weather forecasts is of importance. 

A proving ground manager is responsible for the activities at the test site, and also 

the person that is marketing the testing services. A typical day at the proving ground 

for the proving ground manager is described in exhibit 4.

A typical day: 
Am:

07:10 - On the way to work. Talking with an OEM customer on the mobile, decide on a meeting today 8:30. 
Checking if all tracks are open today, it is - 15 degrees Celsius, should be ok.  

07:30 - @ work. Have two computers, one for Tier1 issues and one for the work as a service provider. Check 

emails, decide to answer around lunchtime.  
07:40 - @ the garage. Preparing prototype 1 vehicle that will be used in the collaborative work with OEM 

engineer. Download new software in the ESP calculator, prepare the computer to make measurements, 

check that the vehicle has enough petrol and that the equipment is ok. Drive outside. Test the ABS and 
ASR function. No malfunction.  

08:10 - @ the office. A test driver and a colleague are waiting for me. Me and my colleague gives instructions to 

the test driver; which vehicle to use, which tests to do today and tomorrow. The tests are braking 
distance tests on different tracks. The test driver has done this before – no big deal.  

08:35 - @ the garage. My colleague shows the test driver the prototype 2 vehicle that will be used in the tests. 

Runs to the reception to meet the OEM customer. He is not there.  
08:40 - @ the reception. Waiting. Maybe reindeers on the road, problem with his car…The customer calls, 

cannot make it. An internal “emergency” meeting instead, he will call back to inform me when he can 

come. Talk a few minutes with an engineer I worked with last season. Exchanged information about our 
respective projects. 

08:55 - @ the office. Information from my colleague that all is ok regarding the test driver and the prototype 2. 

Take my application books and goes out to my prototype 1 car, it has been running outside on the 
parking lot for almost an hour. Check measurements. 

09:00 - @ the ice tracks. Assignment: improve the behaviour of the engine feeling while starting on the different 

surfaces (polished ice, snow, -split, etc.). Improved the behaviour, but is not satisfied could be better. 

Need to understand the software more deeply to find a better solution.  
12:15 - Lunch. A nice opportunity to talk with my colleagues, nice but to short…  

12:30 - @ the office. Call the OEM customer, who did not call back. He will have lunch and we can meet in the 
afternoon. He says he will call back about the time.  

12:35 - Analyzing the measurements from the tests this morning. Find the results as unsatisfying, check with the 

software to find answers for improvements.  
Pm:
03:00 - @ the tracks. Meeting with the OEM customer. We drive on the tracks and work on the issues that we 

found yesterday. 
05:00 - A short break: salmon sandwich and water.  
05:10 - @ the tracks. Continue the test and the efforts to solve the problems.  

07:00 - @ office. Could not find a satisfying solution. Explains the problem, how we tried to solve it and sends 
measurements to a Tier1 which is expert on this part of the software. Waiting for his reply tomorrow. 

07:30 - The test driver informs me that his tests with prototype 2 went well, hands over the measures. I transfer 

them to a Tier 1 server where their engineers can analyse them.   
07:45 - No time to answer emails. The important ones will be on the tomorrows to-do list.  
08:00 - @ home. Dinner. Preparing software that my OEM customer will try tomorrow, to solve the problem with 

the behavior of the engine feeling.  
10:30 - Weather prognostic on TV

Exhibit  3. Typical day for an test manager. 
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In the descriptions of “typical days” above the importance of coffee breaks can be 

seen. This might be part of a Swedish culture and gives an opportunity to talk about 

everything else but the works. But, the respondents in this study have emphasized that 

these coffee breaks also are important to share knowledge, coordinate work and build 

on each others’ experiences. The service providers commonly also suggest and 

coordinate accommodation, travels, tourism etcetera with other service companies.  

6 Remote test management 

The idea of Remote Test Management, RTM, is based on previous studies in 

automotive winter testing. One early study of remote technologies concerns climate 

control (Törlind, 2004) and this has been used in a follow up study to evaluate the use 

of remote technologies. Some concerns were highlighted in the latter study, for 

example, the security of transmitting data wireless between and from the vehicles 

(Hardell, 2007). Yet, the test engineers did express that remote technologies probably 

will bring about more possibilities than risks. For instance, they can run comparative 

tests, data from all cars in the test group can be monitored and experts can from 

distance communicate and give feedback to the running cars in the test group.

It can be seen from related and recent research that the interest in sending data to 

and from the vehicles are of interest from the automotive industry, especially for 

updating ECU (Electronic Control Unit) with upgraded software or remotely diagnose 

the systems (Larsson et. al., 2008). Also, a Data Based Diagnostic approach for fleet 

management diagnostics and an approach called Model Based Diagnostics have been 

presented (Byttner et. al., 2007). In the reports of these studies it becomes evident that 

the view of remote technologies in vehicle industry and testing in general has 

changed. The fact that a local company providing the use of such technologies was 

formed in 2007 supports this argument
§
. The company set up was initialized in 

                                               
§
 www.rajdsystech.se 

A typical day: 
Am:

07:30 - Driving to the proving ground. Checking the status on the tracks with my track manager.  
07:40 - Drive around at the area for a visual check up.  
08:00 - @ office. Talking with the staff, check up today’s work. 

08:30 - Check my emails, answering etc.  
08:40 - Debriefing with the leading team, any special activities? Plans for today? 
09:00 - Preparing the agenda for next leading team meeting. Phone calls with customers to coordinate and to 

check up some issues in a direction document.  
10:00 - The important coffee break, chatting with staff 
10:30 - Weekly meeting with a Tier1 workshop manager 

11:30 - Telephone conferencing with the manager of the test site, today’s topic: security policies and routines. 
12:00 - Lunch 
Pm:

01:00 - @ the office. Discussions with the track manager, topic: a request for a new ice track. 
01:30 - Emails, checking documents that has to be approved in the document system.  
02:30 - Discussions regarding our Quality Management System, and planning of activities left to do before an 

Tier1 internal audit. 6 months to deadline.  
03:00 - Coffee break.
03:30 - Preparing for a board meeting, talks to the CEO for the proving ground.  

03:45 - Answering a market research for the new cars that we have bought.  
04:00 - Continue to prepare material for the board meeting. 
05:00 - Make phone calls, check emails, cleaning the desk. 

06:00 - Driving home, make more phone calls on the mobile.  

Exhibit  4. Typical day, proving ground manager. 

http://www.rajdsystech.se
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relation to a research project (Törlind, 2004 and Johanson et. al., 2006). Together with 

other similar companies, e.g. mm-lab
**

, they provide fleet management solutions to 

the test industry. The business idea for these companies is to provide advance tracking 

functions and measurement data transfers, where global positioning and measurement 

data is mission critical information. In a pervious study, the demonstration and testing 

of remote technologies, a car manufacturer conclude that these types of technologies 

can make them save 500 000 each winter (Törlind, 2004). Also, later studies have 

indicated that fleet management and remote technologies are interesting for the 

automotive industry (Nybacka, 2009).

The RTM is developed as a demonstrator within a research project connected to 

the study in this paper. RTM consists of a number of modules, namely:

• vehicle dynamics 

• vibration/noise

• exhaust measurement 

• temperature and humidity measurements 

• Audio/vide communication 

• real-time analysis of measurement data 

An embedded wireless enabled sensor node called Mulle (Johansson et. al., 2004) 

is used in RTM to easily connect different sensors which are used for analyzing the 

vehicle and its environment. The Mulle sensor nodes make it easy to add or subtract 

different modules to create a framework suitable for a specific test. Thus, this will 

make the mounting of equipment on the prototype cars faster and easier. Mulle 

utilizes standard wireless protocols and profiles for communication. This enables 

interoperability with standard consumer devices such as smart phones, laptops, or 

palm handhelds. To reduce installation time, Mulle supports zero-configuration 

networking, i.e., it advertises its own functions and discovers other devices and their 

functions. This feature enables Mulle to automatically install itself, and, also, it alerts 

of faulty sensors that can be replaced during a running test session. Mulle has low 

power consumption, which allows test sessions to last for several days without 

recharging batteries. In Figure 3, a number of different Mulle sensors are presented, 

the numbers in Figure 3 represent:

1. = Temperature sensors, measuring inside temperature. 

2. = Microclimate sensors, measuring outside temperature and humidity. 

3. = Acceleration sensors, measuring road input. 

4. = Exhaust sensors, measuring exhaust values from a portable measuring 

equipment.

5. = Central unit managing all Mulle communication and connected to an 6 

Degrees Of Freedom (DOF) Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) sensor 

6. = CAN-bus interface gathering relevant Controller-area Network (CAN) data 

such as wheel speed, steering angle 

                                               
**

 www.mmlab.de 

http://www.mmlab.de
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Figure 3. Mulle units connected together in a network of wireless technologies. 

The central unit communicates via Bluetooth with an in-vehicle portable computer 

(symbolized by the laptop on the bonnet in Figure 3) and via WLAN with the on-

board communication gateway (symbolized by the device on the roof in Figure 3). 

The communication gateway sends the data to a database server for storing and 

presentation of environment data and vehicle specific data, right side in Figure 3. 

Different clients can view the data and communicate with the vehicle from different 

locations only having access to Internet.

7 Discussing service innovation 

The service providers continuously develop the services at the proving ground. 

They are looking for ways to provide better services, for example safety on the test 

tracks, in time, correct and relevant information about the weather conditions. 

Though, it can be argued that there is a focus on the more visible facilities, for 

example related to the ice and land tracks. And, in addition to that, a view of services 

to make people from the automotive industry comfortable even though being away 

from home, for example tourism and adventures. These are important. Yet, the 

advancement of automotive systems and more complex cars has “gradually” made the 

testing activities more dependent on technologies. In this context, the technological 

services provided at the proving ground seem to be more invisible. This, we will 

argue, can relate to a perspective on technologies as the expertise area of OEM and 

Tier1. In turn, such view makes it difficult to proactively take the next step in 

providing technological support.  Though, in our studies we have found that the 

service providers already act as a competent and trusted partner in the testing 

activities.

In our empirical studies we have found that an upcoming challenge for OEM and 

Tier1 is the issue of developing well-defined methods to be able to standardize tests. 

This might be one opportunity for service providers to provide new services. In this 

paper, we argue that RTM can be part of such service innovation. RTM, or similar 

remote technologies and management systems, have the potential to become a 

platform for new services since it enable, e.g., endurance tests that can be followed 
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from other sites. This makes it possible for service providers to offer an extended 

testing season.

The quick and easy installation that the, in RTM included, Mulle sensors offers can 

be an important part of innovative services. A benefit of Mulle sensors is that it 

reduces, not only installation time, but also does not require extensive configuration. 

The wireless properties of Mulle play an important role for making the customers 

agree on having an additional system onboard the prototype car, but also for 

providing improved services. For instance, RTM can increase the safety when driving 

on the test tracks and on public roads. This is due to the included GPS technology of 

the fleet management platform. This provide for “clever” use of information about the 

environment that the vehicles are driving in. When driving on the tracks RTM can 

alert the driver of e.g., other prototype cars on the tracks. But, also when driving on 

public roads, RTM can forewarn for reindeers (they are common on the roads) etc.  

From the perspective of the test manager, RTM and its fleet management platform 

offers coordination of the testing activities and the prototype cars on the tracks.

Further, RTM mounted cars that are driving on test tracks and public roads can 

possibly offer better weather forecasting. Temperature and humidity are thereby 

constantly logged, providing for more exact knowledge about specific microclimates 

and where they are located, e.g. thermal inversion spots. In addition, the state 

estimation algorithms of RTM can estimate the friction on the driving surface (roads 

or tracks). The test manager can use this information to monitor the test tracks 

properties and know when the tracks have to be prepared again and thus gain 

statistical data that can be used for planning the following season. Information from 

the state estimation can be used when planning test cases requiring a certain 

percentage of low/high- , split- , or -spots, e.g. stress tests of ESP, ABS, and TCS 

systems. Further, information on the roads’ roughness can also be used as explained 

above. Meaning, to not only planning to run the cars on a minimum of 70% gravel 

roads, but also actually designing a test route out of a wanted power spectral density 

(PSD) profile (González, 2008). Such information about the roads can be stored for 

each year and thus build up a knowledge base for the service providers, not only 

about the winter climate, but also for summer. 

Regarding the performance and quality of tests, RTM can act as a basis for a 

framework that supports the education of test drivers and test engineers, thus 

permitting test drivers to be trained according to a certain driver profile by following 

a logged master maneuver or route. OEM and Tier1 can set up a certain “driver 

profile” in advance and the service providers can support them with trained drivers 

following these routes. The idea of driver profiles could also provide the service to 

educate public people in eco-driving.

The use of 3D visualization technology makes it possible to see the vehicle and its 

behavior in real-time, if wanted, or as a replay of a certain test. This is doable since 

the last run can be replayed from logged data in the 3D environment. Also, the 3D 

visualization in the RTM framework admits a possibility to set up a clipping plane 

trough the 3D model, thus allowing the user to view the inside of the car and the 

presented data, e.g., temperature or sound data viewed on the clipping plain with 

colors representing high or low values. The capability to save all sorts of time- and 

geo-stamped data will significantly enhance the data analysis and tracing of errors. 
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Moreover, RTM can be helpful in the system demonstrations performed by the 

service providers. Thus, making it possible to present the systems performance 

before, during and after test-drives, as is discussed on page 10, thus making it easier 

to understand the systems. Further, engaging experts from all over the world in the 

running tests could be done. Hence, by being able to have an expert on stand-by, as 

exemplified on page 10, makes problem solving less time consuming.

The RTM framework can easily be extended. For instance, the addition of a 

portable exhaust measurement system allows for even more detailed analyses, or 

adding a CAN-bus analyzer permits the acquisition of wheel speeds and steering 

angles. Further, the RTM system enables service providers to run benchmark tests 

with other brands for their customers, which might prove to be a stepping stone to 

extended services by showing their customers what service providers and the RTM 

system can do. 

Basically, RTM offers several possibilities to service innovations. The 

technological solutions do exist today, yet as a whole still in a research mode. 

8 Conclusions

In this paper, the purpose was to discuss how technologies support service 

innovation. A remote test management system, RTM has been outlined and served as 

a basis for those discussions. The interest and need for the service providers at 

proving grounds to extend their service provision have been identified in the study 

presented here. Yet, to profit from an investment in remote technology it is suggested 

that the benefits are understood (Carlson, 2006). The benefits, as far as can be 

concluded within this study, are:

• working closer to the OEM and Tier 1 suppliers and taking more active part 

in the tests give the service providers a potential to build up a unique 

knowledge base 

• the technology leap provided by RTM can prove to be crucial for extending 

the test season to encompass summer tests 

• the technology of RTM has the potential to provide new services or 

extending the ones that exist. It is even possible to find new services off-

season to the public.

Also, the concept of PSS has framed this study to trigger a shift in how the services 

are viewed by the service provider. The discussion in this paper shows that going 

from a view of services at the proving ground as product-oriented (Williams, 2007), 

e.g., providing access to tracks and the facilities, to a more result-oriented (Williams, 

2007) view, e.g., providing test performance and quality, makes several perspectives 

of services visible. In all, the PSS vision makes manufacturing companies to 

reconsider their products in new ways. But, it can also inspire service providers to 

reconsider how to progress new services. Though, one condition, and also an 

implication, seems to be that they have to take the first step.

Finally, RTM as a framework is a research demonstrator developed to trigger 

supportive remote methods in testing industry to emerge. It should be noted that 

remote technologies was met with skepticism in 2005 (when this research project 
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started), but over the years the automotive industry in general have become more 

confident to such an approach. Yet, further research on the RTM is needed before 

going into business, and also validation of the approach is of utmost concern. To 

progress implementation, there are some aspects that still have to be considered in 

future studies, for example the security of data transmission and handling. The idea of 

gathering mean value data is under consideration. Meaning, that the service providers 

can run benchmark tests of cold starts with, e.g. exhaust measurements or temperature 

measurements.

The implications of this approach will be followed up within this research project. 

Further, there is a constant need of running demonstration projects to show the 

effectiveness in this kind of technologies. Not only the testing actors’ point of view 

has to be considered, but also the IT departments’. All new technologies have to be 

certified before implementation. The issue of updating/maintaining a RTM platform is 

another concern for the future. Further, there are different preferences of following 

tests at a distance but in real-time or being there and be able to replay. These are a few 

things that we have not considered in this paper, though the potential for RTM to 

serve as a technological platform to support co-production of new services has been 

outlined.
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Abstract

This report present a pre-study project of AVL-DRIVE conducted from 27st of July 
2009 until 15th of October 2009. 

The focus of the pre-study was to see how the system, as it is, could be used by the 
service providers and their customers during winter and summer testing in northern 
Sweden but also if the system could be extended and further developed to suit their 
needs.

The AVL-DRIVE system is designed for objective assessment and quality control of 
driveability based on human experience. Procedures for the objective assessment of the 
subjective perception of the driver have been used by AVL to define the evaluation 
method and formulas. Experiences acquired from internal and external vehicle 
benchmarks and driveability development projects are incorporated in the AVL-
DRIVE system. AVL-DRIVE uses different sensors and CAN bus information to 
capture the most significant data and vehicle parameters, such as, accelerations, engine 
data, vehicle speed, and pedal position. These input quantities are collected by the 
DMU2 (DRIVE Main Unit 2, located in the car boot) and passed on to a PC 
(Notebook, located at the passenger seat) for further analysis. Ratings for all Driving 
Modes are displayed online during driving. 

A rental car, Audi Q5 2.0 TFSI Quattro S-tronic, was equipped with the AVL-DRIVE 
system. The pre-study consisted of a number of tests, both on public roads including 
gravel and tarmac, but also on Arjeplog Test Management (ATM)/Bosch test tracks. 

One use for the system as it is today could be to study the change in vehicle drivability 
after endurance tests or after longer periods of testing. This could be done by driving a 
set of specified driving cycles called Fahrmanöver-Katalog (FMK). Another idea put 
forward by an engineer at a service provider was to use the AVL-DRIVE system to 
compare certain driving maneuvers with a vehicle directly from the cold chambers and 
with the vehicle warmed up, to study the effects on driveability for cold car and 
systems. Also these tests do not require any Electronic Stability Control (ESP), Anti-
lock Braking System (ABS), or Traction Control System (TCS) activity so the AVL-
DRIVE system as it is could be used for this purpose. However, a handling version of 
the AVL-DRIVE that could also handle and assess ESP, ABS, and TCS interventions 
would be of great interest to the service providers and the automotive testing in 
general. This demands a great deal of development and research, but the technical 
foundation exists for this to be a reality. 

Keywords
driveability, vehicle testing, winter test, handling criteria’s. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter will give an introduction of the automotive winter test industry in 
northern Sweden then follows a brief introduction to the project. At the end of 
the chapter the project goals are presented and an outline is presented for the 
reader.

1.1 Automotive winter test industry 
In northern Sweden, the winter season starts in November and lasts until 
March, where temperatures in the range of -40 degrees Celsius are common in 
some areas [1]. The natural asset - cold weather - is available and has become a 
backbone in the business concepts of many companies particularly in services for 
winter vehicle testing. The municipalities of Jokkmokk, Arvidsjaur, Arjeplog, 
Älvsbyn constitute a vast region, with only 0.89 persons per square kilometer, 
and where collaboration is important to support the automotive test industry 
[2]. The collaborative effort involves providing overall services surrounding the 
test industry, e.g. logistics, accommodation, food, and leisure activities. A 
number of automotive winter test service companies are established in this 
region. The automotive winter test industry started somewhere between 1960 – 
1970, with local people plowing test track on the frozen lakes [3]. The local 
people later became service providers for the automotive companies and started 
to build up land based tracks and facilities for the automotive industry.  

Figure 1. State-of-the-art test facility Arjeplog 2007, ©Bosch with permission. 

In the last years the winter test business in northern Sweden has grown with 
roughly 15% annually [3], where the largest company have 200 employees 
annually and a yearly turnover of 21 million EURO [4]. There are several 
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service providers in the regions of Jokkmokk, Arjeplog, Arvidsjaur, Älvsbyn, 
Kiruna and Sorsele. The service providers have different business strategies. One 
service provider could have only one customer whereas another might have a 
more open test track with a number of different customers. The technical 
knowledge also varies with some service providers’ offering large test tracks, 
facilities, test-drivers and engineers, and others offering large test tracks and 
facilities with a few test-drivers. There are also service providers that mainly take 
care of their customers’ facilities and tracks, and some service providers that 
offer something in-between. 

Figure 2. Ice tracks on a lake outside Arjeplog, ©Bosch with permission. 

1.2 Background to the project 
AVL-DRIVE pre-study idea started from Lars Holmgren at ATM1 and his 
curiosity in the AVL-DRIVE system (see chapter 2) and if it could be used in 
the automotive winter test industry. To learn more about the system, Mikael 
Nybacka from LTU2 and David Holmlund from ATM visited AVL3 List in 
Graz for a quick introduction to the system. A pre-study project was formed 
between LTU, AVL and ATM to further test the AVL-DRIVE system at 
ATM/Bosch test tracks and public roads in northern Sweden. The focus of the 
pre-study was to see how the system, as it is, could be used by the service 
providers and their customers during winter and summer testing in northern 

                                        

1 Arjeplog Test Management 
2 Luleå University of Technology, www.ltu.se.  
3 www.avl.com  

http://www.ltu.se
http://www.avl.com
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Sweden but also if the system could be extended and further developed to suit 
their needs. The pre-study project was conducted from 1st of August until 15th

of October 2009.

1.3 Goal 
The goal with this pre-study project was to: 

• Understand how the AVL-DRIVE system could be used for creating 
new services or enhancing current services. 

• Get a general understanding how the AVL-DRIVE system could be 
extended and tailored to the winter test industries safety and handling 
tests.

• Find strategies for funding of a future research project between AVL, 
LTU and ATM. 

It was also decided that some other parts should be studied: 

• VBOX3i integration with AVL-DRIVE 
• Long time logging of data with the AVL-DRIVE system 
• “AVL-DRIVE for handling” prototype tested for handling maneuvers

1.4 Outline of the report 
Chapter two presents the AVL-DRIVE system and AVL-DRIVE for Handling 
prototype and the research that these build on. Chapter three presents the test 
setup, from the vehicle to the different maneuvers that were driven. The results 
are presented in chapter four in the form of figures, tables, and also service 
providers’, engineers’, and others comments. Possible funding strategies will also 
be presented in the last part of chapter four. The results will then be discussed in 
chapter five and in chapter six, seven and eight the table of figures, tables and 
the references are presented.
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2 AVL-DRIVE 
This chapter will describe the AVL-DRIVE system that was tested during 
this pre-study and the research that have been done concerning this system. 
The extension of DRIVE, AVL-DRIVE for Handling prototype will also 
be presented in this chapter. 

2.1 System overview 
The AVL-DRIVE system is designed for objective assessment and quality 
control of driveability based on human experience. Procedures for the objective 
assessment of the subjective perception of the driver have been used to define 
the evaluation method and formulas. Experiences acquired from internal and 
external vehicle benchmarks and driveability development projects are 
incorporated in the AVL-DRIVE system. Meaning that vehicle data from 
sensors has been logged at the same time as subjective ratings of a range of 
drivers has been collected. So, for each single operation mode all subjective 
assessments and the corresponding vehicle and engine data have been recorded. 
This data has been used together with a generic algorithm to train the neural net 
for the best correlation between subjective assessment and objective evaluation, 
[5].

AVL-DRIVE use different sensors and CAN bus information to capture the 
most significant data and vehicle parameters, such as longitudinal acceleration, 
engine speed, vehicle speed, and pedal position. These input quantities are 
collected by the DMU2 (DRIVE Main Unit 2, located in the car boot) and 
passed on to a PC (Notebook, located at the passenger seat) for further analysis. 

The sensors, number 1, 4, 5, 6, in Figure 3 exist mainly to capture the influence 
on the driver. 

Figure 3. The components of AVL-DRIVE system.[5]
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The AVL-DRIVE system is available for various vehicle classes (Small, 
Medium, Large, Compact, Luxury, Sportive, SUV, Pick-up Truck, Light / 
Heavy duty truck, and Tractors) and the following transmission variants: 

• MT (manual transmission) 
• AMT (automated manual transmission) 
• AT (automatic transmission) 
• DCT (double clutch transmission) 
• CVT (continuously variable transmission) 
• Hybrids
• Electric Vehicles 

More than 500 individual criteria (e.g. Kick, Surge, Engine speed fluctuation, 
Response delay, etc.) are defined for several driving modes (e.g. Drive away, 
Acceleration, Gearshift, etc.). The relevant parameters for the defined criteria of 
all detected driving modes are measured, calculated, weighted and displayed 
online while driving. The AVL-DRIVE system delivers objective ratings for 
driveability quality and vehicle character and - combined with an automatic 
classification of similar driving modes - enables a very quick vehicle analysis. 
The driveability itself is assessed at criteria level by means of a Drive Rating 
(DR) from 1 to 10 according to Figure 4, [5].

Figure 4. Table for drivability rating, provided by AVL. 

For an example of how a hierarchy of main operation modes to criteria’s look 
like see Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Tree of main operation modes, sub operation modes and criteria’s.[5]

Figure 6. Example of parameter calculation for single event. 

Figure 6 shows how different parameters are calculated for a single event of a 
gearshift such as, the acceleration gradient for disengagement of the gear, 
traction interrupt time, zero acceleration time, acceleration gradient on 
engagement of the gear and the engagement shock.   
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2.2 Past research 
A number of scientific papers have been published concerning the AVL-
DRIVE system. The research of AVL-DRIVE started 1997 and has since then 
been further enhanced in multiple research projects. List et. al. [6] first 
presented the AVL-DRIVE system and its ability to objectively and in real-time 
evaluate relevant drivability criteria’s for use in a vehicle and on a high dynamic 
test bed. In 2000 Peter Schoeggl et. al. [7] presented the AVL-DRIVE system 
with a new subjective – objective approach where drivability is described by a 
high number of 275 single criteria’s, including vehicle dynamics, noise and 
vibration. Peter Schoeggl et. al. [8] presented a way of utilizing the AVL-
DRIVE system to detect driver style, which can be used to let the driver create 
his or her own unique vehicle character. In 2005 Peter Schoeggl et. al. [9]
presented a simulation methodology by interlinking of the AVL-tools CRUISE, 
VSM4, and DRIVE, this allowed to semi automatically pre-optimize powertrain 
and vehicle parameters before hardware is involved. In 2009 Josef Zehetner et. 
al. [10] present an approach for a combined optimization of performance, 
emissions, fuel consumption and driveability using VSM and AVL-DRIVE.  

2.3 AVL-DRIVE for Handling 
In the AVL-DRIVE for Handling prototype the regular AVL-DRIVE system 
for longitudinal dynamics is extended with a lateral dynamics evaluation. The 
extended main operation mode “handling” has 8 sub-operation modes and 50 
criteria’s that are evaluated. 

Figure 7 show the main operation mode and sub operation modes of cornering 
and also displaying the criteria’s for sub operation mode “Turn in”. 

Figure 7. Main operation, sub operation mode and criteria for cornering. 

                                        

4 Vehicle Simulation Model 
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3 TEST SETUP 
This chapter presents the test setup, from vehicle to the different maneuvers 
that were driven. 

3.1 Vehicle 
A rental car, Audi Q5 2.0 TFSI Quattro S-tronic, was equipped with the AVL-
DRIVE system. The Audi Q5 is 2009 year’s model and it had a mileage of 
14000km when starting the pre-study. The car was serviced the 18th of August 
2009 at 19136km but no changes that should affect the drivability were done 
only oil change and general check of the vehicle was performed, the 13th of 
October when running the last test the car mileage was 23600km. 

3.2 System and sensor mounting 
The sensors listed in Figure 3 were mounted in the Audi Q5 together with a 
VBOX3i GPS system from Racelogic5. The sensors were placed on, the 
steering column just above the hook joint (5), passengers seat rail (2), driver seat 
headrest (1), driver seat rail (4), lower front left wishbone (3), battery minus 
pole (8) and also a CAN-bus connection (9). The numbers in parenthesis 
corresponds to the numbers in Figure 3 and some of the placements can be seen 
in Appendix A. The AVL-DRIVE system was not connected with the VBOX3i 
during the initial tests since there were problems with the connection but it 
were later connected to the AVL-DRIVE for the last FMK test 13th of October 
running the new version of the AVL-DRIVE software. The sensors were 
calibrated to the Audi Q5 using the specific test sequences specified by AVL. 
Test sequences include coast down test in neutral gear to find the roll resistance 
from tire interaction with road, air resistance, and resistance in driveline.  

For the AVL-DRIVE for Handling prototype no extra sensors is needed in the 
current version, only more information is gathered from the vehicle CAN-bus. 

The system usually takes 2 hours to mount for an experienced DRIVE 
mechanic. Mounting the system in the Audi Q5 in a hidden way, due to the car 
being a demonstration vehicle, and with the VBOX3i system took 5 hours.

3.3 The different tests 
The pre-study consisted of a number of tests, both on public roads including 
gravel and tarmac, but also on ATM/Bosch test tracks. 

3.3.1 Endurance tests
To test the systems functionality and usefulness during summer endurance tests, 
the Audi Q5 was driven on the same test routes as an ongoing endurance test. 

                                        

5 www.racelogic.co.uk  

http://www.racelogic.co.uk
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This means that the car was driven a distance of approximately 500km per day. 
The endurance test is run on 70% gravel roads, with a number of stops during 
the day. Two days were driven without audio system on and two days with 
audio system since the estimation of noise in the coupé is an unreliable 
measurement factor due to the gravel road and will not be included. Week two 
was driven on tarmac public roads to study the long-time stability of logging 
data.

3.3.2 Comfort vs. Dynamic
To compare different settings of the Audi drive select system, namely comfort 
mode and dynamic mode, four tests were performed on tarmac test track with 
the same maneuvers as in the Fahrmanöver-Katalog (FMK) explained in 3.3.3. 
This was also performed in order to compare driveability assessments for 
endurance tests and the specified maneuvers in benchmark guide in Table 1 
driven on ATM/Bosch test tracks.

Table 1. Table of the AVL benchmark guide for FMK. 

Nr Name Engine Speed AC 
1 Coast down CAN On 
2 Acceleration Full load Monitoring CAN Off 
3 Warm up city driving DIG/CAN On 
4 Engine start, idle all, throttle response, engine stop DIG/CAN On/off
5 Constant speed CAN On 
6 Drive away, vehicle stop, D CAN On 
7 Drive away, vehicle stop, S CAN On 
8 Drive away, vehicle stop, M CAN On 
9 Drive away, hill climbing, D, S CAN On 
10 Idle maneuvering  CAN On 
11 0 to 100kph CAN Off 
12 Acceleration, part load, rising pedal CAN On 
13 Acceleration, part load, constant pedal CAN On 
14 Tip in, tip out CAN On 
15 Gearshift D CAN On 
16 Gearshift S CAN On 

3.3.3 FMK test
At the end of each of the two first weeks the Audi Q5 was driven on the 
ATM/Bosch tarmac split-  test tracks with a number of selected test maneuvers 
in the “vehicle configuration and benchmark guide” from AVL. A last FMK 
was also driven the 13th of October. This was done to study eventual changes in 
the vehicle during the endurance tests.

The maneuvers used for the FMK were 6, 9, 10, 11, 14, and 15 in Table 1. 
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3.3.4 Handling
A further development of the AVL-DRIVE system called AVL-DRIVE for 
Handling was driven on gravel handling tracks at ATM/Bosch to study the 
captured events from different handling maneuvers.  

Two laps were driven with Audi Drive Select set in comfort mode the first lap 
and dynamic mode the second lap. 

3.3.5 Cold climate test
The 13th of October after the FMK manoeuvres it was decided to perform a 
cold test to compare some chosen FMK manoeuvres with the same manoeuvres 
but with a cold car the morning after at the 14th of October. The manoeuvres 
that were run were manoeuvres 10, 15, 16 in Table 1. The temperature in the 
morning was -12 degrees Celsius.
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4 RESULTS 
This chapter presents the results of the pre-study. The results are split into 
several subsections for better overview. Some of the results presented are the 
different endurance tests both with and without noise assessment, test track 
tests, FMK drivability data over time, VBOX3i integration, long time 
logging and the handling version of AVL-DRIVE.

4.1 Different endurance tests 
In order to study the use of the AVL-DRIVE system for driveability assessment 
during endurance tests and as a system to capture and analyze abnormal behavior 
during the tests a number of runs were conducted as explained in 3.3.1. Table 2 
shows the total driveability assessment of the vehicle including compensation for 
noise and vibrations. First and second row are with audio system off, the other 
two with audio system on. Figure 8 show the endurance test route for the first 
test day the 3rd of August, the other test routes can be seen in Appendix B. 

Figure 8. Endurance test route 3rd of August. 

Table 2. Different endurance tests and their respective whole day rating. 

Nr Date AVL-DRIVE rating Comments 
1 2009-08-03 5.23  
2 2009-08-04 5.16  
3 2009-08-05 5.27 With audio system on 
4 2009-08-06 5.41 With audio system on 
As can be seen in the table the effect on driveability with the audio system 
turned on is not that large due to the very predominant noise of the gravel-
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road. Even though the endurance routes were different for each day they were 
still driven on 70% gravel roads. 

In general it has to be noted that AVL-DRIVE is weighting bad ratings higher 
in order to easier detect weak points, so the very bad noise ratings distort the 
overall results. 

4.2 Endurance test with noise vs. no noise 
Since noise from driving on 70% gravel roads in the endurance tests are very 
high and predominant of other noises from powertrain. The total driveability 
rating reported in Table 2 were manually re-simulated using AVL-DRIVE 
software excluding the influence of noise and vibration on affected operation 
modes. Table 3 show different main operation modes from the endurance test 
reported at first row in Table 2. Table 3 shows rating with compensation for 
noise and vibration, with noise and vibration measured but not compensated 
for, and without measuring noise and vibration. The compensation is used to 
filter the measured vibration and noise in the vehicle using the road disturbance 
as input. 

Table 3. Main operation modes and the effect of removed noise criteria. 

Nr Main operation 
mode

Rating with 
compensation

Rating without 
compensation

Rating without 
noise and vibration 

1 Drive away 6.85 6.85 6.85 
2 Acceleration 7.95 7.98 7.98 
3 Tip-In 6.61 7.31 7.91 
4 Tip-Out 8.66 8.69 8.69 
5 Motoring 6.08 7.89 7.89 
6 Gear shift 8.11 8.15 8.15 
7 Constant speed 4.13 7.59 7.59 
8 Idle 7.38 7.09 7.09 
9 Vibrations 7.84 7.65 - 
10 Noise 3.19 3.06 - 
11 Total drive rating 5.23 5.57 7.53 

Seen in Table 3 and Figure 9 is that the driveability rating, with compensation 
of road input, for the main operation modes. Tip-in, Motoring, and constant 
speed are worse then without compensation. Also seen is that the main 
operation modes, idle, vibration and noise is rated better with compensation 
then without. What should be noted is that the system was not developed for 
driving on gravel road, so in order for it to be useful for endurance tests on 
gravel roads the system has to be further developed for this purpose. The rough 
road influences are compensated within a defined range. Out of this range the 
ratings are suppressed during this fault, [8].
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Figure 9. Comparison of the influence of noise and vibration. 

Figure 10. Comparison of Acceleration – Full load 0-100kph with Comfort and Dynamic 
setting in Audi Q5. 
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4.3 Comfort vs. Dynamic  
To compare different settings of the Audi drive select system, namely comfort 
mode and dynamic mode, two tests were performed on tarmac test track with 
the same maneuvers as in the FMK explained in 3.3.3. These tests were 
performed to study change in the vehicle performance due to the different 
settings of the Audi drive select system. Meaning, that if switching on the 
Dynamic mode in the Audi we should expect a better performance assessment. 
One example of the differences between Comfort mode and Dynamic mode in 
these tests is displayed in Figure 10, and the rest of the results can be seen in 
Appendix C. One can clearly see that the Dynamic mode in the Audi has a 
better assessment for the 0-100kph sub-operation mode, both with and without 
kick-down.

4.4 FMK over time 
At the end of the two first weeks the Audi Q5 was driven on the ATM/Bosch 
test tracks with a number of selected test maneuvers in the “vehicle 
configuration and benchmark guide” from AVL. This was done to study 
eventual changes in the vehicle during the endurance tests. Table 4 shows the 
driveability assessments for the two FMK tests.  

Table 4. FMK test over time with AVL-DRIVE rating. 

Nr Date AVL-DRIVE rating Comments 
1 2009-07-30 7.65 FMK1 
2 2009-08-07 7.58 FMK2 
3 2009-08-14 7.63 FMK3 
4 2009-10-14 7.41 FMK4 

Table 5. Comparison of main operation modes for FMK1 and FMK2. 

Nr Main operation mode FMK1 FMK2 FMK3 FMK4 
1 Drive away 7.49 7.44 7.42 7.54 
2 Acceleration 7.74 7.31 7.34 7.20 
3 Tip-In 7.55 7.48 7.47 7.34 
4 Tip-Out 9.14 8.92 8.70 7.99 
5 Motoring 7.51 7.96 8.17 7.37 
6 Gear shift 7.56 7.57 7.48 7.68 
7 Constant speed 9.21 8.43 8.55 8.11 
8 Idle 7.66 7.37 8.29 7.63 

What can be seen from Figure 11 and Table 5 is that the largest differences 
between FMK’s are the main operation modes Acceleration, Tip-out, motoring 
and constant speed. 

• Constant speed: quite bad “surge” ratings decrease the results of 
FMK3.

• Tip Out: massive jerks (oscillations of powertrain) decrease the results of 
FMK4.
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• Motoring: bad results of FMK1 from insufficient calibration before 
measurement (during installation and start up). 

• Acceleration: bad “surge” rating (FMK4) from ice and snow. 

Figure 11. Driveability comparison of FMK1 – FMK4. 

What should be noted is that the Audi had only run 14000Km when the first 
FMK was driven, 16000Km for the second, 18000Km for the third and 
23600Km for the last FMK. There are some events that are rated lower for each 
FMK; these are:

• Main operation mode tip-out
• Sub-operation mode “creep/crawl” of main operation mode “Drive 

away”
• “traction reduction criteria” for the sub-operation mode “Upshift during 

part load” 

The sub-operation modes, shock, engagement steadiness, and clutch surge for 
Drive away Normal showed considerable decrease in drive rating for FMK4. 
One criterion “response delay” for the sub-operation modes “Drive away – 
launch” and “Drive away – normal” showed an increasing drive rating. All of 
these mentioned above can be seen in Appendix D. However, as previously 
mentioned FMK1 had insufficient calibrations and FMK4 had bad jerks ratings 
due to snow and ice, which can be seen in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12. Tip out after acceleration, showing bad jerk rating for FMK4 due to ice/snow 
on track. 

4.5 VBOX3i integration with AVL-DRIVE 
In the new version of AVL-DRIVE it is possible to integrate GPS data with the 
measurements. There were some problems of setting up the connection 
between the VBOX3i and the DMU2. However, the problem was solved at the 
end of the pre-study. 

4.6 Long time logging 
Long time logging with the AVL-DRIVE system was of interest since the drive 
cycle in our case is about two hours and the driver do not want to start and stop 
measurements during the test drive. It is also a request to not have to turn on 
and off the measurements for four hours. 

The mean logging time of the long logging tests was approximately 90 minutes 
and after this the measurements stopped due to the amount of data. The error 
message from the system when it stopped logging was “Unable to gather data from 
DRIVE Main Unit 2, check the connection between the DRIVE Main Unit 2 and your 
PC and restart AVL-DRIVE if necessary”. There was no problem with the 
physical connection between the DMU2 and the laptop. However, restarting 
the measurement was enough to continue measuring. In the meantime there are 
already research running to reduce the data as well as other optimization for 
long-term measurements. 
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4.7 Handling 
Some tests on the handling track were performed using the AVL-DRIVE for 
handling to capture the lateral influence of driveability. Two laps on the 
handling track with one lap in comfort mode of the Audi Q5 and one with 
dynamic mode. The track surface is gravel and thus some interventions of the 
ESP where recorded due to exceeded slip. This results in some of the ratings 
not being reliable. The detected interventions can be seen by the blue text in 
Figure 13, these are not included in the driveability rating by default. However, 
the following figures shows that the AVL-DRIVE for Handling prototype 
works and detected a number of handling events.  

Figure 13. Driveability rating with handling, Dynamic mode. 

Studying Figure 13 for Dynamic mode and Figure 14 for the Comfort mode 
there are some difference in driveability rating. With Dynamic mode set in the 
Audi the, Drive away, Acceleration, Tip-out, Gearshift and Idle are rated lower 
while the Handling is rated better. 
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Figure 14. Driveability rating with handling, Comfort mode. 

4.8 Cold test 
A comparative test was performed from the cold climate test defined in 3.3.5. 
The different driveability ratings of the sub-mode “Gear shift – Upshift during part 
load acceleration” between warm car and cold can be visualized in Figure 15. It 
can be seen that there is a predominant difference between the cold car and the 
warm car. The traction reduction gives the largest difference in driveability 
rating, where the cold car gives a lower rating then the warm. Traction 
reduction is measured during upshift from minimum longitudinal acceleration 
to the point where a steady acceleration arises. However, shock, kick, jerks, 
speed decrease and shift duration is better in the cold compared to the warm 
car. No additional analyses were performed due to time limitations but the 
additional results seen in Appendix E shows that the AVL-DRIVE in its current 
form are capable to assess the difference in the vehicle driveability during cold 
starts. Further, to produce these results was quick with only a short test on the 
evening and a short test the next morning at -12 degrees Celsius. Further tests 
of a cold start from a cold chamber at a test track would be very interesting to 
perform and analyse. 
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Figure 15. Gear shift - Upshift during part load acceleration. Warm vs. cold. 

4.9 Survey results 
To understand what the service providers and their engineers say about the 
AVL-DRIVE and AVL-DRIVE for handling. The survey in Appendix F was 
given to all who had the opportunity to receive a presentation and also see and 
test the systems. A total of six persons answered the survey where three where 
managers of test sites, and two engineers from test sites. 

In general the views are quite positive about the AVL-DRIVE system where 
many think the system is very helpful when they saw it perform in the vehicle, 
Figure 16. However, the view of the systems usefulness in its current form, 
longitudinal drivability, is different by the respondents as seen in Figure 17. One 
respondent pointed out that most of the testing is done on ice, snow, and gravel 
roads, and since the AVL-DRIVE system do not assess handling or 
ESP/ABS/TCS intervention it is seen as having little use in winter testing if not 
developed further for this purpose. On the question, “How useful would it be for 
you, your organization and your customer to use an extended DRIVE-system that could 
handle safety and handling tests?” it was very obvious that all the participants 
perceived that the system would be very useful, either for themselves, their 
organizations or their customers, see Figure 18.
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Figure 16. Helpfulness of AVL-DRIVE during test run. 

Figure 17. How helpful could AVL-DRIVE be? 
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Figure 18. Survey results, usefulness of extended AVL-DRIVE. 
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“Everybody has an opinion of what is good. It is good to be able to 
benchmark that to reality (sensor data) and over a large range of people. It is 
very useful in simulation. Make an adjustment and see if it increases 
"driveability" without getting into a car. We do not understand what the 
compromises for a specific performance (which we are focusing on) but the 
system can look at it all. ” 

Furthermore, the respondents where asked about how they think that the AVL-
DRIVE system in its current status could enhance the testing and services 
during winter and summer testing. The following where the answers: 

“During winter time the system is not useful since it cannot "handle" 
ESP/ABS/TCS. When almost all testing done up here during summer 
times is durability testing, mostly driven on gravel roads there is a need to 
develop the compensation of uneven roads even further. Now the system only 
use one accelerometer sensor on one wheel to detect irregularities, but I believe 
it takes more to be able to fully compensate. Other functions seem to work 
well.”
“In this version most probably not.”  
“Larger opportunities to do a test case, not just supply test drivers.” 
“Secure the confidence between our drivers and our customers.” 
“In its current form nothing that our customer have use for in the tests 
conducted in Sweden.” 
“Helps to quantify long test results that should be communicated to OEM.” 
“I did not feel it did what I would want but everything is there to do it. I 
would invest in it.”   

Since the system in its current status cannot handle low friction and lateral 
dynamics the respondents felt that it would not be of much use.  

For the endurance tests and use of AVL-DRIVE it is important to know how 
much the test protocols could be changed. Thus the following question were 
posed: “Is it possible to incorporate a number of specified test sequences during endurance 
tests, or is the test-protocol to strict? Is it possible with short evaluations every 5000Km?”
This was what some of the respondents said: 

“If the manufacturers were prepared to pay for it would be fine. But then you 
have to prove that it is "profitable".”   
“It could exist a possibility.”  
“Probably yes”  
“For our customer the ESP-tests is the biggest part, here different test 
protocols similar to lane-change (Single, double) over-, understeering be 
interesting”
“It can answer a lot of questions. From initial wear to mixed tires 
performance.”

To know more about what specific tests that the respondents believed that a 
future developed AVL-DRIVE for handling system could be useful the 
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following question where posed: “In what specific tests do you think a DRIVE 
handling system could be useful and why?”. These where the answers: 

“To easier and quicker find errors or weak areas in ABS/TCS/ESP would 
shorten the development time. Especially on the development of new systems 
(platform development) where it is important with the functionality in its 
whole instead of exact calibration for a certain type of car or model.” 
“Development of systems related to ABS and ESP.” 
“ESP/ABS tests and test of complete car.” 
“Is there any limit? Everything we do for our customer is good to document.” 
“Subjective assessment of ABS, TCS, and ESP. E.g. Stability under split-
mu braking. TCS - how soft/hard it behaves during accelerations, ESP - 
assessment of intervention - hardness, comfort.”  
“Long tests and identification of problems and errors.” 
“The system could be adapted to the safety tests, e.g. According to ISO-
standards.”  
“High to split-mu, stability in curves while accelerating or braking.”  

It is seen that almost exclusively the respondents felt that a future developed 
system could be very helpful when it comes to tests of ESP/ABS/TCS systems. 

None of the respondents had any system that objectively could assess vehicle 
and systems when it comes to handling tests. They only have data logging 
equipment. One of the respondents did not know due to that their customers 
bring with them all the equipments. 

When asked the following question, “What expectations do you / your customers 
have on a… (What should they include and how should they function?)”, three 
examples where given: 

• Data logging system: 
“It should be fast and be able to log large amounts of data” 
“Logging at errors, logging under short time 60sec, longtime logging (limitation 
due to lot of data)”  
“Easy to use. Simple and quick to connect and start measurement.”   
“Accurate, easy to use, Analyze the data to point out problems in a sea of 
signals. ” 

• Objective driveability analyzer: 
“Have no use for it in the tests that are conducted here” 
“Simple to use” 
“Interesting theme but at this time nothing that the customers need.”  
“Possibility to self define limits for red, yellow, and green”  
“It provide a feedback if the changes made to the software improved driveability” 

• Objective evaluation tool for the performance of safety systems: 
“Quick and especially easy to use. That it will give a good view of the system 
status compared with the goals. It should be quick to analyze data.” 
“Interesting theme but at this time nothing that the customers need.” 
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“The tool should present results on two levels: 1. detailed collected data, 2. safety 
indicators that describe the performance in summarized form.”  
“When discussing with customers you have something to work with rather than 
feelings and perceptions.” 

A general view is that the systems in the test vehicles must be very easy to use 
and work with.

A final comment from the survey about the AVL-DRIVE system is the 
following:

“Very interesting, the question is how we can sell it to our customers and if 
the prize can be discussed in some way?” 
“If implementation of ESP, ABS, TCS works then AVL-DRIVE could be 
an interesting system, naturally also a cost issue.” 
“It should be exciting to see a developed version that could log the driver 
behavior.”
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5 DISCUSSION 
This chapter discusses the results and different aspects of the pre-study project.  
The chapter also elaborates on the usability of the AVL-DRIVE system for 
automotive testing in northern Sweden. Finally the development of AVL-
DRIVE for handling is discussed. 

5.1 Differences between data 
In the results presented in chapter 4 there are some noted differences in the 
data. The system should cancel out the effects of the drivers influence on the 
data so difference may come from different numbers of events assessed. 
Meaning, if a driver drives hard more tip-in and tip-out events will be assessed 
compared to a driver that has a more gentle driving approach. This is why AVL 
has developed the Benchmark guidance maneuvers in order to compare vehicles 
with each other and in the process making sure that the same amount of events 
are assessed and that all the criteria’s needed are assessed.

Another note to the data for the FMK tests is that the FMK1 test had 
insufficient calibration during installation and startup and that FMK4 test had 
bad surge rating from ice and snow on the track. So in order to make use of the 
FMK before and after, e.g. endurance tests, it should be performed on the same 
tracks and with the same maneuvers. 

One thing that often occurred during driving was the error message “Gearshift 
Detection Aborted”, or a message saying there is a problem calculating shift 
time due to ratio-problems. This was due to the system being able to see the 
trigger signal for the gearbox to change gear, but it could not detect any 
difference in gear ratio. Since the car had a Dual Clutch Transmission (DCT) it 
can occur, during downshifts, that the gearbox get the signal to downshift, and 
does so, but because the vehicle is rolling the clutch does not always need to 
close. If the clutch is open, there is no change in ratio between wheels and 
engine. This can be visualized in the AVL-DRIVE software looking at the 
synchron speeds versus engine speed and gear. 

It should also be noted that the AVL-DRIVE system has a built in function for 
assessing the reliability of the weightings and the ratings of the system itself. This 
was not discussed about during the presentations but it is a great feature, which 
is why it is noted here. 

5.2 Usability of AVL-DRIVE for service providers 
When discussing the AVL-DRIVE for handling prototype with service 
providers and engineers, the interest in such a system is remarkably positive. 
However, for the service providers to start finding a suitable business model of 
using this system some demonstrations of its usability and some sort of license or 
rental agreement is needed. 
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One use for the system as it is today could be to study the change in vehicle 
Driveability after endurance tests or after longer periods of testing. This could 
be done by driving a set of specified driving cycles specified in [11], called FMK 
in this report. An adapted FMK that were used during this study and explained 
in 3.3.3 takes 3,5 hours for an experienced test driver. Running an adapted 
FMK before testing starts to get a starting reference of drivability for the test 
vehicle and then at the end of the test running a second adapted FMK will 
make it possible to analyze changes of the vehicle due to, e.g. degradation or 
system malfunction. The drivability data from the two adapted FMK tests can 
be compared and in the AVL-DRIVE software, Report Generator, where it is 
easy to see the difference in main operation modes. To get a better 
understanding of which criteria changed the most it is possible to step down to 
the sub-operation modes and to the different criteria’s that show the largest 
discrepancy.

The use of the system during endurance tests does not give much help with 
only the AVL-DRIVE. A GPS system needs to be installed and connected to 
the AVL-DRIVE in order to track where a certain detected event occurred. 
Also AVL-DRIVE needs to be able to log data more stable and for longer 
periods of time then it currently can. Another possible development of the 
system for endurance tests would be to notify the driver of a bad driveability 
rating in a clear way in the PDA. This so that the driver, if needed, has the 
possibility to reproduce the event that caused the bad driveability. To help the 
test drivers it would help to make the start and stop of measurements easier or 
even automatic, so that when the ignition is turned off the measurement will 
turn off. If the system will be further developed for endurance tests it is also a 
request that the system should start logging faster than five minutes. Further the 
noise measurement should not be used during endurance tests since it do not 
give any useable information in these tests, and since the AVL-DRIVE system 
was not developed for this purpose. The rough road influences are compensated 
within a defined range. Out of this range the ratings are suppressed during this 
fault, [8].

5.2.1 Service providers view
When discussing with people during the demonstrations of the system some 
ideas and thoughts came up that were not written down in the surveys. 

One idea was to use the AVL-DRIVE system to compare certain driving 
maneuvers with a vehicle directly from the cold chambers and with the vehicle 
warmed up, to study the effects on driveability for cold car and systems. Also 
these tests do not require any ESP, ABS, or TCS activity so the AVL-DRIVE 
system as it is could be used for this purpose. The overall view from the service 
providers was positive, especially concerning the handling part and eventual 
development for ESP, ABS, and TCS, as this is the main part of the work in 
northern Sweden. Furthermore service providers’ carry out durability tests for 
OEMs. They would appreciate a tool not only for evaluation but also for 
documentation of irregularities over a longer period – which AVL-DRIVE was 
not designed for originally.
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5.2.2 AVL’s view
This pre-study was the first step into winter testing. Up to now AVL-DRIVE 
was basically used under warm / normal conditions. 

The study gave a good overview about what the companies up in Northern 
Sweden need and how the actual AVL-DRIVE could be used therefore. So 
with just some small changes it could on the one hand be a documentation tool 
for durability tests, on the other hand an evaluation tool for “cold weather” 
application and calibration of powertrain. 

The next step – evaluation of Handling and Safety Systems – is a very 
challenging one! Although the methodology for evaluation will stay the same 
the necessary information’s will increase extremely. New sensors will be needed 
(e.g. gyro or GPS-systems for vehicle movements) as well as internal 
information has to be created like friction estimation, tire models, etc. 

Development partners are welcome from all parties – OEMs, suppliers of safety 
systems, scientific institutions – to handle this huge amount of work. 

As it is of enormous importance regarding the new regulations about 
compulsory ESP usage in passenger vehicles as well as in trucks – funding from 
EU could be applied for. The AVL-DRIVE would be a good tool for the 
service providers to use during summer (benchmarks) and winter tests (cold test 
and development of powertrain). A future developed application for ABS, ESP 
and TCS would be a huge benefit for the service providers and automotive 
industry correspondingly. 

5.2.3 LTU and ATM’s view
The current version of AVL-DRIVE could be used for the purpose of analyzing 
degradation of the vehicle and systems as described above in 5.2 or for cold tests 
of powertrain. However, the cost of the system compared to the usage and 
return on investment would probably not be satisfactory for only this usage. If 
the system could also be used during summer time by the service providers to 
run benchmark tests or general driveability tests for their customers, the return 
on investment would be more promising. Further, different demonstrations of 
the system as it are today for cold weather applications should be performed 
with a real test vehicle from a service providers’ customer. This could really 
show the customer the benefit of using such a system and thus give a better base 
for a return on investment calculation. However, this requires that the service 
providers start discussions with their customers and preferably AVL to arrange 
such a demonstration. From the cold test performed it can be concluded that it 
was fast and easy to do, and this should be studied further during winter in a real 
case with a real test vehicle.

A handling version of the AVL-DRIVE that could also handle ESP, ABS, and 
TCS interventions would be of great interest to the service providers and the 
automotive testing in general as many of them has pointed out in the survey 
results. This since most of the testing in north of Sweden concerns ESP, ABS 
and TCS. 
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5.3 AVL-DRIVE for handling 
The AVL-DRIVE for handling system that was briefly tested at the end of the 
pre-study, will give more interesting information to the driveability assessment 
of the vehicle. Especially concerning the use of AVL-DRIVE for Handling to 
study the change of the vehicle lateral dynamics after certain tests. This due to 
the fact that more criteria’s will be assessed and thus capturing a wider range of 
possible problem areas. To fully make use of the AVL-DRIVE for Handling the 
system has to be developed further to assess also the intervention of the ESP, 
ABS, and TCS systems in vehicles. This since almost 95% of the tests performed 
in the area concerns the development of ESP, ABS, and TCS systems. 

5.3.1 ESP, ABS, and TCS assessment
The technology of AVL-DRIVE and especially the fuzzy-logic part is very well 
suited for capturing certain driving events in real-time, such as sine with dwell, 
steep-steer maneuvers or split-  braking. These technologies together with 
other algorithms for analyzing data can be used to objectively assess ESP, ABS, 
and TCS interventions. Further, as pointed out before there will be a need for 
additional sensors and algorithms to assess the state of the vehicle in more detail. 
There are some papers that present different criteria’s for objectively assess 
vehicle handling that are of interest to the continuation of this pre-study. 
Mavros [12] present a methodology for objective assessment of the response of a 
vehicle subjected to transient-handling maneuvers and define a non-dimensional 
measure called normalized yaw impulse. Laine et. al. [13] presents modified 
criteria’s of the FMVSS 126 (sine with dwell) maneuver for ESP tests of heavy 
vehicle combinations. 

Concerning assessing and evaluating ESP, ABS, and TCS intervention with 
AVL-DRIVE technology we propose to start with defining test maneuvers and 
the criteria’s that are used during ESP, ABS, and TCS development. This by 
conducting, reference studies, surveys and interviews with the automotive 
industry during the winter test season of 2009/2010. These results should be 
correlated with the criteria’s that already has been developed for the AVL-
DRIVE for handling prototype. Further, it would be wise to start with ABS 
since this is the most established/oldest system and then move on to TCS that is 
also an established system These will be easiest to implement due to its many 
models existing in literature and simulation software and AVL’s experience in 
engine and powertrain for TCS. ESP will demand a larger effort due to the 
demand of estimating the state of the vehicle including used and maximum 
friction, which also will require more information of the vehicle that is tested. 
However, this system is one of the most important systems to evaluate since it 
will be mandatory in all cars and trucks. 

The objective evaluation of ESP, ABS, and TCS systems using AVL-DRIVE 
for Handling would be a good tool for test engineers to develop these active 
safety systems more efficiently. As they have pointed out in the survey results, 
“A way to confirm what test drivers feel.” and “That our drivers have "evidence" for 
what they feel and note down by hand today.” would clearly be of help when 
service providers take over more of the testing from their customers. This since 
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many customers is still unsure if they can “trust” the competence of the test 
drivers in Sweden. 

5.3.2 Subjective assessment of handling
The last step is to start building up a knowledge base of the subjective 
assessment of handling and ESP, ABS, TCS interventions using the standard 
maneuvers like, sine with dwell, split-mu braking, and 10%-20% split-mu hill 
tests. Utilizing skilled test drivers from the north Sweden test region is a good 
start for the development of the knowledge base, however, this is a huge task 
that need considerable amount of funding. King et. al. [14] present a study of 
subjective assessment of vehicle and propose a way of linking subjective-
objective assessments. This paper shows some interesting results of subjective 
assessment of handling and how one could set up a questionnaire for capturing 
the subjective ratings. These references and others need to be accounted for in 
the start of the project in order to find a suitable approach. 
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Appendix A 

This appendix shows the different sensors placements in the Audi Q5. 

Figure 19. Chassis 3-axis sensor, passenger seat rail. 

Figure 20. current sensor, battery minus pole. 

Figure 21. Vibration sensor, steering column. 
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Figure 22. 1-axis acceleration sensor and microphone, driver’s headrest. 

Figure 23. DMU2 located in the trunk below the floor. 

Figure 24. 1-axis accelerometer on front left lower wishbone. 
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Appendix B 

This appendix shows the different routes driven during the endurance tests. 

Figure 25. Endurance test, 3rd of August 2009. 

Figure 26. Endurance test, 4th of August 2009. 
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Figure 27. Endurance test, 5th of August 2009. 

Figure 28. Endurance test, 6th of August 2009. 
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Appendix C 

This appendix shows the difference between Comfort and Dynamic setting in 
the Audi Q5 while driving FMK maneuvers on tarmac test track. 

Figure 29. Comparison of acceleration main mode. 

Figure 30. Comparison of acceleration – full load 0-100kph. 
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Figure 31. Comparison of sub-mode full load acceleration. 
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Appendix D 

This appendix shows the comparison of FMK1 – FMK4. 

Figure 32. Comparison of main operation modes. 

Note that the large difference in tip out compared to tip in for FMK4 could be 
because of the different track conditions. 

Figure 33. Comparison Upshift during part load acceleration. 
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Figure 34. Comparison drive away. 

Figure 35. Comparison drive away normal. 
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Figure 36. Comparison drive away launch. 

Figure 37. Tip out after acceleration, showing bad jerk rating for FMK4 due to ice/snow 
on track. 
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Appendix E 

Results of cold climate test that show the difference between a selection of 
FMK manoeuvres between cold and warm car. 

Figure 38. Downshift during braking, cold vs. warm. 

Figure 39. Upshift during part load acceleration, cold vs. warm. 
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Figure 40. Downshift during motoring, cold vs. warm. 

Figure 41. Engine start with closed pedal, cold vs. warm. 
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Appendix F 

This appendix show the survey used in this pre-study. 

Survey of AVL-DRIVE system usability

Hope you have time to read this short introduction text and answer the ten 
questions below. It is suggested that you skim trough this survey and questions 
before you test the AVL-DRIVE system or follow in the test vehicle with it 
mounted. Below follows a short description of what this pre-study project is 
about and then some questions that we hope you could help us answer.

Description:
AVL-DRIVE pre-study idea started from Lars Holmgren at ATM and his 
interest in the system and if it could be used in the industry. Lars contacted 
LTU and CASTT for setting up a meeting with AVL to see and test the system 
during one day. Mikael Nybacka and David Holmlund visited AVL in Graz 
2009-05-07 for further discussion about the system and what it was capable of. 
During the meeting Mikael and David discussed the possibilities of using the 
technology for safety and handling tests during winter tests. Mikael Nybacka 
wrote a proposal to AVL for running a pre-study project to understand how the 
system could be used, both as it is and how it could be extended to facilitate 
handling and safety tests.  

The aim with this pre-study survey is to: 
• Understand how the system could be used for creating new services or 

enhancing current services for automotive testing. 
• Get a general understanding how the AVL-DRIVE system could be 

extended and tailored to the winter test industries safety and handling 
tests.

AVL-DRIVE system is designed for objective assessment and quality control of 
drivability based on human experience. Experiences acquired from internal and external 
vehicle benchmarks and drivability development projects are incorporated in the AVL-
DRIVE system. The system uses various sensors and CAN bus information to capture 
the most significant data and vehicle parameters, such as longitudinal acceleration, engine 
speed, vehicle speed, pedal position and vibrations. More than 500 individual criteria 
(e.g. Kick, Surge, Engine speed fluctuation, Response delay ...) are defined for several 
driving modes (e.g. Drive away, Acceleration, Gearshift, ...). The relevant parameters for 
the defined criteria of all detected driving modes are measured/calculated and weighted 
online during a test ride. The AVL-DRIVE system delivers objective ratings for 
driveability quality and vehicle character and - combined with an automatic classification of 
similar driving modes - enables a very quick vehicle analysis.6

                                        

6 For more information see: AVL-DRIVE product guide or www.avl.com

http://www.avl.com
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Questions:

1. What is your job title? (e.g. Test engineer, test driver, supervisor ABS, Manager)

Vad är din jobbtitel? (T.ex. testingenjör, testförare, projektledare ABS, Chef)

2. On a scale of 1-7 how helpful do you think the AVL-DRIVE 
system WAS DURING THE TEST RUN? (1 is not at all and 7 are 
very helpful)
På en skala från 1-7 hur hjälpsamt tycker du att AVL-DRIVE systemet 
VAR UNDER TESTET? (1 betyder inte alls och 7 betyder väldigt hjälpsamt)
1  2 3 4 5 6 7

3. On a scale of 1-7 how helpful do you think the AVL-DRIVE 
system in its current status COULD BE FOR SERVICE
PROVIDERS? (1 is not at all and 7 are very helpful)
På en skala från 1-7 hur hjälpsamt tycker du att AVL-DRIVE systemet I 
nuvarande form SKULLE KUNNA BLI FÖR 
TESTENTREPRENÖRER? (1 betyder inte alls och 7 betyder väldigt 
hjälpsamt)
1  2 3 4 5 6 7

4. What do you think is most helpful when using the AVL-DRIVE 
system during endurance testing? 
Vad tycker du är mest hjälpsamt när man använder AVL-DRIVE systemet 
under utmattningstester (tester på publika vägar)? 
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5. How do you think the AVL-DRIVE system in its current status 
could enhance the testing and services during summer and 
winter testing? 
Hur tycker du att AVL-DRIVE systemet i nuvarande form kan förbättra och 
utveckla testningen och tjänsterna under sommar- och vintertester? 

6. Is it possible to incorporate a number of specified test sequences 
during endurance tests, or is the test-protocol to strict? Is it 
possible with short evaluations every 5000Km? (e.g. tip-in and tip-
out, gear shifting sequences, etc.)
Är det möjligt att lägga till ett antal specifika testsekvenser under 
utmattningstesterna, eller är testprotokollet för strict? Är det möjligt att 
göra korta utvärderingar efter 5000Km? (T.ex. tip-in och tip-out, 
växlingssekvenser, mm.)

7. How useful would it be for you, your organization and your 
customer to use an extended DRIVE-system that could handle 
safety and handling tests? (Meaning to be able to rate the subjective safety and handling 

criteria’s)

Hur användbart skulle det vara för dig, din organisation och era kunder 
att använda ett vidareutvecklat AVL-DRIVE system som hanterar 
dynamiska- och säkerhetstester? (Kunna få en estimerad bedömning på subjektiva kriterier 
som säkerhets och dynamik)
For You: För Dig: 
1  2 3 4 5 6 7

For your Organization: För din Organisation: 
1  2 3 4 5 6 7

For your Customers: För din Kund: 
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1  2 3 4 5 6 7

8. In what specific tests do you think a DRIVE handling system 
could be useful and why?
I vilken eller vilka typer av tester tror du att ett DRIVE handling system skulle 
kunna vara till hjälp och varför? 

9. Do you have any software or system that could give you an 
objective value of how safe your test vehicle is when it comes to 
handling tests? E.i. from logged data or from sensors. And if 
yes, what system or software is it?
Har ni andra mjukvaror eller system som kan ger ett objektivt värde på hur säker 
testbilen är när det gäller dynamiska tester? T.ex. från loggad data eller sensorer. 
Om ja, vilket system eller mjukvara har ni? 
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10.What expectations do you / your customers have on a… (What 
should they include and how should they function?) 
Vilka förväntningar har ni eller era kunder på… (Vad ska de ha och hur ska de 
fungera?)

a. data logger system  

b. objective driveability analyzer / objektivt analysverktyg av 
körbarhet

c. objective evaluation tool for the performance of safety 
systems / objektivt utvärderingsverktyg för prestandan hos 

säkerhetssystem
Other comments: Övriga kommentarer:

Please fill in the empty fields in this document and leave it to David Holmlund 
or send it to the address below.  
Mikael Nybacka, E211A 
Luleå University of Technology 
97187 Luleå, Sweden 
Thank you for your help in this pre-study project it is greatly 
appreciated.








